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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Presented in this study is a data collection and analysis procedure whereby 
Methods I and II of the AASHTO Specification for Vessel Collision may be 
applied to the design of inland waterway highway bridges. No known bridge 
has been designed using either method due to the variability of the barge sizes 
and flotilla types. A design example is included in Appendix I where an actual 
bridge was designed using the statistical procedures outlined in this study. 

Additionally, alternate dynamic analysis procedures, which more 
accurately model the barge-bridge response forces, are presented. The design 
procedures are presented in Section 5 and Appendix III in a format that could 
be included in the AASHTO Guide Specification for Collision Design of Highway 
Bridges. The cutrentAASHTO equivalent static method neglects the important 
dynamic interaction that occurs between the individual barges of the flotilla 
column and the bridge pier. In addition, the currentAASHTO analysis method 
neglects the distributed member loads that results due to the inertial effects of 
the impact loading. 

A design example is also included in Section 5 to illustrate the use 
of the pseudo-dynamic analysis procedure. The results indicate that there is up 
to a 38% difference between the deflections predicted by the proposed analysis 
procedure and the AASHTO procedure. In addition, a design example is 
presented in Appendix III which shows that there is also significant difference 
between the impact spectrum analysis method and the current AASHTO 
equivalent static method. 

The results of this study makes possible true dynamic analysis 
and design of bridges susceptible to barge traffic. True dynamic analysis 
includes member loads that result from the inertial effects of the loading. 
This is in contrast to the current AASHTO equivalent static method which 
neglects the dynamic effects of the impact loading. 
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= modal participation factor 
= the ratio of damping to critical damping 
= primary inertial mode period 
= time integration weighting factor 
= mode-shape vector 
= second derivative of the mode displacement function 
= mode displacement function second derivative evaluated at the x 
coordinate 
= the damped natural period 
= the annual frequency of collapse for a pier 
= force change over the load increment q to q+f:.q 
= the crushed mass at time tn+z 

= the change in velocity of the mass over the time increment tn+z - tn 

= change in momentum of the barge 
= non-dimensionlized dynamic magnification factor 
= elastic modulus 
= amplitude force function of time 
= crushing element resistance 
= impact design member force vector 
= barge impact force 
= damping force 
= damping load vector 
= the elastic load vector 
= the elastic load vector 
= inertial force 
= inertial load vector 
= elastic resistance force 
= stiffness distribution function 
= it1' lumped stiffness 
= Impact Spectrum Analysis Procedure 
= global stiffness matrix 
= interaction element stiffness matrix 
= elastic structural element stiffness matrix 
= the mass at time t
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= mass density distribution function 
= mass distribution function 
= it/' lumped mass 
= global mass matrix 
= structural element mass matrix 
= momentum of the total system at t = t" 
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= momentum of the total system at t = t 11+1 

= number of casualties occurring between traffic reporting stations 
for yearn 

= number of years for which the casualties have occurred 
= Pseudo-Dynamic Analysis Procedure 
= loading function duration impulse 
= generalized load 
= 500 year flow condition 
= modal load magnitude distribution vector 
= flotilla traffic count at station one for year n 
= barge traffic volume for year i 
= Time-History Analysis Procedure 
= total modal pseudo-static response vector 
= element maximum impact displacement vector 
= velocity at time t 11 

= velocity at time t 11+1 

= modal maximum amplitude 
= modal time varying amplitude 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.lBACKGROUND 

The 1993 collapse of an Alabama railroad bridge killing 44 people after 
being struck by a barge flotilla (Lexington Herald-Leader, July 18, 1993) is a 
typical example of the vulnerability of bridges to vessel (barge or ship) impact 
loads. Not only can a bridge collapse result in the loss of life, but it may also 
cause an impasse for automobiles and commercial vehicles resulting in great 
economic loss for the comm unity. 

The Alabama railroad bridge collapse is not an isolated incident of bridge 
collapse due to barge collision or impact. In addition to the event described 
above, on November 22, 1993, two major bridges over the Ohio River near 
Cincinnati were struck by barges, causing one of them to be closed for several 
days while repairs were completed. 

Many bridges are designed each year to resist vessel impact loads using 
the AASHTO Guide Specification and Commentary for Vessel Collision Design 
of Highway Bridges (1991). The guide specification provides three vessel impact 
design methods, called Methods I, II, and III. Method I is a semi-deterministic 
procedure that allows the designer to select a design vessel for collision impact. 
Method II is a probability based technique whereby the design vessel is selected 
based upon accurate vessel traffic data. Method III uses a cost-effective analysis 
procedure to select the design vessel for collision impact and closely parallels the 
techniques used in Method II. Most bridges susceptible to ship impact are 
designed using Method I since it is simple and easy to use. Although more 
difficult to apply than Method I, design Method II is recommended by the 
AASHTO Guide Specification (1991) for most bridges. However, the guide 
specification provides no guidance on the application of the design methods to 
bridges susceptible to barge impact. One of the objectives of this study is to 
present a data collection and analysis procedure by which the AASHTO design 
methods may be used for the design of bridges susceptible to barge impact. 

The current method of analysis of bridge piers subjected to vessel impact 
involves a great number of simplifications and assumptions on the part of the 
engineer. The true dynamic structural response due to the load time-history is 
approximated by an assumed equivalent static response [Section 3.12, AASHTO 
Guide Specification (1991)]. The main disadvantage of the current method is 
that it ignores the dynamic effects of the collision. The resulting design may at 
best be expensive and overly conservative or at times unconservative and 
susceptible to catastrophic failure. 
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This study presents three design methodologies for modeling the dynamic 
interaction of the individual barges of the flotilla and the bridge during the 
collision event. A flotilla represents a train of barges tied together both length 
and width wise. Figure 1.1.1 shows a typical barge flotilla configuration. Each 
design method represents an increasing level of analysis complexity. The choice 
between the three design methods is based on the characteristics of the bridge 
(e.g. importance, regular or irregular, span lengths, etc.) as is currently done for 
seismic design of highway bridges. 
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Figure 1.1.1: Typical Barge Flotilla. 
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1.2 LITERATURE SURVEY 

Very few publications relating to impact design of bridges are known to 
exist. The author located only three publications that related specifically to 
barge impact design of highway bridges. These publications, however, dealt 
with the development of the current AASHTO Guide Specification equivalent 
static design method. Since one of the goals of this study is to include dynamic 
effects these publications could not be used. Extensive existing literature was 
found that related to impact analysis of large structures and could be generally 
classified into four categories; missile impact with concrete structures, aircraft 
impact with concrete structures, vessel impact with offshore oil platforms, and 
train impact with rigid structures. These types of impact analysis will be 
investigated in the following sections. 

1.2.1 Missile Impact 

A great deal of work has been published on missile impact since it is 
related to national security. The major emphasis of this research is on finite 
element modeling of missile impact. An extensive literature search on this type 
of impact was conducted by Bangash, 1993. Missile impact finite element 
modeling is generally aimed at analyzing localized concrete impact effects, i.e., 
penetration of concrete structures. Missile impact applications can generally be 
classified as material non-linear dynamic finite analysis. These applications do 
not included the effects of soil continuum effects on the response of the 
structure. In addition, the computation and model mesh refinement required 
for application of these methods are of little practical benefit to the bridge 
designer faced with determining the overall response of a large and complicated 
structure. 

1.2.2 Aircraft Impact 

Aircraft impact analysis is generally aimed at nuclear reactor 
confinement building design since these types of structures must be able to 
resist accidental and terrorist aircraft impact. The nuclear regulatory agency 
has sponsored extensive research in this area and Bangash, 1993 conducted an 
extensive literature search on the safety analysis of nuclear reactors to impact 
and explosion. 

Nuclear reactor impact design research studies were found to be generally 
aimed at determining the non-linear concrete behavior with little or no 
consideration for soil structure interaction. As was the case with missile impact 
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analysis, the degree of continuum mesh refinement required is prohibitive when 
considering the large beam element bridge structure. 

It should be noted that Riera, 1980, presented a model for determining 
aircraft impact loading functions that could be utilized for determining the 
impact loading function for a single barge impacting a rigid structure. 
Adaptation of this model resulted in the multiple barge loading functions. 

1.2.3 Vessel Impact 

Vessel impact design of offshore oil platforms is a problem similar to 
impact design of bridges susceptible to barge impact in that soil-structure 
interaction effects are particularly important. Pettersen, 1981, and Woisin, 
1979, presented simplified soil-structure interaction analysis procedures; 
however, these procedures are strictly static analysis methods and do not allow 
for the consideration of distributed soil effects or the interaction between the 
individual pile elements. 

1.2.4 Train Impact 

Train impact is similar to barge impact in that the impact loading is the 
result of the interaction of multiple separate vehicles. The -British Rail 
Authority conducted crash tests of trains on rigid structures (Bangash, 1993) 
which were useful for verifying the general shape of the barge impact loading 
functions. 

1.3 OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of this research are; 1) identification of the barge design 
flotillas, and their impact characteristics (impact velocity, impact elevation, etc.) 
that the inland waterways must be designed to resist (design flotillas), and 2) 
derivation of impact analysis procedures which account for the dynamic nature 
of the impact event. These two objectives encompass the complete process for 
impact analysis and design of waterway bridges. Figure 1.3.1 graphically flow 
charts this bridge design process. In addition, Figure 1.3.2 flow charts the steps 
necessary for the analysis of bridges susceptible to barge impact. The following 
sections outline in more detail the steps given in Figure 1.3.2. 
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1.3.1 Design Flotillas 

The first objective of this study is to identify the design flotillas and their 
characteristics necessary for design of bridges susceptible to barge impact. The 
design vessel can be determined using the AASHTO statistical design methods 
known as Methods I, II, or III. However, these methods are difficult to apply to 
barge traffic. Figure 1.3.1 gives the AASHTO design procedure for bridges 
susceptible to vessel impact design in flow chart format. The following sections 
give the information and statistical analyses that are necessary to apply the 
AASHTO design methods to barge impact design following the flow chart of 
Figure 1.3.1. 

The barge traffic results for this study are based on statistical data 
obtained from the U.S. Coast Guard, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and the 
American Waterways Operators, and are necessary to apply design Method II 
of the guide specification. Specifically, the data are needed to calculate: 

• The probability of aberrancy; 
• The waterway elevation profiles; 
• The size and tonnages of the barges using the waterways; 
• The flotilla category distributions; 
• The future barge traffic projections; and 
• The average utilized cargo capacity. 

1.3.1.1 Probability of Aberrancy 

In order to calculate the probability of aberrancy on inland waterways in 
accordance with the AASHTO Guide Specification, long-term vessel casualty 
(accident) data are required. The U.S. Coast Guard, Marine Safety Evaluation 
Branch, Washington, D.C., maintains a database on vessel casualties for the 
waterways. The database contains casualty reports for all vessel types 
operating on the waterway system, including barge tows. In addition, the 
database gives the nature of the casualty, i.e. collision, grounding, etc. From 
this information the probability of aberrancy for particular segments of a 
waterway system are determined. 

1.3.1.2 Waterway and Impact Elevation 

The elevations for the rivers are provided by the District Engineers of the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The river elevations for the normal pool, 2%, 
Q50, Q100, and Q500 flow conditions are needed for the rivers. As defined by the 
Army Corps of Engineers the normal pool is the river elevation above which 
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vegetation grows on the river banks, and the 2% flow river is the river elevation 
which is exceeded 2% of the time. The Q50, Q100, and Q500 flow are the river 
elevations that have a return period of 50, 100, and 500 years, respectively. The 
American Waterways Operators and the U.S. Coast Guard Captain of the Port 
can provide various records on barge draft depths, heights, etc. necessary for 
determining the impact elevation above the waterway elevation. 

1.3.1.3 Barge Size and Tonnage 

Barge tonnages and sizes are calculated using the information contained 
in the Waterborne Commerce of the United States database. This database is 
maintained by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' Waterborne Commerce Office 
in New Orleans, LA, and was released to the University of Kentucky under the 
Freedom of Information Act. 

The database comes as a formatted ASCII (FASCII) file. A computer 
program was written to process the information and conduct a statistical 
analysis of the data in order to assign barge sizes and tonnages. Barge types 
are defined based on the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers barge length and width 
designation system. 

1.3.1.4 Flotilla Category 

The application of the design methods in the AASHTO Guide 
Specification (1991) requires that the number of barges comprising the flotillas 
currently using the waterways be known. Therefore, the number of barges 
comprising the flotillas was determined based on the information contained in 
the 1992 Performance Monitoring System database provided by the U.S. Coast 
Guard Navigation Data Center, Washington, D.C. The information provided in 
the database is: A) the annual cumulative number of barges, based on the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers barge length and width designation system and B) the 
sizes and frequencies of the flotillas traveling on the waterways. 

It should be noted that, although flotillas are not entirely comprised of 
one barge size or type, they are generally made up of mostly the same barge size 
and type. Nevertheless, there is still a very large variation in the flotillas using 
the inland waterway system. Therefore, a probability based approach was 
adopted to calculate the number of barges comprising a flotilla. Flotillas are 
then categorized based upon the primary barge type in the train. For example 
if a barge type is the primary barge in the flotilla then the flotilla category is 
designated as that barge type. A computer program was written to process the 
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database and calculate the number of barges to be assigned to the columns and 
rows of each flotilla category. 

The flotilla frequency distributions (number of passages per year) for each 
river and data collection post are calculated by dividing the total number of 
barges for each category by the average number of barges comprising each of the 
flotilla categories. The average number was used in place of the average plus 
two standard deviations since it would result in a more conservative flotilla 
frequency distribution. 

Also included within the information provided by the Performance 
Monitoring System is the total number of flotillas passing the data collection 
station. This information was employed to check the assumptions used to 
calculate the flotilla categories. The sum of the calculated category frequencies 
at each of the data collection stations was compared to the known total flotilla 
count. Each of the categories was then adjusted, up or down by the percentage 
difference such that the sum of the "adjusted" calculated flotilla frequencies 
exactly equaled the known total flotilla frequency. Validation of the accuracy 
of the procedures can be inferred from the fact that the calculated values are in 
all cases within ± 5% of the actual known total flotilla count. 

1.3.1.5 Future Flotilla Traffic 

Currently the AASHTO Guide Specification (1991) gives no guidance for 
using future flotilla traffic projections when considering the design life of the 
bridge. Therefore, it is recommended that a 50-year design life be used. 
Assuming the bridge service begins in the year 2000, projected barge traffic for 
the year 2050 should be used. The projected barge traffic as calculated by the 
Planning Division of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers's Navigation Data 
Center was utilized in this study. Assuming that barge sizes and cargo 
capacities will remain constant, flotilla frequencies are increased proportionally 
to meet the tonnage projections for each ten-year period. These projections 
assume that the locks have sufficient capacity to transport the future volume of 
cargo. 
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1.3.1.6 Average Utilized Cargo Capacity 

In addition to maintaining the Performance Monitoring System Database, 
the Navigation Data Center annually conducts a statistical analysis of the barge 
traffic on the U.S. waterway system. Among the results of the analysis are the 
average upbound cargo capacity, average downbound cargo capacity, and the 
average percentage change in total barge traffic at each of the data collection 
points on the U.S. waterways. 

1.3.2 Analysis Procedures 

The current barge impact design method, called the "equivalent static 
method" given in the AASHTO Guide Specification (1991) is a very simplistic 
design method that may not accurately predict the forces that a bridge may be 
subjected to during a collision event. However, this method is currently used 
to design even the largest and most vital bridges crossing inland waterways. 

Three levels of analysis are proposed herein for barge impact design of 
bridges: A) Pseudo-Dynamic Analysis Procedure (PDAP), B) Impact Spectrum 
Analysis Procedure (ISAP), and C) Time-History Analysis Procedure (TRAP). 
Though the TRAP is obviously not a new method of general structural dynamic 
analysis, it is new in its application to barge impact design of bridges since no 
loading time-history has previously existed. 

The proposed methods of analysis are analogous to the three levels that 
are currently used for seismic design of highway bridges: A) Surface 
Acceleration, B) Response Spectra, and C) Time-History. The level of analysis 
is dictated by the importance classification of the bridge, the dynamic load (or 
acceleration), the bridge is critical or non-critical classification of the bridge, and 
whether the bridge is regular or irregular construction of the bridge. The three 
proposed methods of analysis and the steps necessary for their development are 
described in the following sections. 

1.3~2.1 Impact-Loading Functions 

The first step in the derivation of the three analysis procedures is the 
determination of the barge flotilla loading functions. Based on past flotilla
bridge collision investigations, AASHTO suggests that only the barges in a 
single column of a multi-column flotilla be used in developing the impact 
loading (Section C3.12 inAASHTO). This recommendation is based on the fact 
that barges in adjacent rows are lashed together with ropes that break during 
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the collision. It should be assumed that additional columns would break loose 
on impact and would not substantially contribute to the impact load applied to 
the bridge. 

In order to develop the loading functions, it is assumed that the flotilla 
impinges perpendicularly on a rigid support (pier). Ifit is further assumed that 
the support crushes only the section of the barge adjacent to the support, then 
the barge may be divided into two regions: A) a non-linear crushing zone, and 
B) an elastic zone. 

A non-linear dynamic finite element computer program was developed in 
order to generate the barge flotilla impact loading functions. The non-linearity 
in the model is a result of the crushing of the barges at the contact point 
between other barges or the bridge pier. The damping matrix is assumed to be 
proportional to the system mass and stiffness (i.e. Raleigh Damping is 
assumed). The total impact force on the support node includes the force 
resulting from the change of momentum of the crushed mass. The barge 
stiffness is taken from the bilinear load deformation relationship (Section 3.12, 
AASHTO Guide Specification). Calculation of the impact forces in this manner 
gives an impact force time-history. 

1.3.2.2 Impact Loading Spectrums 

The flotilla impact loading functions are used to develop the impact 
loading spectrums. An impact loading spectrum is analogous to an earthquake 
displacement response spectrum with the exception that the loading is the 
result of mass excitation rather than base excitation. In order to develop the 
impact spectrum of a single degree of freedom (SDOF) system subjected to a 
flotilla impact loading time history, a starting pier stiffness and mass is 
assumed. 

The maximum displacement of the SDOF pier is determined over the 
impact loading history. The mass is incremented and the maximum response 
over the loading history is again determined. The mass is incremented 
sufficient times such that all possible realistic natural frequencies for the 
structure are considered. Finally, the non-dimensionalized dynamic 
magnification factor for the structure is calculated. 
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1.3.2.3 Pseudo-Dynamic Analysis Procedure (PDAP) 

In order to determine the approximate dynamic bridge response, the total 
dynamic response is resolved into the contribution of the lower modes and the 
higher modes. It can be shown that the response of higher frequency modes can 
be calculated by static analysis because their inertial effects are negligible. 
Therefore, the response can be approximated by the contribution of the inertial 
response plus the static response. 

For the simplified analysis procedure, only a single dynamic mode is 
considered to contribute significantly to the total dynamic response; therefore, 
the free vibration modal analysis is not required. Only a static analysis is 
needed where the structure is loaded with the maximum magnitude of the barge 
impact force time-history at the impact point plus the distributed inertial 
loading determined from the impact spectrum and the assumed mode shape. 
Generally, the distributed loading can be represented by a linear force 
distribution. 

1.3.2.4 Impact Spectrum Analysis Procedure (ISAP) 

The Impact Spectrum Analysis Procedure is similar to the preceding 
Pseudo-Dynamic Analysis Procedure. However, the dynamic response of the 
bridge is approximated by a combination of multiple inertial modes. In the 
analysis of bridges susceptible to barge impact, the higher mode shapes 
generally contribute significantly to the total response of the bridge during 
impact. This procedure allows for the determination of only the lower inertial . 
mode shapes with the inclusion of the higher mode shape effects accomplished 
by neglecting their inertial contribution, and therefore including their pseudo
static response. 

1.3.2.5 Time-History Analysis Procedure (THAP) 

Though time-history analysis is not new by any means, time-history 
analysis of bridges susceptible to barge impact is made possible by utilizing the 
loading time-histories developed in this study. Generally, an impact time
history analysis of a bridge would be required only for large expensive bridges. 
However, a time-history analysis of smaller bridges that have a high probability 
of barge impact may, in some cases, be warranted. 
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1.4 Research Significance 

The research given in this study provides four distinct contributions to 
the development of an improved methodology of bridge design for barge impact. 
When taken as a whole these four contributions provide analysis procedures 
that can be integrated into the current vessel impact design foundation given 
by the AASHTO Guide Specification for Vessel Impact Design of Highway 
Bridges. A description of these four categories along with the Section that they 
are presented in this study are given by the following: 

1) Development of a statistical method by which barge traffic data can 
be used for impact design ofinland waterway bridges (Section 2). The 
methods given may be utilized in conjunction with the current 
AASHTO Guide Specifications for design of bridges susceptible to 
maritime vessel impact. Though the methods given in this study were 
developed specifically using Kentucky barge traffic data, the methods 
are applicable to barge traffic anywhere in the United States or the 
World. 

2) Derivation of multiple-barge impact time-histories using the single 
barge load-deformation curve provided in the MSHTO Guide 
Specification (Section 3). Currently, no impact time-histories are 
known to exist which would allow for rigorous analysis of and design 
of bridges susceptible to barge impact. 

3) Derivation of design impact response curves. These design curves are 
developed by enveloping the impact response curves for the 
statistically significant barge groups (flotillas) identified in Section 2 
(Section 3). 

4) Development of three barge impact analysis procedures that may be 
used in place of the current AASHTO Equivalent Static analysis 
procedure (Sections 3, 4 and 5). The three methods developed allow 
for the inclusion of the effects of the dynamic interaction between the 
individual barges in the flotilla and the bridge. The current 
equivalent static method simplifies the impact problem to a simple 
static point load and ignores the dynamic nature of the barge impact 
problem. 

The flow chart for the development of these four categories is given in Figure 
1.3.3. 
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Figure 1.3.1: Bridge Impact Design Process Flow Chart. 
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2.0 PROBABILITY BASED BARGE IMPACT DESIGN 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Currently, no inland waterway bridges are known to have been designed 
for barge impact using the AASHTO design methods due to the tremendous 
variation in flotilla sizes and barge types and sizes. There are presently two 
thousand known barge sizes and types in use; flotillas may contain an almost 
infinite variation of these barge sizes and types. This Section provides a method 
by which available barge and flotilla data may be used to apply the AASHTO 
design methods for barge impact on bridges in the navigable inland waterways 
of Kentucky, namely the Ohio, Tennessee, Cumberland, Green, and Kentucky 
Rivers. Although this study concentrated on barge traffic on Kentucky rivers, 
the methodologies presented are applicable to all navigable inland waterways 
in the United States and the World. 

In 1993, a railroad bridge in Alabama collapsed after being struck by a 
barge flotilla during high water river flow conditions (Lexington Hearld-Leader, 
July 18, 1993). The bridge collapse resulted in the tragic loss of forty-four lives, 
and caused a major disruption in automobile and commercial vehicle traffic. As 
mentioned in Section 1, this Alabama bridge collapse is not an isolated event. 
On November 22, 1993, two major bridges over the Ohio River near Cincinnati 
were struck by barges, causing one of them to be closed for several days while 
repairs were completed. 

Many bridges are designed each year to resist vessel impact loads using 
the AASHTO Guide Specification and Commentary for Vessel Collision Design 
of Highway Bridges (1991). The guide specification provides three vessel impact 
design methods, called Methods I, II, and III. Figure 2.1.1 provides the 
AASHTO flow chart for design of highway bridges up to the point of 
determining which of Methods I, II, and III is to be used. Method I is a semi
deterministic procedure that allows the designer to select a design vessel for 
collision impact. Method II is a probability based technique whereby the design 
vessel is selected based upon accurate vessel traffic data. Method III uses a 
cost-effective analysis procedure to select the design vessel for collision impact 
and closely parallels the techniques used in Method II. Method III will not be 
discussed in this study. 

Most bridges are designed using an assumed design flotilla that may or 
may not be the critical flotilla determined using either design Methods I or II. 
Method I is easier to use than Method II; however, design Method II is 
recommended by the AASHTO Guide Specification (1991) for most bridges. The 
flow chart for design of a highway bridge is provided in Figure 2.1.2. The guide 
specification provides no guidance on the application of any of the design 
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methods to bridges susceptible to barge impact since it focuses mostly on ship 
impact design. 

The data included in this study are in accordance with the AASHTO 
Guide Specification (1991). The results generated are based on statistical data 
obtained from the U.S. Coast Guard, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and the 
American Waterways Operators. Specifically, the data necessary to apply 
design Method II of the guide specification are the following: 1) barge size and 
capacities, 2) the number of barges in a flotilla column and row, 3) river 
elevations, 4) flotilla transit velocity, and 5) probabilities of aberrancy. 
Currently, the AASHTO Guide Specification (1991) provides a simple method 
for calculating the equivalent static barge impact force on a bridge element. The 
formulas are based on impact tests conducted on individual European barges 
(Meir, and Dornberg, 1980). However, this is of concern since the tests are 
conducted on single barges at low velocities and not on multi-barge flotillas 
traveling at high velocities as found on the rivers of Kentucky. 

This Section presents a method for identifying the inland waterway 
design flotillas using the AASHTO Guide Specification statistical design 
methods, called Methods I, II, and III. No bridge is known to have been 
designed using Method II, even though this method is recommended by 
AASHTO. This is due to the tremendous variation in the barge sizes, and types 
comprising the inland flotillas. In a later Section, the design flotillas will be 
utilized to develop three impact analysis procedures for true dynamic design of 
bridges susceptible to impact by the design flotillas. True dynamic design 
produces distributed member loads that are a result of the inertial effects of the 
impact load time-history. The current AASHTO equivalent static method uses 
a single static point load to simulate the dynamic interaction of the flotilla and 
bridge. 
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Figure 2.1.1: AASHTO Design Procedure Flow Chart. 
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Figure 2.1.2: AASHTO Sub Flow Chart for Method II. 
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2.2 DATA COLLECTION 

The data included in this report are in accordance with the AASHTO 
Guide Specification and Commentary for Vessel Collision Design of Highway 
Bridges. The results generated are based on statistical data obtained from the 
U.S. Coast Guard, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and the American 
Waterways Operators, and are necessary for applying design Method II of the 
guide specification. Specifically, the data are needed to calculate: 

• the probability of aberrancy, 
• the size and tonnages of the barges using the waterways, 
• the flotilla category distributions, 
• the number of barges in the flotilla column and row, and 
• the waterway elevation profiles. 

In order to calculate the probability of aberrancy on Kentucky waterways 
in accordance with the AASHTO Guide Specification, long-term vessel casualty 
(accident) data are required. The U.S. Coast Guard, Marine Safety Evaluation 
Branch, Washington, D.C., has maintained a database on vessel casualties for 
the past 11 years for Kentucky waterways. The database contains casualty 
reports for all vessel types operating on the waterway system, including barge 
tows. In addition, the database gives the nature of the casualty, i.e. collision, 
grounding, ramming, etc. 

A data query was conducted by the U.S. Coast Guard computer specialists 
for the University of Kentucky under the Freedom of Information Act. From 
this information, the probability of aberrancy for particular segments of the 
Kentucky waterway system was determined. This is shown diagrammatically 
in Figure 2.2.1. 

The information necessary to calculate the flotilla category distributions 
and the number of barges in the flotilla columns or rows was provided by the 
U.S. Coast Guard Navigation Data Center, Washington, D.C., from the 
Performance Monitoring System database. The purpose of the database is to 
track the efficiency of movement of cargo by barge along the U.S. inland 
waterway system. Data collection points for the database are located at the 
locks on the waterway system. 

The information provided in the database is the annual cumulative 
number of barges categorized by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers classification 
system and the sizes and frequencies of the flotillas traveling on the waterways. 
From the information provided in the database, the flotilla frequency 
distribution by category, and the number of barges to be assigned to the flotilla 
column and row are calculated. This is illustrated in Figures 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. 
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The database was not released to the University of Kentucky because of 
the size and complexity of the data files. All data queries were conducted by the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' computer specialists with the results sent to the 
University of Kentucky on computer disks; generally requiring five to six 
MBytes of storage. Computer programs were then written to process the query 
results and conduct a statistical analysis on the data. 

In addition to maintaining the Performance Monitoring System Database, 
the Navigation Data Center annually conducts a statistical analysis of the barge 
traffic on the U.S. waterway system. Among the results of the analysis are the 
average upbound cargo capacity, average downbound cargo capacity, and the 
average percentage change in total barge traffic at each of the data collection 
points on the U.S. waterways. Average upbound and downbound capacities, 
and changes in barge traffic are collected for Kentucky waterways for the most 
recent years of 1992 and 1993. 

Barge type tonnages and sizes are calculated using the information 
contained in the Waterborne Commerce of the United States database. This 
database is maintained by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' Waterborne 
Commerce Office in New Orleans, LA, and was released to the University of 
Kentucky under the Freedom of Information Act. The database requires 
approximately 7 .2 MBytes of computer storage and comes as a formatted ASCII 
(FASCI!) file. A computer program was written to process and conduct a 
statistical analysis of the data in order to assign barge sizes and tonnages to the 
24 barge types. The information flow is shown in Figure 2.2.4. 

The elevations for the rivers of Kentucky are provided by the U.S. Army 
Corps District Engineers. Figure 2.2.5 lists the three district engineers who 
provided information for all of Kentucky's waterways. It should be noted that 
the Nashville District Office acted in cooperation with the Tennessee Valley 
Authority. The river elevations for the normal pool, 2%, Q50, Q100, and Q500 flow 
conditions are sought for all of Kentucky's navigable rivers. As defined by the 
Army Corps of Engineers, the normal pool is the river elevation above which 
vegetation grows on the river banks, and the 2% flow river is the river elevation 
which is exceeded 2% of the time. The Q50, Q100, and Q500 flow are the river 
elevations that have a return period of 50, 100, and 500 years, respectively. 
However, for some sections of the Kentucky and Cumberland Rivers, complete 
data records are not maintained and the information was not available from any 
known source. 

The American Waterways Operators and the U.S. Coast Guard Captain 
of the Port, Louisville, KY, provided various records on barge transit speeds, 
typical flotilla sizes, barge draft depths, etc. This is illustrated in Figures 2.2.6 
and 2.2.7. 
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U.S. Coast Guard 
Bridge Branch 
St. Louis, MO 
(314) 539-3724 

U.S. Coast Guard 
G-MMI-3 

Washington, D. C. 
(202) 267-1435 

~ Vessel Casualty Data. ~ 

\ I 

Probability of Aberrancy 

Figure 2.2.1: Probability of Aberrancy Data Collection Flow Chart. 
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U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Navigation Data Center 

Washington, D.C. 
(703) 355-3061 

\ I 

Performance Monitoring System ~ 

\ I 

Total Barge Distribution Data 
Barge Traffic Growth Rate 

Upbound/Downbound Cargo Capacities 

Figure 2.2.2: Total Barge Distribution Data Collection Flow Chart. 
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Army Corps of Engineers 
Navigation Data Center 

Washington, D.C. 
(703)-355-3061 
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Flotilla Dimensions 
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Figure 2.2.3: Flotilla Dimensions Data Collection Flow Chart. 
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U.S. Army Corps 
Waterborne Commerce 

New Orleans, LA 
(504) 862-1470 

' I 

Waterborne Commerce 
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Data Base 
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Barge Capacities 
and 

Dimensions 

Figure 2.2.4: Barge Dimensions Data Collection Flow Chart. 
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U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
District Engineer 
Hunington, WV 
(304) 529-5499 

I / 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
District Engineer 
Louisville, KY 
(502) 582-5662 

' I 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
District Engineer 
Nashville, TN 
(615) 736-5626 

I / 

River Profile Data 

\I 

River Elevations 

Figure 2.2.5: River Elevations Data Collection Flow Chart. 
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American Waterways Operators 
Inland Waterways 

(703) 841-9300 

' I 

General· Information 

Figure 2.2.6: General Information Data Collection Flow Chart. 
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U.S. Coast Guard 
Louisville, KY 
(502) 582-5194 

' I 

Captain of the Port 

' I 

Barge Transit Velocities 
Maximum Barge Draft Depth 

Figure 2.2.7: Barge Transit Velocities Data Collection Flow Chart. 
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2.3 BARGE SIZES AND CAPACITIES 

In order to apply Method II of the AASHTO Guide Specification, the 
barge sizes and displacement tonnages comprising the flotillas currently using 
the waterways of Kentucky must be determined. The 24 barge types defined in 
this study are based on the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers barge length and 
width designation system and are given in Table 2.3.1 (see Figure 2.3.1 for the 
definition of barge length and width). The sizes and tonnages associated with 
the 24 barge types are based on the information contained in the Waterborne 
Transportation Lines of the United States database, 1993. The database 
contains sizes and tonnages of every barge registered to operate in the U.S. A 
computer program was written to process the database and calculate the sizes 
and tonnages to be assigned to the barges comprising a flotilla category. The 
computer calculations are based on the following assumptions: 

1. The variation of the barge sizes and tonnages within a category can 
be represented by a normal distribution. 

2. The barges using the waterways of Kentucky do not exceed a loaded 
draft of 15.2-ft. Figure 2.3.2 shows the concept of "loaded draft." 

The draft cutoff of 15.2-ft was based on information from the U.S. 
Coast Guard that barges with a draft in excess of 12-ft do not 
typically operate on Kentucky waterways. The 15.2-ft value was 
used to include some barges in the database that could conceivably 
operate during high water conditions. This will lead to reasonably 
conservative results. 

3. The minimums of the following values are used: 

• The maximum sizes, and tonnages encountered for a category 
within the database. 

• The average sizes and tonnages plus two standard deviations 
calculated for a category. 

Since the variation of the barge sizes and tonnages within a 
category can be represented by a normal distribution, use of the 
average plus two standard deviations assures that the barge sizes 
and tonnages assigned to a category have only a 2.25% chance of 
being exceeded. In case the maximum value within a category is 
less than the average plus two standard deviations, then the 
maximum value is used. Since the database contains all barges 
operating within Kentucky waterways, if the maximum value is 
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used, there is a 0% chance that the sizes and tonnages will be 
exceeded. 

4. Only barges typically operating on the Mississippi River System and 
the Gulf Coast Intercostal Waterway are used in the calculations. 

5. The barge self weight could be linearly interpolated from the 
relationship: 

liofif d1olt 
----------2.1) 

dn.1/t 

Figures 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 illustrate typical barge length and width distributions 
for flotilla categories BB and HD, respectively. 

Barges using the Kentucky waterways may not always be fully loaded 
when operating on the waterway system. Table 2.3.4 gives the average 
percentage of cargo capacity for the up bound and downbound barges at each of 
the data collection points on the Kentucky rivers. The cargo capacities are 
calculated by the Navigation Data Center in its annual statistical analysis of 
the barge traffic on the U.S. waterway system. 
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Table 2.3.1: Barge Length and Width Designations. 

Dimension Designation Range* 

A less than 100 feet 

B 100 to 174 feet 

Length C 175 to 194 feet 

D 195 to 199 feet 

E 200 to 259 feet 

F 260 to 289 feet 

G 290 to 300 feet 

H greater than 300 feet 

A less than 26 feet 
Width 

B 26 to 34 feet 

C 35 to 54feet 

D greater than 54 feet 

* Note: 1 foot= 0.3048 meters 
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T bl 2 3 2 B a e . arge onnages per 0 I a a egory - verage a ues ... T Fl t"ll C t A V 1 

Barge Size Range Barge Length Width Empty Loaded 
Flotilla for Capacity Draft Draft 
Category 

Flotilla Category (tons) (ft)* (ft)* (ft)* (ft)* 

1 (AA)a (<100') X (<26') 229.09 72.73 20.73 4.25 6.40 

2 (AB) (<100') X (26'-34') 567.84 62.98 30.95 2.02 8.72 

3 (AC) (<100') X (35'-54') 1957.22 87.75 40.36 1.32 8.69 

4 (AD) (<100') X (>54') 500.57 98.00 55.00 1.00 8.00 

5 (BA) (100'-174') X (<26') 635.57 112.65 23.56 2.91 6.33 

6 (BB) (100'-174') X (26'-34') 668.95 122.44 29.48 1.81 6.63 

7 (BC) (100'-174') X (35'-54') 1584.43 142.57 43.00 2.92 8.96 

8 (BD) (100'-17 4') X (>54') 1810.48 133.83 55.37 1.59 7.64 

9 (CB) (175'-194') X (26'-34') 1160.92 175.05 26.06 1.57 8.90 

10 (CC) (175'-194') X (35'-54') 1981.08 180.14 42.70 2.74 9.65 

11 (CD) (175'-194') X (>54') 420.65 188.00 60.00 4.00 8.60 

12 (DB) (195'-199') X (26'-34') 1361.57 195.00 26.02 1.72 9.01 

13 (DC) (195'-199') X (35'-54') 1844.64 195.01 35.10 1.67 9.09 
-

14 (DD) (195'-199') X (>54') 2642.67 196.10 54.10 5.00 8.00 

15 (EA) (200'-259') X (<26') 1155.56 215.00 25.00 1.00 10.00 

16 (EB) (200'-259') X (26'-34') 1257.39 200.00 26.00 1.53 8.67 

17 (EC) (200'-259') X (35'-54') 2075.87 202.29 35.98 1.64 9.21 

18 (ED) (200'-259') X (>54') 5100.61 242.68 71.23 2.39 12.58 

19 (FC) (260'-289') X (35'-54') 3643.62 265.48 51.43 1.72 9.63 

20 (FD) (260'-289') X (>54') 3666.95 268.35 56.18 2.42 10.33 

21 (GC) (290'-300') X (35'-54') 4307.98 295.34 53.17 1.72 9.65 

22 (GD) (290'-300') X (>54') 4875.17 297.30 54.33 2.04 9.96 

23 (HC) (>300') X (35'-54') 4837.30 333.02 52.44 2.53 9.47 

24 (HD) (>300') X (>54') 5504.16 340.05 54.55 2.25 11.55 
3AA: the first letter in parenthesis is the length of barge designation (Table 2.3.1) and the 

second letter is the width of barge designation (Table 2.3.1). 
* Note: 1 foot= 0.3048 meter 
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Table 2.3.3: Barge Tonnages per Flotilla Category-Average 
Plus Two Standard Deviations Values. 

Flotilla Barge Size Range for Barge Length Width Empty Loaded 

Category Flotilla Category Capacity Draft Draft 
(tons) (ft)* (ft)* (ft)* (ft)* 

1 (AA)" (<100') X (<26') 632.56 99.50 25.70 8.80 12.00 

2 (AB) (<100') X (26'-34') 952.72 75.87 33.13 3.30 12.50 

3 (AC) (<100') X (35'-54') 4485.83 99.40 54.00 2.06 12.00 

4 (AD) (<100') X (>54') 500.57 98.00 55.00 1.00 8.00 

5 (BA) (100'-174') X (<26') 1432.99 144.42 25.00 7.28 11.40 

6 (BB) (100'-17 4') X (26'-34') 1232.49 150.97 33.59 4.23 12.00 

7 (BC) (100'-l 7 4') X (35'-54') 3416.13 174.00 54.00 8.30 15.00 

8 (BD) (100'-17 4') X (>54') 3663.90 160.00 59.30 2.00 12.00 

9 (CB) (175'-194') X (26'-34') 1868.19 176.11 26.98 2.32 11.60 

10 (CC) (175'-194') X (35'-54') 3657.39 191.08 54.00 7.48 14.00 

11 (CD) (175'-194') X (>54') 420.65 188.00 60.00 4.00 8.60 

12 (DB) (195'-199') X (26'-34') 1890.02 195.09 26.74 2.00 10.00 

13 (DC) (195'-199') X (35'-54') 2715.35 195.25 37.49 2.29 15.00 

14 (DD) (195'-199') X (>54') 2642.67 196.10 54.10 5.00 8.00 

15 (EA) (200'-259') X (<26') 1155.56 215.00 25.00 1.00 10.00 

16 (EB) (200'-259') X (26'-34') 1375.00 200.00 26.00 1.80 9.50 

17 (EC) (200'-259') X (35'-54') 3046.69 221.03 43.22 2.56 14.50 

18 (ED) (200'-259') X (>54') 7714.29 250.00 72.00 4.36 15.00 

Hi (FC) (260'-289') X (35'-54') 5315.08 279.26 54.00 2.53 13.40 

20 (FD) (260'-289') X (>54') 4260.87 285.00 62.69 4.00 14.00 

21 (GC) (290'-300') X (35'-54') 6480.20 300.00 54.00 2.61 13.40 

22 (GD) (290'-300') X (>54') 7497.49 297.90 56.64 4.35 14.90 

23 (HC) (>300') X (35'-54') 8382.55 404.27 54.00 4.00 12.00 

24 (HD) (>300') X (>54') 6349.50 360.10 55.82 2.50 12.10 

a AA: the first letter in parenthesis is the length of barge designation (Table 2.3.1) and the 
second letter is the width of barge designation (Table 2.3.1). 

*Note: 1 foot= 0.3048 meter 
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Table 2.3.4: Percentage of Flotilla Cargo Capacity for the 
Kentucky Rivers. 

River Data Upbound Down bound Average Cargo Collection 
Post• 

1992 1993 1992 1993 1992 1993 

341 32% 32% 90% 91% 61% 61% 

436 31% 33% 92% 92% 62% 62% 

531 46% 48% 88% 87% 67% 67% 

606 59% 58% 83% 85% 71% 72% 

Ohio 720 56% 55% 83% 86% 70% 70% 

776 59% 57% 70% 72% 65% 65% 

846 46% 50% 76% 76% 61% 62% 

918 37% 40% 79% 79% 59% 59% 

938 45% 49% 73% 71% 60% 60% 

22 68% 72% 50% 42% 60% 58% 

206 95% 96% 11% 12% 52% 52% 
-

259 88% 88% 27% 25% 57% 56% 

274 90% 90% 26% 23% 58% 57% 
Tenne 

349 93% 90% 27% 28% 60% 59% ssee 
424 78% 81% 31% 32% 55% 57% 

471 86% 88% 35% 40% 60% 64% 

529 76% 77% 58% 64% 67% 71% 

602 - 43% 55% 60% 53% 52% 54% 

Cumb 
30 84% 91% 10% 9% 21% 34% 

erlan 148 98% 98% 7% 7% 53% 53% 
d 

216 94% 96% 9% 7% 52% 51% 

9 14% 27% 91% 85% 52% 56% 
Green 

63 12% 56% 89% 48% 50% 52% 
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2.4 FLOTILLA CATEGORIES 

The application of Method II of the AASHTO Guide Specification (1991) 
requires that the number of barges comprising the flotillas currently using the 
waterways be known. Therefore, the numbers of barges comprising flotillas are 
determined based on the information contained in the 1992 Performance 
Monitoring System database provided by the U.S. Coast GuardNavigationData 
Center, Washington, D.C. The purpose of the database is to track the efficiency 
of barge cargo movement along the U.S. inland waterway system. The 
information provided in the database is: 1) the annual cumulative number of 
barges, based on the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers barge length and width 
designation system presented previously in Table 2.3.1; and 2) the sizes and 
frequencies of the flotillas traveling on the waterways. 

As was mentioned in section 2.2, the database was not released to the 
University of Kentucky because of the size and complexity of the data files. 
Again, all data queries were conducted by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers'. 
The results requiring five to six MBytes of storage were sent to the University 
of Kentucky. Fortran computer codes were then written to process the query 
results and conduct a statistical analysis on the data. 

It should be noted that, although flotillas are not entirely comprised of 
one barge size or type, they are generally made up of mostly the same barge size 
and type. Nevertheless, there is still a very large variation in the flotillas using 
the Kentucky waterway system. Therefore, a probability based approach was 
adopted to calculate the number of barges comprising a flotilla. Flotillas are 
then categorized based upon the primary barge type in the flotilla. Therefore, 
the idealized flotilla category's designation is the same as the primary barge 
type comprising the flotilla. For example, if barge type CC is the primary barge 
in the flotilla then the flotilla category is designated as CC. This idealization 
process is shown in Figure 2.4.1. 

The computer program written to process the database and calculate the 
number of barges to be assigned to the columns and rows of each flotilla 
category was based on the following assumptions: 

1. The variation of the number of barges comprising the columns and 
rows of a flotilla within a flotilla category could be represented by 
a normal distribution. 

2. Since the flotilla width seemingly varies in regular increments, the 
number of barges in a row is decided first. 
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3. Barge widths do not typically exceed 55 feet. 

4. The least of the following is used: 1) the maximum number of 
barges making up the rows and columns encountered in a flotilla 
category or 2) the average number of barges making up the rows 
and columns plus two standard deviations calculated for a flotilla 
category. Based upon a normal distribution of data, using the 
average plus two standard deviations value suggests there is only 
a 2.25% chance that the values used will be exceeded annually. A 
typical distribution of the number of barges making up the rows 
and columns of a flotilla category is given in Figure 2.4.2. In the 
cases where the maximum value within a flotilla category is less 
than the average plus two standard deviations, then the maximum 
value is used. Since the database contains all barges operating 
within Kentucky waterways, if the maximum value is used, there 
is a 0% chance that the number of barges in a flotilla column or 
row will be exceeded. 

5. Non-integer values for the number of barges per flotilla column or 
row are acceptable since Method II is a probability based analysis 
procedure. 

6. Flotilla column lengths include the possibility of a barge attached 
to the side of the tow boat as illustrated in Figure 2.4.1. Since tow 
boat capacities are generally lower than barge capacities, it is more 
conservative to replace the tow boat with a barge. 

The flotilla frequency distributions (number of passages per year) for each 
river and data collection post are calculated by dividing the total number of 
barges for each category by the average number of barges comprising each of the 
flotilla categories. The average number was used in place of the average plus 
two standard deviations since it would result in a more conservative flotilla 
frequency distribution. The total number of barges for each category was 
determined by completing a data query on the Performance Monitoring System 
database. The total number of barges for each flotilla category is given for three 
typical data collection points on the Ohio River in Table 2.4.1. Values for the 
average and the average plus two standard deviations, in addition to the 
maximum number of barges in a column or row encountered in a specific flotilla 
category are reported in the output from the computer program. Some barge 
types do not occur as flotillas and are incorporated in flotillas comprised 
primarily of other barge types. The categories whose barge type is incorporated 
in another flotilla are assigned a "zero" flotilla frequency. 
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Also included within the information provided by the Performance 
Monitoring System is the total number of flotillas passing the data collection 
station. This information was employed to check the assumptions used to 
calculate the flotilla categories. The sum of the calculated category frequencies 
at each of the data collection stations was compared to the known total flotilla 
count. The totals compared generally with less than 1 % difference with the 
largest error for any data station on a Kentucky waterway being less than 5% 
difference. Each of the categories was then adjusted up or down by the 
percentage difference as illustrated in Table 2.4.2, such that the sum of the 
"adjusted" calculated flotilla frequencies exactly equaled the known total flotilla 
frequency. 
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Actual Flotilla 

Tow Boat 

Idealized Flotilla 

Figure 2.4.1: Flotilla Idealization Example. 
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Category DC. 
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Table 2.4.1:Total Barge Distribution Data for the 
Ohio River Miles 279-436. 

Flotilla 
Barge Size Range Number of Barges 

for 
Category 

Flotilla Category* Mile 279* Mile 341* Mile 436* 

l(M)" (<100') X (<26') 43 5 18 

2 (AB) (<100') X (26'-34') 79 29 30 

3 (AC) (<100') X (35'-54') 24 7 1 

4 (AD) (<100') X (>54') 25 0 0 

5 (BA) (100'-l 7 4') X (<26') 13 0 0 

6 (BB) (100'-174') X (26'-34') 127 45 43 

7 (BC) (100'-l 7 4') X (35'-54') 1,303 1,114 1,170 

8 (BD) (100'-174') X (>54') 2 1 0 

9(CB) (l 75'-194') X (26'-34') 1,994 33 70 

10 (CC) (l 75'-194') X (35'-54') 606 642 571 

11 (CD) (l 75'-194') X (>54') 114 68 11 

12 (DB) (195'-199') X (26'-34') 5,384 228 233 

13 (DC) (195'-199') X (35'-54') 28,232 54,694 51,269 

14 (DD) (195'-199') X (>54') 101 52 11 

-
15 (EA) (200'-259') X (<26') 1 0 0 

16 (EB) (200'-259') X (26'-34') 52 1 4 

17 (EC) (200'-259') X (35'-54') 3,807 4,415 4,822 

18 (ED) (200'-259') X (>54') 31 6 15 

19 (FC) (260'-289') X (35'-54') 106 127 70 

20 (FD) (260'-289') X (>54') 0 9 1 

21 (GC) (290'-300') X (35'-54') 2,195 3,111 2,628 

22 (GD) (290'-300') X (>54') 8 5 15 

23 (HC) (>300') X (35'-54') 36 170 30 

24 (HD) (>300') X (>54') 134 264 61 

TOTAL 44,417 65,026 61,073 

• AA: the first letter in parenthesis is the length of barge designation and the second letter 
is the width of barge designation (Table 2.3.1). 

* Note: 1 foot= 0.3048 meter, 1 mile= 1.6093 kilometers. 
h distance in miles: below Pittsburgh for the Ohio River. 
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Table 2.4.2: Flotilla Frequency Calculations and Error 
Adjustment for Example Milepost 341. 

Barges per Flotilla Calculated Adjusted 
Flotilla Barge Size Range for Flotilla Flotilla 

Category Flotilla Category 
column TOTAL 

Passages Passages 
row per Year per Year 

l(M)" (<100') X (<26) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 

2 (AB) (<100') X (26'-34') 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 

3 (AC) (<100') X (35'-54') 4.38 1.63 7.11 1 1 

4 (AD) (<100') X (>54') 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 

5 (BA) (100'-174') X (<26') 1.00 1.00 1.00 0 0 

6 (BB) (100'-l 7 4') X (26'-34') 1.33 1.00 1.33 34 34 

7 (BC) (100'-174') X (35'-54') 4.13 1.65 6.81 164 163 

8 (BD) (100'-174') X (>54') 6.63 1.75 11.59 0 0 

9 (CB) (175'-194') X (26'-34') 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 

10 (CC) (175'-194') X (35'-54') 3.23 1.87 6.04 106 106 

11 (CD) (l 75'-194') X (>54') 3.75 1.25 4.69 15 14 

12 (DB) (195'-199') X (26'-34') 2.50 1.50 3.75 61 60 

13 (DC) (195'-199') X (35'-54') 4.46 2.75 12.27 4,458 4,454 

14 (DD) (195'-199') X (>54') 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 

15 (EA) (200'-259') X (<26') 5.00 1.50 7.50 0 0 

16 (EB) (200'-259') X (26'-34') 2.50 1.50 3.75 0 0 

17 (EC) (200'-259') X (35'-54') 4.46 2.75 12.27 360 360 

18 (ED) (200'-259') X (>54') 1.67 1.00 1.67 4 4 

19 (FC) (260'-289') X (35'-54') 3.27 2.31 7.54 17 17 

20 (FD) (260'-289') X (>54') 2.75 1.00 2.75 3 3 

21 (GC) (290'-300') X (35'-54') 3.32 1.94 6.44 483 483 

22 (GD) (290'-300') X (>54') 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 

23 (HC) (>300') X (35'-54') 1.91 1.64 3.13 54 54 

24 (HD) (>300') X (>54') 1.50 1.00 1.50 176 176 

TOTAL 5,935 5,930 

% ERROR 0.0775 

"AA: the first letter in parenthesis is the length of barge designation and the second letter 
is the width of barge designation (Table 2.3.1) 
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Table 2.4.3: Ohio River Total Barge Traffic Growth Rates. 

Mile 
Percent Changea 

1991-1992 1992-1993 

341 17% 0% 

436 -2% 3% 

531 -2% 6% 

606 -6% 3% 

720 -8% 3% 

776 -8% 4% 

846 -8% 1% 

918 -6% -2% 

938 -5% 2% 

a Percent change in barge traffic is calculated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers as: 

T - T 

T 

where Ti is the barge traffic report for year i. 
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2.5 FUTURE BARGE TRAFFIC 

Currently, the MSHTO Guide Specification gives no guidance for using 
future barge traffic projections when considering the design life of the bridge. 
Therefore, it is recommended that a 50-year design life be used. Assuming the 
bridge service begins in the year 2000, projected barge traffic for the year 2050 
should be used. Table 2.4.3 gives the actual recorded barge traffic growth rates 
for 1991 and 1992 for all data collection points on the Ohio River. Table 2.5.1 
gives the projected barge traffic for a typical data collection post on the Ohio 
River as calculated by the Planning Division of the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers's Navigation Data Center. Assuming that barge sizes and cargo 
capacities will remain constant, flotilla frequencies are increased proportionally 
to meet the tonnage projections for each ten year period. These projections 
assume that the locks have sufficient capacity to transport the future volume of 
cargo. Complete percentage tables are presented elsewhere (Whitney, et.al. 
1994). 
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Table 2.5.1: Flotilla Frequency Projections for Ohio River, Milepost 341. 

Flotilla Flotilla Frequency (Number of Passages Per Year) 
Category 

1992 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050 

l(AAl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 (AB) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 (AC) 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 

4 (AD) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5 (BA) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6 (BB) 34 47 54 61 68 76 82 

7 (BC) 163 226 261 294 328 365 392 

8 (BD) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

9 (CB) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10 (CC) 106 147 170 192 213 238 255 

11 (CD) 14 19 22 25 28 31 34 

12 (DB) 60 83 96 108 121 134 144 

13 (DC) 4,454 6,189 7,133 8,047 8,963 9,982 10,719 

14 (DD) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~ 

15 (EA) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

16 (EB) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

17 (EC) 360 500 577 650 724 807 866 

18 (ED) 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 

19 (FC) 17 24 27 31 34 38 41 

20 (FD) 3 4 5 5 6 7 7 

21 (GC) 483 671 774 873 972 1,082 1,162 

22 (GD) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

23 (HC) 54 75 86 98 109 121 130 

24 (HD) 176 245 282 318 354 394 424 

a AA The first letter in parentheses refers to the length of barge designation as presented in 
Table 2.3.1, and the second letter in parentheses refers to the width of barge designation 
as presented in Table 2.3.1. 
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2.6 RIVER ELEVATIONS 

The AASHTO Guide Specification and Commentary for Vessel Collision 
Design of Highway Bridges appears to require that the barge impact loads be 
applied at the river 2% flow elevation. As determined from daily river flow data, 
the 2% flow elevation is the elevation the river exceeds just 2% of the time. The 
normal pool, 2% flow, Q50, Q100, and Q500 elevations are reported at regular 
intervals along most of the navigable inland waterways in Kentucky, as 
exemplified in Tables 2.6.1 for the Ohio River with complete tables for all 
Kentucky waterways presented elsewhere (Whitney, et.al. 1994) . The river 
elevations are provided by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers offices in 
Louisville, KY, Nashville, TN, and Huntington, WV. The river elevations for 
the normal pool, 2%, Q50, Q100 and Q500 flow conditions are sought for all of the 
rivers in Kentucky that supported barge traffic. However, as mentioned 
previously, for some sections of the Kentucky and Cumberland Rivers, complete 
data records are not maintained and the information was not available from any 
known source. 
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Table 2.6.1: River Elevation Data for the Ohio River 

miles normal 2% flow Q50 QlOO Q500 

below pool 
Pittsburgh (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) 

mouth 296.0 318.0 329.0 330.5 333.0 

975.0 297.0 319.0 329.0 330.5 333.0 

970.0 302.0 320.0 329.0 331.5 333.0 

965.0 302.0 321.0 330.0 332.5 334.0 

960.0 302.0 322.0 331.5 333.5 335.5 

955.0 303.0 323.0 332.5 334.5 337.0 

950.0 303.0 323.0 333.5 336.0 338.5 

945.0 303.0 325.0 334.5 337.0 339.5 

940.0 303.0 325.0 336.0 338.0 341.0 

935.0 304.0 326.0 337.0 339.5 342.5 

930.0 305.0 328.0 338.5 341.0 344.0 

925.0 306.0 329.0 339.5 342.0 345.0 

920.0 307.0 331.0 341.0 343.5 347.0 

915.0 324.0 332.0 344.0 346.0 350.0 

910.0 324.0 333.0 346.5 348.5 352.5 

905.0 325.0 335.0 348.5 350.5 354.0 

900.0 325.0 337.0 351.0 353.0 357.0 

895.0 325.0 338.0 353.0 355.0 359.0 

890.0 326.0 340.0 355.5 358.0 362.5 

Note: 1 foot= 0.3048 meter 
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Table 2.6.1 (cont.): River Elevation Data for the Ohio River. 

miles normal 2% flow Q50 QlOO Q500 

below pool 
Pittsburgh (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) 

885.0 327.0 341.0 357.5 359.5 364.0 

880.0 327.0 343.0 359.0 361.5 366.0 

875.0 327.0 344.0 360.5 363.0 368.0 

870.0 328.0 346.0 362.0 364.5 369.0 

865.0 329.0 347.0 364.0 366.0 371.0 

860.0 330.0 349.0 365.0 367.0 372.0 

855.0 330.0 351.0 366.0 368.5 373.0 

850.0 331.0 352.0 366.5 369.0 373.5 

845.0 342.0 353.0 367.5 369.5 374.0 

840.0 343.0 355.0 368.5 370.5 374.0 

835.0 343.0 356.0 369.0 371.0 375.0 

830.0 344.0 358.0 369.5 371.5 375.5 

825.0 345.0 359.0 371.0 372.5 376.5 

820.0 345.0 361.0 371.5 373.0 377.0 

815.0 345.0 362.0 372.5 374.0 378.0 

810.0 346.0 364.0 373.5 375.0 378.0 

805.0 346.0 365.0 374.5 376.5 378.5 

800.0 347.0 367.0 375.5 377.0 379.0 

795.0 347.0 369.0 376.0 378.0 380.0 

Note: 1 foot= 0.3048 meter 
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Table 2.6.1 (cont.): River Elevation Data for the Ohio River. 

miles normal 2% flow Q50 QlOO Q500 

below pool 
Pittsburgh (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) 

790.0 348.0 370.0 377.0 378.5 380.5 

785.0 349.0 371.0 378.0 380.0 381.5 

780.0 350.0 373.0 380.0 381.5 383.0 

775.0 358.0 374.0 381.5 383.0 385.5 

770.0 358.0 376.0 383.0 384.5 387.5 

765.0 358.0 377.0 385.0 386.5 389.5 

760.0 358.0 379.0 386.5 388.0 391.0 

755.0 359.0 380.0 388.5 390.0 393.0 

750.0 359.0 381.0 390.0 391.0 394.0 

745.0 360.0 383.0 391.5 393.0 396.0 

740.0 361.0 384.0 393.0 394.5 397.5 

735.0 362.0 385.0 395.0 396.5 399.5 

730.0 363.0 387.0 397.0 398.5 402.0 

725.0 363.0 389.0 399.0 400.5 404.0 

720.0 383.0 390.0 401.0 402.5 406.0 

715.0 383.0 391.0 403.5 405.0 409.0 

710.0 383.0 393.0 406.0 408.0 412.0 

705.0 384.0 395.0 408.5 410.5 415.0 

700.0 384.0 396.0 411.0 413.0 417.5 

Note: 1 foot= 0.3048 meter 
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Table 2.6.1 (cont.): River Elevation Data for the Ohio River. 
miles normal 2% flow Q50 QlOO Q500 

below pool 
Pittsburgh (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) 

695.0 384.0 398.0 413.5 416.0 420.5 

690.0 384.0 399.0 416.0 418.0 423.0 

685.0 385.0 401.0 417.5 420.0 425.0 

680.0 385.0 402.0 420.5 423.0 428.0 

675.0 385.0 403.0 423.0 425.5 431.0 

670.0 386.0 405.0 425.0 428.0 433.0 

665.0 386.0 406.0 428.0 430.5 436.0 

660.0 387.0 408.0 429.5 432.0 438.0 

655.0 387.0 409.0 431.0 434.0 439.5 

650.0 388.0 411.0 433.0 435.5 441.5 

645.0 388.0 413.0 434.5 437.0 443.0 

640.0 388.0 414.0 436.0 439.0 445.0 

635.0 389.0 415.0 438.5 441.0 447.5 

630.0 389.0 417.0 440.0 443.0 449.0 

625.0 390.0 419.0 441.0 444.0 450.0 

620.0 390.0 420.0 442.0 445.0 451.0 

615.0 391.0 421.0 443.5 446.5 452.5 

610.0 391.0 423.0 444.5 447.5 453.5 

605.0 420.0 425.0 447.0 450.0 455.0 

Note: 1 foot= 0.3048 meter 
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Table 2.6.1 (cont.): River Elevation Data for the Ohio River. 

miles normal 2% flow Q50 QlOO Q500 

below pool 
Pittsburgh (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) 

600.0 420.0 426.0 448.5 451.0 456.0 

595.0 421.0 428.0 450.0 452.5 457.5 

590.0 421.0 430.0 451.0 453.5 458.5 

585.0 421.0 432.0 452.5 455.0 460.0 

580.0 421.0 434.0 453.5 456.0 461.5 

575.0 422.0 436.0 455.5 458.0 463.0 

570.0 422.0 437.0 457.5 460.0 465.Q 

565.0 422.0 439.0 459.0 461.5 467.0 

560.0 422.0 441.0 461.0 463.5 469.0 

555.0 423.0 443.0 462.5 465.0 470.5 

550.0 423.0 445.0 464.0 467.0 472.5 

545.0 423.0 447.0 466.0 468.5 474.0 

540.0 424.0 449.0 468.0 470.5 476.0 

535.0 425.0 451.0 469.5 472.0 477.5 

530.0 455.0 453.0 471.0 474.0 479.5 

525.0 455.0 455.0 473.0 475.5 481.5 

520.0 455.0 457.0 475.0 478.0 484.0 

515.0 455.0 458.0 477.0 480.0 486.0 

510.0 455.0 460.0 479.0 482.0 488.0 

Note: 1 foot= 0.3048 meter 
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Table 2.6.1 (cont.): River Elevation Data for the Ohio River. 

miles normal 2% flow Q50 QlOO Q500 

below pool 
Pittsburgh (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) 

505.0 456.0 462.0 481.0 484.0 490.5 

500.0 456.0 464.0 483.0 486.0 492.0 

495.0 456.0 466.0 485.5 488.5 495.0 

490.0 456.0 468.0 487.5 491.0 497.0 

485.0 457.0 470.0 489.5 492.5 499.0 

480.0 457.0 472.0 491.0 494.5 501.0 

475.0 457.0 473.0 493.0 496.0 502.5 

470.0 458.0 475.0 495.5 498.5 505.5 

465.0 458.0 477.0 497.5 500.5 507.5 

460.0 459.0 479.0 499.0 502.5 509.5 

455.0 460.0 481.0 500.5 503.5 510.5 

450.0 461.0 482.0 501.5 504.5 511.5 

445.0 462.0 484.0 502.5 505.0 512.5 

440.0 463.0 486.0 503.5 506.5 513.5 

435.0 485.0 487.0 504.5 507.5 514.0 

430.0 485.0 489.0 506.0 509.0 elevations 

425.0 485.0 491.0 507.5 511.0 
are 
not 

420.0 486.0 493.0 509.0 512.5 available 

415.0 486.0 494.0 510.5 514.0 

Note: 1 foot= 0.3048 meter 
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Table 2.6.1 (cont.): River Elevation Data for the Ohio River. 

miles normal 2% flow Q50 QlOO Q500 

below pool 
Pittsburgh (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) 

410.0 486.0 496.0 512.5 515.5 

405.0 486.0 498.0 514.5 517.0 

400.0 487.0 499.0 516.0 518.5 

395.0 487.0 501.0 517.0 520.5 

390.0 488.0 503.0 518.5 522.0 elevations 
are 

385.0 488.0 505.0 521.0 524.0 not 

380.0 488.0 507.0 523.0 526.0 available 

375.0 489.0 508.0 525.5 528.5 

370.0 490.0 510.0 527.5 530.5 

365.0 490.0 512.0 529.5 532.0 

360.0 491.0 514.0 532.0 534.0 

355.0 491.0 515.0 533.5 536.0 

350.0 492.0 517.0 535.0 537.5 

345.0 493.0 519.0 537.0 539.5 

340.0 515.0 521.0 539.0 541.0 

335.0 515.0 523.0 540.5 543.0 

330.0 515.0 525.0 542.5 544.5 

325.0 516.0 527.0 544.5 546.5 

320.0 516.0 529.0 546.0 548.5 

Note: 1 foot= 0.3048 meter 
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2. 7 FLOTILLA VELOCITY 

Flotilla velocity is the speed that a flotilla can achieve if the river velocity 
is zero (total velocity minus the river velocity). The maximum velocity is 
dependent on many factors including the power of the tow boat, the number and 
size of the individual barges in the flotilla, and the size of the load in each 
barge. Since there are so many variations possible for these factors, a logical 
approach to determining the flotilla velocity at a particular bridge site is to 
physically measure the flotilla total velocity and subtract the river velocity. 

A second approach is to use a conservative upper bound velocity that 
would represent the maximum attainable speed for a fully loaded (or nearly 
fully loaded) flotilla traveling under ideal conditions. Table 2. 7 .1 gives the 
maximum attainable speeds for fully loaded flotillas under ideal conditions as 
determined by a survey of the U.S. Coast Guard and the barge operators. 
Presently, there is no known recorded barge traffic on the Kentucky River. 
Therefore, the minimum value of 5 mph in the table is warranted for future 
barge traffic. 

Though the upper bound approach leads to conservative results, it may 
be too conservative when the structure is located on a section of a river where 
the flotilla must reduce speed in order to maintain control. For these cases, it 
may be desirable to survey the U.S. Coast Guard to determine the usual speeds 
at the bridge location or to physically measure the total velocity and deduct the 
river velocity at the time of measurement. 
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Table 2. 7.1: Flotilla Velocity for Kentucky Rivers. 

Flotilla Transit Velocity 
River 

knots mph km/hr 

Ohio 6 7 11 

Tennessee 6 7 11 

Cumberland 4 5 8 

Green 4 5 8 

Kentucky no traffic, no traffic no traffic 
use 4 use 5 use 8 
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2.8 PROBABILITY OF ABERRANCY 

The likelihood that a flotilla will be out of control (aberrant) must be 
determined in order to calculate the probability that a flotilla will collide with 
a bridge. Therefore, calculating the probability of aberrancy (PA) on Kentucky 
waterways in accordance with theAASHTO Guide Specification (1991) required 
long-term vessel casualty (accident) data. The U.S. Coast Guard, Marine 
Safety Evaluation Branch, Washington, D.C., has maintained a database on 
vessel casualties since 1983 for Kentucky waterways. The database contains 
casualty reports for all vessel types operating on the waterway system, 
including barge tows. 

The casualty reports are stored as a database and contain the location, 
cause, type of vessel, and type of casualty. The types of casualties include: 
collisions with bridges, collisions with other vessels, collisions with docks, 
collisions with locks, and collisions with the river banks. Each barge within an 
aberrant flotilla is treated as a separate casualty record or event. For example, 
if a flotilla were comprised of 15 barges, of which eight are damaged, there 
would be eight separate casualty records in the database. However, since the 
impacts from the individual barges are applied simultaneously as a unit (i.e., 
a flotilla), only one of the casualties should be used in calculating the probability 
of aberrancy. In addition, if more than one flotilla is involved in a collision each 
flotilla should be treated as a separate event. 

The AASHTO Guide Specification (1991) recommends that all types of 
barge casualties should be used to calculate the probability of aberrancy. 
Current ongoing research at the University of Kentucky questions whether 
grounding and ramming should be used in the calculations. However, since 
their inclusion leads to more conservative results, it is recommended that almost 
all types of barge casualties be incorporated in the aberrancy calculations. The 
only exceptions are casualties which are not the result of flotilla aberrancy, such 
as grounding on or collisions with submerged, unmarked obstacles. 

In order to calculate the probability of aberrancy for a navigable 
waterway, the total number of flotilla casualties for a year is divided by the total 
number of flotillas traveling the river for that year. However, the waterways of 
Kentucky are occasionally hundreds of miles long and the flotilla operating 
conditions may change dramatically along the river. Therefore, the probability 
of aberrancy is calculated and given for ranges of the navigable rivers of 
Kentucky. 

The ranges of the rivers are selected so that the conditions (e.g., traffic, 
number of terminals or tipples, etc.) along the sections are essentially constant. 
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Therefore, calculating the probability of aberrancy for a section of a river 
assumes that the likelihood of a flotilla becoming aberrant is constant along the 
section of the river. The advantage of calculating the probabilities on a section 
by section basis is that hazardous sections of the river will have higher 
probabilities of aberrancy while less hazardous sections will have lower 
probabilities. 

The probability of aberrancy is calculated by the following 

ny 

I 
PA -L (2.3) 

ny n = 1 

in which tc1n is the flotilla traffic count at station one for year n, tc2n is the 
flotilla traffic count at station two for year n, nc is the number of casualties 
occurring between traffic reporting stations for year n, and ny is the number of 
years for which the casualties have occurred. 

The probabilities of aberrancy are determined for different ranges along 
the navigable waterways of Kentucky and are presented in Table 2.8.1. For 
most ranges, the values are near what would be calculated using the AASHTO 
Guide Specification (1991) approximate method. Sometimes, the probabilities 
are quite high. However, careful examination of the historical casualty data 
supports the accuracy of the results. As a means of comparing the overall 
waterway probabilities, a weighted average probability of aberrancy (APA) gives 
5.29x10·4 for the Ohio River, 13. 78x10·4 for the Tennessee River, l8. l lxl0·4 for 
the Cumberland River, 3.14xlo·4 for the Green River, and the AASHTO base 
rate of l.20xlo·4 for the Kentucky River, where the weighing factor was the 
distance each probability of aberrancy value represented. However, as 
mentioned previously, it is better to use the section probabilities as the average 
tends to be a poor prediction of the actual probability of aberrancy at specific 
sections. 
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Table 2.8.1: Probability of Aberrancy for Rivers in 
Kentucky. 

River Miles Below Pittsburgh for Probability of Aberrancy 
Ohio River and below the 
Ohio for all Other Rivers 

279-341 4.495x10·4 

341-436 l.770xl0·" 

436-531 6.579xlQ••I 

531-606 10.424xl0''1 

606-720 3.030xl0"'1 

Ohio 
720-776 2.029x10·4 

776-846 3.432xlQ••I 

846-918 3.638xlQ••I 

918-938 15.283xlo••I 

938-mouth 13.716xl0"'1 

000-099 16.835xl0·4 

099-206 15.687xlQ·•I 

206-259 9.485xlQ••I 

259-274 5.272x10·4 

274-349 15.298x10·•1 -

Tennessee 349-424 10.840xl0·4 

424-471 13.19lx10"'1 

471-529 7.639xIQ••I 

529-570 ll.4llxl0··1 

570-602 27.548xIO·" 

602-652 13.636xl0"'1 

000-030 18.582xl0··• 

030-075 40. 738xl 0··1 

Cumberland 
075-148 2.666xIO·" 

148-216 19.520x10·4 

Green all 3.l40xl0·4 

Kentucky" all l.200xl0-4 

" There are no known casualties along the Kentucky River; therefore, the AASHTO minimum probability 
of aberrancy of 1.200x10·4 was used. 
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2.9 DESIGN BARGE ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA 

Method II of the AASHTO Guide Specification is a probabilistic design 
methodology. In this method, the possibility that a barge flotilla impact with a 
bridge will cause failure is deemed acceptable provided the probability of the 
failure of the bridge is extremely low. Section 4.8.2 of the AASHTO Guide 
Specification recommends that the design flotilla be selected in accordance with 
the following acceptance criteria for the total bridge: 

• CRITICAL BRIDGES. The acceptable annual frequency of collapse, 
A.Fe, of critical bridges shall be equal to, or less than, 0.01 in 100 years 
(AF=A.Fc=0.0001). 

• REGULAR, BRIDGES. The acceptable annual frequency of collapse, 
A.Fr, of regular bridges shall be equal to, o_r less than, 0.1 in 1 Q0 years 
(AF=AFr=0.001). 

It is recommended that the definition for a critical bridge be the same 
as the definition for an essential bridge as given in the FHWA Seismic 
Retrofitting Manual For Highway Bridges. An essential bridge, as defined in 
the Retrofitting Manual, satisfies one or more of the following conditions: 

• a bridge that is required to provide secondary life safety; e.g., a bridge 
that provides access to local emergency services such- as hospitals. 
This category also includes those bridges that cross routes which 
provide secondary life safety, and bridges that carry lifelines such as 
electric power and water supply pipelines; 

• a bridge whose loss would create a major economic impact; e.g., a 
bridge that serves as a major link in a transportation system; 

• a bridge that is formally defined by a local emergency plan as critical; 
e.g., a bridge that enables civil defense, fire departments, and public 
health agencies to respond immediately to disaster situations. This 
category also includes those bridges that cross routes which are 
defined as critical in a local emergency response plan and those that 
are located on identified evacuation routes; or 

• a bridge that serves as a critical link in the security/defense roadway 
network. 

All other bridges not satisfying one or more of the above definitions should be 
classified as regular bridges. 
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The acceptable annual frequency of bridge collapse is distributed, either 
equally or at the designers discretion, over all piers that are located within the 
waterway. However, it is recommended that the annual frequency of collapse 
(AF) be distributed to each pier based on its percentage value of the replacement 
cost of the structure. For example, the annual frequency of collapse for a pier 
(AF P) which constitutes 25 percent of the replacement cost of a critical bridge 
(AF=AFc) would be: 

AF 

AF 
< 

---
0 . 0001 

0 . 000025 (2.4) 
4 4 

The summation of the annual frequencies pf collapse for all barge size 
categories, with respect to the individual piers, should then be less than or equal 
to the AFP assigned to each component. In addition to the probability of 
aberrancy provided in the previous section, the data required for calculating the 
annual frequencies of collapse for all barge size types can be generated using 
the same procedure as outlined in the Maysville Design Example of Appendix 
I. 
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2.10 SCOUR REQUIREMENTS 

The current AASHTO Guide Specification does not provide guidance on 
the application of scour to the barge impact design of bridges. However, in a 
letter dated September 4, 1992 the FHWA Region 4 office directed the 
application of the following scour conditions to impact design using the 
AASHTO Method II procedures: 

1. For impact loads applied at normal vessel operating conditions, two 
scour conditions should be evaluated. The first is the scour having a 
probability of 1.0, most likely only the long-term scour plus the 
contraction and local scour caused by a Q5 event. The second is the 
maximum anticipated scour (or other critical value determined by the 
designer). The probability of this scour occurring during the life of the 
bridge should be included in the calculations. 

2. For the case of the free-floating empty barge on the 100-year flood, the 
maximum anticipated scour should be used. 

Therefore, it is recommended that the impact loads for the loaded barge 
flotillas be applied in conjunction with 100% of long-term scour plus the local 
scour caused by a Q5 (five-year return period) flood event. The impact loads for 
a single free-floating barge should be applied with the scour caused by the Q100 

flood event plus 100% of the long-term scour. Appendix I contains a design 
example which illustrates this application. 

2.11 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A method has been provided by which available barge and flotilla data 
may be utilized to develop the risk assessment procedures for vessel impact 
design problems in accordance with the 1991 AASHTO Guide Specification. For 
illustrative purposes, this study concentrated on barge traffic on Kentucky's 
navigable waterways. However, the methods presented in this study are 
applicable to all navigable inland waterways. Results generated in this study 
reflect a statistical analysis conducted on the data obtained from the U.S. Coast 
Guard, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and the American Waterways 
Operators. The data gathered in order to apply design Method II of the guide 
specification are: 1) barge size and capacities, 2) the number of barges in a 
flotilla column and row, 3) river elevations, 4) flotilla transit velocity, and 5) 
probabilities of aberraricy. 
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The barge types defined in this study are based on the U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers' barge length and width designation system. Flotillas are 
generally made up of mostly the same barge size and type. Nevertheless, it was 
found that a very large variation in the flotillas using the Kentucky waterway 
system still exists. Therefore, a probability based approach was adopted to 
calculate the number of barges comprising a flotilla. Flotillas are then 
categorized based upon the primary barge type in the train. 

Maximum attainable speeds for fully loaded flotillas under ideal 
conditions, as determined by a survey of the American Waterways Operators 
and the U.S. Coast Guard Captain of the Port, Louisville, KY, are reported. 
Values used for flotilla transit velocity are: 1) 7 mph for the Ohio and Tennessee 
Rivers, and 2) 5 mph for the Cumberland and Green Rivers. Since, the 
Performance Monitoring System Database does not currently document any 
flotilla traffic on the Kentucky River, the minimum value of 5 mph should be 
used for flotillas navigating this river. 

The probabilities of aberrancy have been reported for different ranges 
along the navigable waterways of Kentucky in other sources. For most ranges, 
the values are near what would be calculated using the AASHTO Guide 
Specification (1991) approximate method. Sometimes the probabilities are quite 
high. However, careful examination of the historical casualty data supports the 
accuracy of the results. It is recommended that the probability of aberrancy for 
a section of river under consideration be used in design calculations, instead of 
a weighted average PA for the entire river. 

Based on section 4.8.2 of the AASHTO Guide Specification (1991), the 
acceptable annual frequency of collapse, AF, was reported as 0.0001 for critical 
bridges and 0.001 for regular bridges. The acceptable annual frequency of 
bridge collapse should be distributed, either equally or at the designer's 
discretion, over all piers located within the waterway. A recommendation to 
distribute the annual frequency of collapse to each pier based on its percentage 
value of the replacement cost of the structure was reported. The summation of 
the annual frequencies of collapse for all barge size categories, with respect to 
the individual piers, should then be less than or equal to the AFP assigned to 
each component. 

It is recommended that the impact loads for the loaded barge flotillas be 
applied in conjunction with 100% oflong-term scour plus the local scour caused 
by a Q5 flood event. The impact loads for a single free-floating loaded barge (as 
per the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet design minimum assumption) should 
be applied with the scour caused by the Q100 flood event plus 100% of the long
term river bed aggravation or degradation. Currently, the AASHTO Guide 
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Specification gives no guidance for using future barge traffic projections when 
considering the design life of the bridge. Therefore, it is recommended that a 50 
year design life be used. 

The lateral capacities of the bridge piers required using design Method 
II of the AASHTO Guide Specification (1991) are found to be more conservative 
than the lateral capacities required using the less rigorous design Method I 
procedure. However, the results of this study indicate that, after the initial 
effort by a state or agency of accumulating and processing the necessary 
information, further designs using Method II can be completed with economy 
equal to designs completed using Method I. 

The equivalent static impact loads and their associated frequencies are 
derived for a bridge over the Ohio River. The impact loads calculated using the 
currentAASHTO formulas probably give unrealistic results since they are based 
on relationships which neglect energy dissipation due to crushing and friction 
and dynamic load magnification effects. The following Sections of this report 
present analysis procedures which include the effects of the dynamic interaction 
between the individual barges in the flotilla and the bridge pier. The example 
given in Appendix I illustrates the use of the probability procedures given in 
this Section used in conjunction with the current equivalent static load analysis 
procedure. The current analysis method was used in place of the suggested 
analysis methods (given later) so as to provide a clear example of the application 
of only the methods given in this Section. 
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3.0 BARGE IMPACT LOADING FUNCTIONS 
ANDIMPACTSPECTRUMS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The current method of analysis of bridge piers subjected to vessel impact, 
called the equivalent static method (Section 3.12, AASHTO Guide Specification 
and Commentary for Vessel Collision Design of Highway Bridges), involves a 
great number of simplifications and assumptions on the part of the engineer. 
This is due to the complexity of the problem. The true dynamic structural 
response due to the load time-history is approximated by an assumed equivalent 
static response. The main drawback with the current method is that it ignores 
the dynamic interaction between the individual barges and the bridge during 
the collision. The resulting design may at best be excessively costly, or more 
importantly may be susceptible to catastrophic failure. 

The purpose of this and the next Section is to develop a single inertial 
mode design method which models the dynamic interaction between the 
individual barges in the flotilla and the bridge during the collision. The 
resulting design procedure will be called the Pseudo-Dynamic Analysis 
Procedure (PDAP). The development of a second design procedure which 
includes multiple inertial modes is given in Appendix III and is called the 
Impact Spectrum Analysis Procedure (ISAP). However, before developing these 
two design procedures it is first necessary to derive a method to calculate the 
impact time-histories for single and multiple barge impacts, and derive the 
subsequent impact spectrums for these impact time histories. The impact time
histories and impact spectrums will be derived within this Section. The flow 
chart given in Figure 3.1.1 details the procedure used in this Section to develop 
the impact loading functions and impact spectrums. 
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Figure 3.1.1: Pseudo-Static Design Procedure Development Flow 
Chart. 
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3.2 FLOTILLA AND BARGE SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS 

In order to determine the barges and flotillas for which the loading 
functions and impact spectrums are needed for a particular bridge site, an 
assessment of the barge traffic using the waterway would need to be conducted 
(Section 3.3, AASHTO Guide Specification). Typically, such an assessment 
would require significant engineering hours. However, Section 2 determined 
the design flotillas and their respective frequencies at intervals along all 
navigable rivers in Kentucky. 

Therefore, the impact spectrums and loading functions for a bridge over 
a Kentucky waterway would be developed for the design flotillas, for the 
appropriate section of waterway, identified in Section 2. Initially, for 
verification of the computer code, a single barge loading function will be 
developed. Extension of the procedures to the realistic multi-barge flotilla will 
be presented in subsequent sections. 

3.3 BARGE IMPACT LOADING FUNCTIONS 

The first step in the derivation of the PDAP and ISAP, as given in Figure 
3.1.1, is the determination of the flotilla impact loading functions. Based on 
past flotilla-bridge collision investigations, AASHTO recommends only the 
barges in a single column of a multi-column flotilla be used in developing the 
impact loading (Section C3.12, AASHTO Guide Specification) since barges in 
adjacent rows are lashed together with ropes that break during the collision. 
It would be assumed that additional columns would break loose on impact and 
would not substantially contribute to the impact load applied to the bridge. 
Figure 3.3.1 gives the flotilla row and column definitions. The single-barge 
loading function presented in the following sections will utilize the barge load
deformation test results used for the AASHTO barge impact design formula 
(Section 3.12, AASHTO Guide Specification). A more detailed discussion of the 
AASHTO equation and load deformation curve will be given in a later section. 
The procedure can be used to develop a loading function for whatever 
configuration is selected for the design flotilla column. 

Two methods are employed to develop the single barge impact loading 
functions. The first method is a numerical technique using the AASHTO 
bilinear barge load-deformation model at the contact zone between the barge 
and the bridge. The second method is a finite element model that uses the 
AASHTO bilinear barge load-deformation crushing zone stiffness in conjunction 
with a lumped or consistent mass dynamic analysis. 
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3.3.1 Simplified Model: Barge Loading Function 

The first procedure used to derive the barge impact loading functions is 
a simplified method. In order to develop the loading function using a simplified 
barge model, it is assumed the barge impinges perpendicularly on a rigid 
support (pier). If it is further assumed that the support crushes only the 
section of the barge adjacent to the support, the barge may be divided into two 
regions; (1) a non-linear crushing zone, and (2) a rigid zone (Figure 3.3.2). 

The barge impact force, F, on the rigid bridge pier may be written 

dM 
F = (3.1) 

dt 

where, dM!dt is the change in momentum of the barge with respect to time. If 
the change in momentum is written as the difference between the momentum 
at t = tn and t = tn+I the resulting impact force may be written 

M - M 

F (3.2) 
dt 

where, Mn is the momentum of the total system at t = tn, and M,i+l is the 
momentum of the total system at t = tn+J• Furthermore, the momentum at times 
tn and tn+I can be expressed as 

M = Ill X 

M =(m -dm )(x-dx) 
n. ~ I " 

(3.3a) 
(3.3b) 

where, mn is the uncrushed mass at time tn, dm is the crushed mass at time tn+I, 

,, is the velocity of the uncrushed mass at time tn, and d ,, is the change in 

velocity of the mass over the time increment tn+I - tn- Substituting Eqn. 3.3 into 
Eqn. 3.2 gives 

d x dm dm 
F=m -+x---dx-- (3.4) 

dt dt dt 
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where the term ,1 x· ,1 ,,, 1 ,1 , is small compared to the other terms and may be 

neglected giving 

d x· dm 
F = m - + :i -

" 
(3.5) 

dt dt 

It can be seen by examining Eqn. 3.5 that the first term on the right-hand side 
represents the force on the pier due to the deceleration of the barge mass which 
is a function of the crushing element resistance, /(x), which is dependent on the 
deflection, x(t), and is written 

d :i' 
Ill f( X) (3.6) 

dt 

Moreover, the instantaneous change of the mass due to crushing in the second 
term on the right-hand side of Eqn. 3.5 can be written as 

dm 
,n (x) :i (3.7) 

dt 

where m <xi is the mass density distribution function along the barge length 
(mass per unit length). Substituting Eqns. 3.6 and 3. 7 into 3.5 results in 

2 
F = f(x) + m (x):i (3.8) 

In order to solve Eqn. 3.8 relationships for the displacement, velocity and 
acceleration are needed. The relationship for the acceleration is obtained by 
writing the deceleration of the uncrushed mass of the barge as 

f(x) 
;i' = 

/, 

f, m (x)dx 

(3.9) 

f ( X) x·------ (3.10) 
m ( L - x ) 
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Assuming the mass to be uniformly distributed over the barge length where 
m ex> = 111 , the acceleration is written as 

If it is assumed that the acceleration is constant (constant acceleration 
method) over the time step ..1t = tn+J - tn the acceleration can be written as 

1 
x· = -u + x· ) 

"'' n n • t 
(3.11) 

Integrating Eqn. 3.11 results in the following expression for velocity 

(3.12) 

Integrating once more gives the displacement expression below 

1 
X = X + X /j. t + -x· /j. t (3.13) 

2 

Once the displacements, velocities, and accelerations are known, the force 
may be determined using Eqn. 3.8. Therefore, using equations 3.8, 3.10, 3.12, 
and 3.13 the force time-history for the single barge was obtained and is given 
in Figure 3.3.3. The results from this simple model will be compared with a 
more rigorous analysis procedure in the next section. 

3.3.2 Finite Element Model: Barge Loading Function 

A non-linear dynamic finite element computer program was developed in 
order to generate the single and multiple barge impact loading functions. The 
non-linearity in the model is a result of the crushing of the lead barge at the 
barge-pier contact point. The single barge lumped mass model is as shown in 
Figure 3.3.4. A single barge is divided into n nodes of mass m (mi at node i) 
connected by linear spring elements of stiffness ki. Viscous dampeners, ci, are 
included between each node except between nodes 1 and 2 (crushing element) 
where damping for this element results from hysteretic damping (energy loss 
due to plastic deformation of the crushing zone). The crushing element (or 
element 1) is assumed to have a non-linear stiffness, given by the deflection 
dependent function, kf( x)i, as given by the AASHTO Guide Specification bilinear 
load-deformation relationship (Section 3.12 in the AASHTO Guide 
Specification). The AASHTO equation includes the stiffening effect of the barge 
cargo on the load-deformation relationship and assumes the cargo does not shift 
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during impact. The barge impinges on a bridge pier of mass mp, stiffness kP 
(formulated to include a non-rigid pier), and damping coefficient, cP. 

The global damping matrix, [C], is assumed to be of the Raleigh Damping 
form, such as 

[C]=o:[M]+p[K] (3.14) 

where, [At] is the global mass matrix, [.K] is the global stiffness matrix, and Cl 

and~ are usually determined such that the damping ratio of two widely spaced 
modes contributing significantly to the response is 5% of critical (Clough, 
Penzien, 1993). Within this Section the mass and stiffness matrices are both 
non-linear (i.e., not constant). However, the damping matrix is assumed 
constant, where the initial mass and stiffness matrices are used in Eqn. 3.14. 

As a conservative approach, only longitudinal translation is induded in 
this model. The linear stiffness elements work in tension and compression. The 
spring (crushing element) force, f(x), contacting the pier support uses the barge 
load-deformation hysteresis shown in Figure 3.3.5. The curve uses the 
AASHTO bilinear load-deformation curve and assumes elastic unloading and 
reloading over the elastic deformation range, 0.34' (0.1 meter), as given by the 
Guide Specification. The current model allows only contact compression and 
utilizes a bilinear static load-deformation relationship derived from single 
barge impact tests . Contact compression necessitates the inclusion of rigid 
body mode translation if the pier and impinging flotilla separate during the 
collision (Figure 3.3.5c). When rigid body modes are included and the velocities 
and accelerations approach zero, numerical stability must be maintained to 
ensure a non-singular effective dynamic stiffness matrix. This is achieved by 
maintaining a small stiffness for the crushing element of kcr x10-4

, where kcr is 
the elastic crushing element stiffness. 

3.3.2.1 Crushing Element 

The mass of the crushing element changes over the time increment Llt as 
a result of crushing. The change in the mass (mass units only) over the time 
interval over the time step .Llt=tn+I - tn is 

Am =m[(l-<jl):i +<jl:i ]At 
n n • I 

(3.15) 

where, cp = weighting factor dependent on the time integration scheme, is the 
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velocity at time tn, and ·,.. , is the velocity at time tn+l. However, for a small 
time interval, !l.t, giving a small change in the velocity over the time step, Eqn. 
3.14 can be written 

li.111•111:ili.t (3.16 
n 

The change in the crushing element mass !l.m over the time interval !l.t is 
assigned to the pier node at the end of the time step and the crushing element 
nodal lumped mass are recalculated. 

The force on the support node as a result of the change in momentum of 
crushed mass, Fe, over the time interval is 

F " ,. 

li.111(:i -:i) ,i + I 
(3.17) 

ti. t 

Therefore, 

F ; Ill :i (:i - :i ) 
,- n n • l 

(3.18) 

The total impact force on the support node is then a result of the barge crushing 
mass and the barge crushing resistance and is written 

F / ( X) + Ill :i ( X 
n ti • l 

:i ) (3.19) 

where f(x) is the barge load deformation force taken from the bilinear load 
deformation relationship (Section 3.12, AASHTO Guide Specification) described 
previously. Since the load deformation hysteresis is non-linear, an incremental 
time discretization procedure was utilized for the solution of the equation of 
motion. 

3.3.2.2 Dynamic Equilibrium 

The equation of motion may be written at times t = tn and t = tn+i, 
respectively as follows 
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I IJ S 

r .. • r.. • r .. = P 

I I) S 

r •r •r =p 
,, • I 11 • I n • I 11 • l 

(3.20a) 
(3.20b) 

where f 1 is the inertial force, f D is the damping force, f s is the elastic 
resistance (or spring) force, and pis the external force. Subtracting Eqn.3.20a 
from Eqn. 3.20b gives 

I D s 
t:,.f +t:,.f +!:,.f t:,.p 

n I ,~ 

where 

I 
t:,. f f - f 

" ,i • I " 
[) /) /) 

t:,. f f - f 
n • I n 

s s s 
A f f - f 

" n ~ 1 n 

A p = p - p 
" II. l 

Eqns. 3.22a through 3.22c can be approximated using 

I 
t:,. I,. = m A :f 

[) 

A /,. = c A x· 

A / = k A x 

(3.21) 

(3.22a) 
(3.22b) 
(3.22c) 
(3.22d) 

(3.23a) 
(3.23b) 
(3.23c) 

where mn is the displacement varying mass matrix due to assignment of the 
crushed mass to the impact pier, kn is the displacement varying stiffness, and 
en is the constant damping matrix and is assumed proportional to the initial 
mass, m 1 and stiffness, k 1• The incremental change in acceleration, velocity, 
and displacement are respectively written as follows 

A ;[ x· 
" I 

t:,. ,: x· 
n I 

A X = X 

" I 

m A x· + C 

x· 

- x· 

X 

t:,. x· + k A X t:,. p 
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Substituting Eqns. 3.23 and 3.24 into Eqn. 3.21 gives 
or in matrix notation 

[M (x)]l6x·l+ [C]l6.xl+ [K(x)]l6xl= 16P(t)l (3.26) 

where [M(x)] is the non-linear global mass matrix dependent on the 
displacement, x, [K(x)] is the non-linear stiffness matrix dependent on the 
deflection, [C] is the constant damping matrix proportional to the initial mass 
and stiffness, and {8P(t)} is the external time loading function vector. However, 
since the barge impact problem is an initial value problem, i.e., {8P(t)} = {O}, 
Eqn. 3.26 becomes 

[M (x)]l6x·1 + [C )16:il + [K (x)]l6xl = 0 (3.27) 

It is important to note that in Eqn. 3.27 the damping matrix, [C], is assumed as 
constant. This assumption is utilized in this study since damping in non-linear 
elements experiencing significant irreversible strain will be dominated by 
hysteretic damping and any error introduced by utilizing a constant damping 
matrix will be insignificant (Blandford, and Glass, 1987) 

The Wilson-0 method was used for step-by-step integration of the non

linear equations of motion. The basic assumption of the Wilson-0 method is 
that the acceleration varies linearly over an extended time step ~uch that the 
extended time interval s is given by 

s = 0 6 t (3.28) 

Nickell (1971) demonstrated that 0 must be greater than 1.37 to ensure 
unconditional numerical stability. Bathe (1981) further showed that the 
optimum value of 0 is 1.420815 which is the value used in the formulation given 
here. Using the linear extended time step assumption, it can be written 

s 
6 x ( t) = s x· ( t) + -6 x· ( t) 

2 

s s 
6 x ( t ) s x ( t) + - x· ( t ) + -6 x· ( t ) 

2 6 
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where 
t,. X (t) a X ( t + S ) - X ( t) 

(3.30a) 
t,. x ( t) • x ( t + s ) - x ( t) (3.30b) 

(3.30c) 
ti. x· < t) • x· ( I + s ) - x· (I) 

Solving Eqn. 3.30 for the incremental velocity and acceleration in terms of the 
incremental displacement gives 

6 6 
t,. {x·(t)I= -t,. {x(t)I- -{.t(t)I- 3{x"(t)l 

(3.31a) 

3 s 
t,. lx(t)I = -t,. {x(t)I - 3 lx(t)l - -1.x·(t)l 

(3.31b) 

Substituting Eqn. 3.31 into Eqn. 3.26 gives 

(3.32) 

where 

3 6 
[K ·(x)] = [K (x)] + -[C] + -[M (x)] (3.33) 

and 

(3.34) 

Equation 3.32 can then be solved for the displacement increment that is used 
in Eqn. 3.31a to solve for the acceleration increment. Using the results from 
Eqn. 3.31a, the incremental acceleration is found from 

I 
ti. !x·J = -ti. Ix· I (3.35) 

0 

where x is the acceleration over the extended time step, s. The velocity and 
displacement at the end of the time increment are found from 

t,. t 
I X ( t + t,. t ) I = I X ( t ) I + t,. t I x· ( t ) I + - I x· ( t ) I 

t,. t t,. t 
lx(t+tJ.t)l= lx(t)I+ t,. tlx(t)I+ --1x·(t)I+ --1x·(t)l 

2 
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To ensure dynamic equilibrium, the acceleration is calculated from 

ix·u• a t)I = [M (t• a t)l '[-F (t• at) -F (t• a t)l 
• 

(3.37) 

The results from Eqns. 3.36 and 3.37 give the initial conditions for the next time 
step. This solution strategy is utilized to compute the barge impact loading 
functions of the next sections. 

It is important to note that since both the stiffness and mass matrices are 
non-linear, exact direct solution of Eqn. 3.32 is not possible. Rather, an 
iterative solution technique must be used in order to approach the exact 
solution. Within the goal of this Section, which is to determine a reasonable 
approximation of the barge flotilla impact force time-histories, a nearly exact 
solution of the problem formulation has little significance. Especially in light 
of the fact that the actual load-deformation behavior of the barges are not 
known with a high degree of certainty. Therefore, the direct integration 
approach to the solution of Eqn. 3.32 is adopted in this Section as compared to 
the iteratitive solution techniques used later in Sections 5 and 6. 

The direct integration approach assumes that the system properties (i.e., 
stiffness and mass) over the load increment. The mass and stiffness matrices 
are updated at the beginning of each load step. This approach introduces an 
error in the overall solution as can be seen by the single degree of freedom 
example shown in Figure 3.3.6a. However, significant divergence from the 
actual solution may be avoided by using small load steps and reformulating the 
system properties before proceeding to the next solution step. 

The direct integration approach is utilized here where the load is applied 
in small increments as determined by the small solution time steps. The small 
divergence from the actual solution for a single degree-of-freedom system is 
shown in Figure 3.3.6b. Accuracy of the solutions achieved using the direct 
integration approach in this Section was checked by using increasingly small 
time steps until apparent convergence was achieved in the solution. An 
arbitrary solution tolerance for determination of the peak impact load of 1 % was 
used for all load time-histories calculated. The following sections detail the 
single and multiple barge load time-histories determined using the preceding 
formulation. 
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Figure 3.3.1: Barge Flotilla Column and Row Definitions. 
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3.4 SINGLE BARGE IMPACT LOADING FUNCTIONS 

The previously described computer program was utilized to develop the 
loading function for a single 35'x195' barge. Typically, for design purposes 
impact loading functions would be developed for the design barge configurations 
determined by the statistical analysis of Section 2. However, for verification of 
the computer code the single barge case is developed first. 

The axial barge element stiffness was calculated from the cross-sectional 
properties of a 35'x195' cargo barge as provided by the U.S. Coast Guard, and 
the load-deformation hysteresis previously given in Figure 3.3.5 was used for 
the crushing element stiffness. The mass of the barge used includes the cargo 
mass which is assumed to be distributed uniformity along the barge length. The 
barge was discretized into 19 elements each ten feet in length, with exception 
of the first element (crushing element) which is 15 feet in length. The results 
from the computer program and the previously given approximate method 
(section 3.3.1) are illustrated in Figure 3.4.1 and show excellent agreement 
between the two methods. 
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3.5 MULTIPLE BARGE IMPACT LOADING FUNCTIONS 

The multiple barge impact loading time-histories for the flotilla types 
given in Section 2 were developed utilizing the previously given time-history 
analysis code. The barge load-deformation curve from the AASHTO Guide 
Specification was used for each of the individual barges comprising the flotilla 
column. A mass and stiffness discritization is shown for the multi-barge impact 
model in Figure 3.5.1. 

As was the case for the single barge model, the axial barge element 
stiffness for each barge in the flotilla was calculated from the cross-sectional 
properties of a 35'xl95' cargo barge. The mass of each barge used includes the 
cargo mass which was assumed to be distributed uniformity along the barge 
length. In addition, each barge was discritized into 195 elements each one foot 
in length, where the first element is initially the crushing element. The 
crushing element for each barge is allowed to crush one-half its length and then 
is assigned an elastic stiffness equal to 100 times the linear element stiffness. 
The next element then becomes the crushing element and is, in turn, allowed 

to crush one-half its length and so on. 

The mass matrix of each crushing element is not modeled as being 
constant. Instead, as the element crushes, the mass proportional to the change 
of the crushing element length is concentrated at the node at the interface of the 
crushing element and the adjacent element. The mass concentI"ation process 
was given previously by Eqn. 3.18 and results in a force on the bridge or the 
next barge. The force is produced from the change in momentum of the barge 
and the barge cargo due to the deceleration of the mass during crushing. 

Within the model, the individual barges are assumed to have direct 
contact with each other (i.e. no rubber bumpers). In addition, five percent 
Rayleigh damping is assumed for the linear (non-crushing) elements. A 
crushing element is assumed initially as the first element of each barge which 
is assigned the AASHTO bilinear load deformation relationship and the loading 
and unloading hysteresis shown in Figure 3. 5.2. The impact time-histories were 
developed for one through four fully-loaded 35'x195' barges and are given in 
Figure 3.5.3. A comparison of the results given by Figure 3.5.3 and the current 
AASHTO equations will be given in the following section. 
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3.6 COMPARISON OF TIME-HISTORY AND AASHTO METHODS 

Adirectcomparisonofthe impact time-histories and the equivalent static 
loads predicted by the equations of section 4.2.1 of the MSHTO Guide 
Specification do not have a great deal of significance since the AASHTO 
equations do not consider the loading history and only predict the peak point on 
the loading time-history. Therefore, the dynamic effects of the barge impact are 
neglected by the MSHTO equations. A means of comparison can be afforded by 
comparing the peak load predicted by the impact time-histories and the 
AASHTO equivalent static load. 

The comparison of the loads for a single barge predicted by the equivalent 
static method and the time-history method is given in Figure 3.6.1. The peak 
load predicted by the MSHTO method is within 5% of the peak load predicted 
by the time-history. However, as Figure 3.6.2 reveals, the peak load for the 
four-barge column predicted by the equivalent static method is 44% greater 
than the peak load predicted by the time-history method. 

This comparison for the multi-barge case highlights one of the major 
shortcomings of the equivalent static equations. These equations are based on 
the results from a single barge impact study (Mier and Dornsberg, 1980). 
Extension of these single barge impact results to multiple barge impacts 
neglects the crushing that occurs at the points where the barges in the column 
collide with each other as shown in Figure 3.6.3. These results show how 
significantly different the impact design loads for a bridge pier would be if the 
impact time-history were used in place of the currentMSHTOequivalent static 
loads. 

As a means of illustrating the reason the two methods predict such 
significantly different results, the depth of crushing that occurs in the lead 
barge (barge 1) to the last barge (barge 4) in a four barge flotilla column over the 
impact velocity range of 5 fps to 17 fps is given in Figure 3.6.4. Note that for the 
impact velocity of 5 fps there is little or no crushing in any of the barges in the 
flotilla column. However, consider the case when the flotilla is initially 
traveling at 17fps. The first barge crushes approximately 16 feet, the second 
barge 10 feet, the third barge 6 feet, and the fourth barge 3 feet. The equivalent 
static method assumes all the crushing, approximately 35 feet, occurs in the 
first barge at the barge/bridge collision point. Therefore, since the barge load 
deformation curve is bilinear the peak impact loads would obviously vary 
significantly. The impact crushing depths predicted by the time-history method 
seem consistent with the crushing depths observed by post barge accident 
investigations (Prucz, 1992). However, a direct comparison is difficult because 
the accident impact velocities are generally rough estimates. 
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Using the load deformation history given previously in figure 3.4.3, the 
impact crushing depths given in Figure 3.4.8 are converted into energy 
dissipated by barge in Figure 3.6.5. Note that the 5 fps impact velocity case is 
not included since, as mentioned previously, there is little or no crushing 
predicted for this impact velocity. Figure 3.6.5 shows that in the case of an 
initial impact velocity of 17 fps, approximately 60% of the collision energy is 
predicted to be dissipated away from the barge/bridge impact point. This is an 
important result since the current AASHTO equation completely ignores the 
energy dissipated in trailing barges. From the figure, it can also be concluded 
that as the impact velocity increases so too does the amount of energy dissipated 
away from the barge impacting the bridge pier. The influence of these effects 
on the peak impact load equation is given in the following section. The peak 
impact load will subsequently be utilized in the design procedures developed in 
Sections 5 and 6. 
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3.7 DESIGN FLOTILLA PEAK IMPACT FORCE 

The peak impact load, will be used in the determination of the response 
of a structure subjected to impact loading using the Impact Spectrum and 
Pseudo-Dynamic Analysis Procedures developed in Sections 5 and 6. It will be 
necessary to either list the peak time history load for all design flotillas over a 
range of impact velocities or develop a relationship for predicting the peak 
impact load based on the number of barges in the flotilla column and the impact 
velocity. 

The latter approach was taken, where the relationship is based on a 
multi-variate regression analysis of the peak loads calculated for the most 
common design flotillas over a velocity range of 5 fps through 1 7 fps. It is 
important to remember that only the peak load is being sought at this point. 
The dynamic effect of the barge impact time-history is included in the analysis 
procedures developed later. 

Using the current AASHTO equivalent static method, the peak impact 
load is calculated by 

P 
8 

= [ llO ( a 
8 

) + 1385 ) ( R 
8 

) (3.38) 

where PB is the peak dynamic load, RB is the ratio of BB/35, B8 is the barge 
width, and aB is the lead barge damage depth. In Eqn. 3.38 the barge crushing 
depth, aB, is calculated from 

(3.39) 

where KEcol is the total kinetic energy of the barge column which is given by 

nb W V 
2 

KE (3.40) 
32 .2 

and nb is the number of barges in the flotilla column, Wb is the weight of the 
barge in tons, and Vis the velocity of the flotilla at impact. 
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In the previous section, it was shown that for the single barge case the 
peak load calculated using the AASHTO equations very closely matched the 
peak impact load predicted by the time-history analysis. This result is not 
surprising since the time-history analysis uses the load deformation 
relationship determined from the single barge impact experiments conducted by 
Woisin (1977). The results from these experiments were used to develop the 
AASHTO equations. It was also shown that the AASHTO equations predicted 
peak impact loads of up to 44% greater than those calculated using the time
history analysis. Again, this is not surprising since the experimental 
determination of barge impact loads used only single barges and did not include 
the crushing and interaction that would occur between the individual barges in 
the flotilla column. 

With this in mind, a multi-variate regression analysis of the results of a 
parametric study was conducted to calculate the crushing depth of the barge 
impacting the bridge (lead barge). It was assumed that the peak impact load 
could be predicted by Eqn. 3.38 once the crushing depth of the lead barge was 
known. Based on the results of the parametric study, a modified crushing depth 
equation for multiple barge flotillas, aBmnlt• is derived 

a 
llmull 

where, KEzead is the lead barge collision kinetic energy given by 

W V 
KE 

ll'llrl 
(3.42) 

32 .2 

It should be noted that when nb=l Eqn. 3.41 reduces to the AASHTO impact 
force equation which is given by Eqn. 3.39. 

It is important to stress that the kinetic energy, KEzead, is calculated for 
only the lead barge of the flotilla column in Eqn. 3.42. The contribution of the 
trailing barges, (nb-1), to the crushing depth of the lead barge, aBmnlt• is 
accounted for by the ( r. _r.7u term in Eqn. 3.41. In addition, 

l . 7 LOG JO ( ,,,, - 1 ) --

1' 

note that in this term the contribution of the trailing barges to the crushing 
depth of the lead barge is dependent on the flotilla impact velocity, V. This 
dependency reflects how energy is dissipated between the individual barges in 
the flotilla. As was pointed out in section 3.6, when both the number of 
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barges/column and the impact velocity increases, so too does the energy 
dissipated in the barges other than the lead barge in the flotilla column. 

The peak impact load is calculated using the AASHTO equivalent static 
load (Eqn.3.38), but is repeated here with the multiple barge flotilla peak load 
notation: 

P = [ llO 
mnx 

( a 
JJm11ll 

) + 1385 (3.43) 

where Puwx is the peak dynamic load, RB is the ratio of BB/35, and BB is the 
barge width. Figure 3. 7 .1 shows the peak impact load predicted by Eqn. 3.43 
for a barge flotilla with 1-5 barges in the impact column and an impact velocity 
of 13 and 17 fps. This figure indicates that the design equation very closely 
predicts the peak impact load determined using the non-linear time-history 
analysis. 

It should be noted that the design equation is slightly unconservative for 
the two barge column. However, for a two barge column with the theoretical 
maximum impact velocity of 17 fps the error is less than 4%, and for an impact 
velocity of 13 fps the error is less than 2%. Therefore, the upper bound of the 
error can be expected to be 4% and Eqn. 3.43 can be assumed to closely predict 
the time-history peak impact load. This allows for development of streamlined 
design procedures whiGh will be given in Section 5 and Appendix_ III. 
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3.8 PIER IMPACT LOADING SPECTRUMS 

The flotilla impact loading functions developed in section 3.5 are used to 
develop the pier impact loading spectrums in this section. An impact loading 
spectrum is analogous to an earthquake displacement response spectrum, with 
the exception that the loading is the result of mass excitation rather than base 
excitation. In order to develop the impact spectrum of a single degree of freedom 
(SDO F) system subjected to a flotilla impact loading time-history, a starting pier 
stiffness and mass is assumed giving an undamped natural frequency, eup, and 
natural period, TP, of 

(,) ~ ,, 
' 

(3.44a) 

2 1t 

T a 
(3.44b) 

,, 
(,) 

" 

where KP is the SDOF pier stiffness, and MP is the SDOF pier mass. The 
maximum displacement of the SDOF pier is determined over the impact loading 
history. The mass is incremented and the maximum displacement over the 
loading history is again determined. The mass is incremented n times such that 
all possible realistic natural frequencies for the structure are considered. The 
non-dimensionlized dynamic magnification factor, DMF, for the SDOF structure 
of natural frequency euP is calculated from 

K IV (t) 
hlllX 

DMF (3.45) 
p 

where, pmax I KP is the static displacement, vstatic' I v(t) I max is the absolute value 
of the maximum displacement, and P1110x is the maximum load intensity over the 
impact loading duration given by Eqn. 3.43. The DMF is plotted versus the 
SDOF system period, TP, as shown in Figure 3.8.1. This will be discussed in 
greater detail later in this section. 

The maximum response, I v(t) I max• of the SDOF freedom pier system of 

natural frequency uJP and stiffness KP can be calculated by the solution of the 
convolution integral for damped vibration which is: 
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V ( t) = (3.46) 

where, v(t) is the displacement at time t, p(i) is the loading function duration 
impulse, and uJDp is the damped natural frequency which is defined as 

(3.47) 

and, ~= the ratio of damping to critical damping. Equation 3.46 is solved over 

the time period O ~ 't ~ t and the maximum response, I v(t) I max , is 
determined. Equation 3.46 is solved using the procedure given in Appendix II. 

The application of the solution of the convolution integral in generating 
the impact response spectrums for a four barge column traveling at 13 and 17 
fps and assuming a 5% damping ratio, results in the curves shown in Figure 
3.8.1. As mentioned previously, the solution of the convolution integral uses the 
loading function derived for the case were the effect of pier flexibility on the 
loading time-history is ignored. The importance of ignoring the effect that the 
pier flexibility has on the impact spectrum will be explored in the- next section. 

3.8.1 Effect of Bridge Pier Flexibility on the Impact Spectrums 

One of the basic assumptions used in the derivation of the impact 
spectrums is that the effect of the bridge pier flexibility on the impact spectrums 
may be neglected. The effect of support displacement on the impact spectrum 
was investigated by application of the non-linear dynamic computer program 
given in section 3.6. 

The maximum displacement for a pier of a given stiffness, KP, and mass, 
Mp, was determined over the impact time history. The mass and/or the stiffness 
was incremented and the maximum displacement was determined at each step. 
This was repeated for a range of pier stiffnesses and masses resulting in a 
response spectrum surface. Cross sections of the surface are given in Figure 
3.8.2 where each curve is for a pier of a specific stiffness. 

The dynamic magnification factor is plotted against the undamped 
frequency rather than the period in order to clearly illustrate that neglecting the 
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effect of the pier flexibility is conservative. This conclusion can be seen in 
Figure 3.8.2. The Figure also indicates that for piers with a natural frequency 
of less than 9 rad/sec, the effect of pier stiffness on the impact spectrums is 
negligible. For piers with a natural frequency greater than 9 rad/sec, the effect 
of including the stiffness result in a lower DMF. It can be seen that the lower 
the pier stiffness the lower the DMF for piers with a frequency greater than 9 
rad/sec; therefore, it is conservative to neglect the effect that the pier flexibility 
has on the loading time history. 

3.8.2 Design Impact Spectrum 

Initially, impact spectrums are calculated for the design flotillas 
determined in Section 2 over a range of possible impact velocities and pier 
damping ratios,~' of 2%, 5%, and 10%. For example, the pier impact spectrums 
for one to four (35'X195') barges in a column traveling initially at 17 fps with a 
damping ratio of 5% are shown in Figure 3.8.3. Similar curves are generated 
for all design flotillas identified in Section 2 traveling at a realistic (U.S. Coast 
Guard) range of 5 fps through 17 fps with 2%, 5%, and 10% damping ratios. 
These curves are enveloped to produce three multiple-barge (greater than one 
barge in the flotilla column) design impact spectrums for 2%, 5%, and 10% 
structural damping as shown in Figure 3.8.4. The 5% envelope superimposed 
on the 5% damping impact response curves is shown in Figure 3.8.5. 

The multiple barge curve for the pier dynamic magnification factor (DMF) 
for 5% structural damping shown in Figure 3.8.4 is given by 

DMF ( T 
1
, ) = l + 0 . 75 l + T 

p 
for T I' ~ 0 . 75 sec (3.48a) 

DMF ( T I' ) = l . 75 for T > 0 . 75 sec p (3.48b) 

where DMFis unitless. It is important to note that the exact impact spectrum 
curves could be utilized in place of the design curve which would give lower 
DMF over some ranges of structural period. In addition, alternate design 
curves which more closely follow the impact spectrums could be derived for 
specific waterways where the flotilla traffic is well known. However, for general 
design purposes the design curves given in Figure 3.8.4 seem reasonable 
considering the variability of the makeup of the barge flotillas. 
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No mention has been made up to this point about single-barge impact and 
design response curves. The results of this study indicate that an alternate 
curve is needed when designing for single barge impact. This is due to the fact 
that the higher frequency modes contribute more significantly to the impact 
response of the bridge pier. This can be seen in Figure 3.8.6 which shows the 
5% envelope superimposed on the single barge 5% damping impact response 
curves. The proposed design curve envelopes for the 2%, 5%, and 10% 
structural damping are shown in Figure 3.8.7. 

The single-barge curve for the pier dynamic magnification factor (DMF) 
for 5% structural damping shown in Figure 3.8.6 is given by 

DMF ( T P) = 1.0 + 0 4 l~J 
0 . 20 

for T P < 0 . 20 sec 
(3.49a) 

DMF ( T ,. ) = 1 . 4 + • 35 [ T P - O . 
2 l 

3 . 05 

for O . 2 sec < T s 3 . 25 sec ,, 
(3.49b) 

DMF ( T P ) = 1 . 75 for TP> 3.25 sec 

where the DMFis unitless. The procedure for utilizing the preceding curves to 
generate a design loading will be given in the next Section where the modified 
impact design equations are developed. 

A very important point about the dynamic response of bridges to barge 
impacts can be deduced from the design spectrum given in Figure 3.7.4. From 
the figure it can be seen that for barge impact the DMF increases up to a period 
of approximately one second, after which the DMF remains constant. This is in 
direct contrast with the behavior of bridges to the other common dynamic 
excitation, namely earthquakes. The Standard Specifications for Highway 
Bridges, Division I-A, Section 3.2, gives an idealized spectrum which shows that 
the structure earthquake response increases until a period of approximately one 
second reached and then decreases to a DMF of 0.4 at three seconds structure 
period. 

This is important from a design standpoint since for earthquake dynamic 
design, increased structure period is desired in order to reduce the maximum 
overall structure response. However, for barge impact it seems that increased 
structure period will not reduce the structure impact forces. This implies that 
earthquake techniques such as dynamic isolation, and plastic design will not be 
beneficial for reducing impact member design loads. 
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3.9 CONCLUSIONS 

This Section developed the impact load time histories for the design barge 
flotillas developed in Section 2. The results of this Section showed a significant 
difference between the peak impact loads predicted by the time-histories and 
the peak loads predicted by the current AASHTO impact load analysis method. 
The greater the number of barges in the flotilla column the greater is the 
difference between the time-history results and the AASHTO equations. The 
AASHTO equations are based on the results of single barge impact test results. 
The difference seems reasonable since the AASHTO method neglects the 
interaction between the individual barges in the flotilla column. 

Within this Section, a non-dimensionalized design impact spectrum was 
presented. The spectrum was developed by plotting the individual non
dimensionalized impact spectrums for the design flotillas with initial velocities 
of 5 fps through 17 fps on a single plot and then enveloping the composite plot. 
It was shown that the effect of pier flexibility on the impact spectrums could be 
conservatively neglected for design purposes. The following Section will utilize 
the design impact spectrum as part of two proposed dynamic analysis 
procedures that include the dynamic effect of the impact loading on the 
development of the bridge design loads. 

It was shown in this Section that increased structure period does not 
decrease the dynamic response of the bridge to barge impact. This is contrary 
to typical dynamic seismic design, where after a structure period of one second 
is reached further increases in the structure period reduce the dynamic response 
of the structure to earthquake excitation. Therefore, for impact design, isolation 
or plastic behavior would seem to have no benefit in reducing the peak structure 
design forces. 
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4.0 IMPACT MODAL RESPONSE EQUATIONS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this Section is to derive the impact modal equations to be 
used in the Pseudo-Dynamic and Impact Spectrum Analysis Procedures 
developed in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. The basic approach for the design 
procedures is to combine the predominate inertial modal response, determined 
from the impact spectrums derived in Section 3, with the pseudo-static response: 
The inertial mode response is determined by using assumed normalized mode 
shapes, rather than by eigenvector or Ritz-vector solution. This approach is 
used as a means to eliminate the need for computer solution of the eigenvector 
or load dependent Ritz-vectors. 

The following sections develop the modal impact equations which will be 
used for derivation of the Pseudo-Dynamic Analysis Procedure (PDAP) and the 
Impact Spectrum Analysis Procedure (ISAP). Development of the modal impact 
response equations is accomplished by: I) the modal response equations, and 
2) the pseudo-static response equations. 

4.2 Modal Response Equations 

The response of a structure may be determined using a modal impact 
spectrum analysis similar to the procedures used in earthquake analysis. 
However, several differences exist that do not allow currently available 
engineering software to be used for determination of other than the modal 
frequencies and mode shape vectors. These differences will be discussed in 
detail later in this section after the development of the modal response 
equations. 

In order to determine the overall response of a structure using an impact 
spectrum analysis, the dynamic contributions from the individual modes are 
considered. Using the orthogonality properties of the individual modes, n, the 
nth mode displacement component, vn, is given by the product of the mode-shape 
vector, <l>,p and the modal amplitude, Yn, where the total response is expressed 
by 

{ V ) {<I>} y (4.1) 
" . 
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where Nis the total number of included modes. In matrix notation Eqn. 4.1 is 
written 

IV) = I <I> l { y) (4.2) 

where [<I>] is the NxN mode-shape matrix which transforms the generalized 
coordinate, Y, to the geometric coordinate vector {v}. To evaluate any arbitrary 
normal coordinate, Y,i, Eqn. 4.2 is multiplied by I cp , r I to obtain 

{ <I> I.~ [ Ill l { V } = { <I> } .~ [ Ill l { <I> } I y I + { <I> } : [ Ill l { <I> } 2 y 2 + ... + { <I> } : [ Ill l { <I> } .v y N (4.3) 

Because of the orthogonality property with respect to the mass matrix, m, all 
terms on the right-hand side of the equation are zero except for the terms 

containing 
1' 

{ <I> } n [ Ill ] { <I> } . This gives 

1' 

{ <I> } n [ Ill ] { V) 

1' 

{ "' } [ Ill l { <I> } 

If { v} is time dependent then Y,i is also time dependent; therefore, taking the 
derivative of Eqn. 4.4 with respect to time gives 

1' 

I <I> l,. Im l Iv·< t) l 
y (t) (4.5) 

1' 

{<I>} [m ]{<!>} 

Using the results given by Eqns. 4.4 and 4.5, it is possible to write the 
equation of motion of the multiple degree-of-freedom system (MDOF) in terms 
of the generalized coordinate vector Y. The damped equation of motion for the 
MDOF system written in terms of the acceleration, ,r(i> , damping matrix, [c], 

stiffness matrix, [k], and load time-history, {p(t)} 

(m] {1/(t)} + (c] {v'(t)} + [k] {v (!)} = {p (t)} (4.6) 

Taking the second time derivative of Eqn. 4.4 and substituting these results and 
Eqns. 4.4 and 4.5 into Eqn. 4.6 gives 
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.v 

L ( [ Ill l ( 4> } y' ( t) + [Cl ( 4> } y ( t) + [ k l ( 4> l" y • ( t) ) = (p ( t) l (4.7) 

Multiplying by the m th mode-shape vector gives 

T .. T 
{4> l (111] 14> l {Y (t)l + 14>} (c] {4>} {Y (t)} + 

T T 
(4.8) 

+ 14> l [kl {4> l {Y (t)} {4>} {p (t)} 
"' 

However, by the orthogonality conditions 

1' 

I 4> l [ k l I 4> l = 0 for Ill • n 

'I' 

( 4> l [ Ill l I 4> l = 0 for Ill • n (4.9) 
T 

I 4> l [ C l { 4> l = 0 for Ill • n 

If the symbols 
1' 

p ( t) = I 4> l {p (I)} (4.10a) . " 
1' (4.10b) 

M - I 4> l [m l I 4> l (4.10c) 
'I' (4.10d) C I 4> l [ C l I 4> l 

1' 
K { 4> } [ k l I 4> l 

are introduced, Eqns. 4.10 represent the modal load, Pn(t), modal mass, M," 
modal damping, Cn, and modal stiffness, K,., respectively. Eqn. 4.8 can then be 
written as 

.. 
M Y (t) + C Y (l) + K Y (l) P (t) (4.11) 

Eqn. 4.11 can be expressed as 

.. 
Y (t) + 2 ~ w Y (l) + w Y (t) . 

p • ( l) 

(4.12) 
M 
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where the modal viscous damping ratio, (,1 , is defined as 

C 

~ = (4.13) 
2 w M 

n n 

and 

K 
" w = -- (4.14) 

M 

The modal load, Pn(t), in the right-hand side ofEqn. 4.12 can be expressed 
as 

p ( t) 
T T 

{¢) {p(t)) {¢) {R)/(t) (4.15) 

where {R} is a load magnitude distribution vector and f(t) is a force amplitude 
function of time. Substituting Eqns. 4.15 and 4.10a into Eqn. 4.12 gives 

.. 2 
Y (t) + 2 ~ w 

n 1' rt II tJ 
y (t) + w y (t) ------ /(!) (4.16) 

T 
{¢ l. [111 I{¢ l 

Since earthquake loading is the dynamic loading type for which most civil 
engineering software has been developed, it is important to point out the unique 
aspects of impact spectrum analysis as compared to response (earthquake) 
spectrum analysis. This comparison will highlight why response spectrum 
software cannot be used for impact spectrum analysis. 

For the special case of earthquake loading, the time varying load vector, 

{p(t)},firstpresentedinEqn.4.7isexpressedas t/1 <t>l. 1111 1111 },r ,inwhich c1 

is the earthquake acceleration history applied at the structure supports and 
{Req} is a displacement transformation vector that relates the displacement of 
each structure degree of freedom to the static application of a support 
displacement. When spatial variations in the base are neglected, {Req} is a unit 
column vector. 
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For impact problems, the time varying load vector, {p(t)}, is expressed 
as , 1, < 1): • , n : r< 1) , and {R } would be zero for all structural degrees-of-
freedom except those associated with the external load vector, {p(t)}. Therefore, 
the load vector cannot be expressed as the product of the mass matrix (Eqn. 
4.15) as is the case for the earthquake loading. This indicates that currently 
available commercial codes for earthquake response spectrum analysis cannot 
be used for impact spectrum analysis without modification of the code for the 
specific aspects of impact analysis. 

The ratio on the right-hand side of Eqn. 4.15 defines the modal 
participation factor, r n , for mode n and is written 

r _ - (4.17) 
T 

I cl> l" [ m I I cl> l 

which can be physically interpreted as the overall contribution of a particular 
mode to the dynamic response of a structure. To proceed with the solution of the 
impact spectrum response, the convolution integral (Eqn. 3.46) can be expressed 

y ( t) = 

[ 

, - ~ fJ,) (, • ) l 
---- P {-t)e sin w (t--r)d-r 

J • 
I) M w 

n lJn 

(4.18) 

as the modal equivalent for the ntl' mode of natural frequency, u),., 

where, P,[r) is the mode loading function duration impulse, and u)Dn is the 
damped mode natural frequency which is defined as 

(4.19) 

and, ~=the ratio of the mode damping to critical damping. Equation 4.18 is 

solved over the time period O ~ ,;~ t and the maximum response, I Y,,(t) I max, is 
determined; therefore, Eqn. 4.18 is written 

I Y < t) I (4.20) 
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Since the impact spectrums are derived from the solution of the 
convolution integral for the SDOF case, application of the impact spectrums to 
the MDOF case requires only rewriting Eqn. 3.39 (developed in Section 3) to its 
modal equivalent of 

DMF (I; , w ) 

K I Y (t) I 
n. mnx 

(4.21) 
p 

where 

w =FK· " M 
" 

(4.22) 

and modal damping, ~n, is defined in Eqn. 4.13. Therefore, the maximum modal 
displacement is written 

DMF (I; 'w ) p 

I Y < t) I 
" ti 

(4.23) 
K 

Equation 4.23 gives the modal maximum response in terms of the 
dynamic magnification factor determined from the impact spectrum derived in 
Section 3. This equation can be utilized to determine the impact structural 
response after determining the modal frequencies and shapes. This is directly 
analogous to seismic design response spectrum analysis. However, the intent 
of this Section is to develop simple, modified design equations where eigenvector 
analysis is not necessary. The key to accomplishing this goal, which is detailed 
in the next section, is to develop the equations whereby the dynamic single
mode response can be combined with the pseudo-static response to give the total 
structural impact response. 

4.3 TOTAL MODAL DYNAMIC RESPONSE 

It will be shown in this section that the total modal dynamic response can 
be resolved into those modes for which the inertial effects are significant and 
those modes for which the inertial effects may be neglected. The modal response 
for which the inertial effects may be neglected will be referred to as the pseudo-
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static response. Those modes for which the loading history of the loading are 
significant will be called the inertial modes. 

In order to develop the total response equations, the dynamic structural 
response is resolved into the contribution oflower modes and higher modes. It 
was shown (Lager, and Wilson, 1988) that if the temporal distribution of the 
forcing function is such that the higher modes of the system are significantly 
excited, these modes must be included. However, if the higher mode frequency 
is much larger than the highest frequency content of the applied loading, the 
response in the higher mode is essentially static. The applicability of the latter 
conclusion to barge impact problems is evident from the impact spectrums 
developed in Section 3. 

Plotting the dynamic magnification factor (DEF) of the design response 
spectrum curves (given in Section 3. 7) versus the frequency (rather than the 
period, as was done in Section 3) gives the frequency response curves for 2%, 
5%, and 10% damping as shown in Figure 4.3.1. From the curve it can be seen 
that as the mode frequency increases the DMF approaches unity. This is true 
even for relatively low structure mode frequencies of 25 radian/second. 
Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that the inertial effects of the higher 
modes may be neglected and their response can be calculated by simple static 
analysis. Thus, the mode superposition equation which is given by 

N 

{v (t)) L {<!>) Y (t) (4.24) 
n = I 

can be written as 

" N 

Iv <t)l L 1<1> l Y <t) + L 14> l Y (t) 
n 11, n 

(4.25) 
n " I 

where the summation of n from 1 to d represents the number of modes with 
significant inertial effects, and n from d+ 1 to N represents the response where 
the inertial effects are negligible, i.e., the pseudo-static response. The response 
for the first d modes can be calculated using the solution to the eigenproblem, 
etc. and the response due to the remaining modes can be calculated by static 
analysis. Therefore, the mode pseudo-static response, < t) , for mode n is 
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T 

y (t) 
p "(t) I ct, l,. IP ( t) l 

(n~d•l) (4.26) 
K T 

I ct, l,, [kl I ct, l 

The pseudo-static displacement for mode n can then be written as 

{ V ( t) l { cj, l y ( t) { cj, l 
H. II n H. n 

p • ( t) 

(4.27) 
K 

The summation of the pseudo-static responses for the high modes for which the 
inertial effects may be neglected, {vsH(t)}, is 

.v N 

Iv ,11 (tll = L {v l(t) I <fl l Y ( t) 
ti s.n 

(4.28) 
n = ti .,. t n = rl + 1 

The total response, dynamic plus pseudo-static, is then 

d N 

{v(t)l=L {ct,l,,Y,,(t)+ L {cj,}Y (t) (4.29) 
"= I n = ti .,. 1 

In the current form, Eqn. 4.29 still requires the evaluation of the higher modes 
in order to calculate the total modal response. However, the total pseudo-static 
structural response for all modes, {v(t)Ltatic, is 

{ V ( t) l 
!llntu 

- I 
= [kl {R l /(t) (4.30) 

The pseudo-static response for the first d modes is then subtracted from Eqn. 
4.30 to give the pseudo-static response of the high modes ( modes d+ 1 to N) , 
which is expressed by 

- I 
{ V s/1 (t)) = [ k ] { R ) {( t) - L I <fl l Y (t) ... (4.31) 

n = 1 
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It is important to note that Eqn. 4.31 represents the pseudo-static 
response of the high modes and only the first d modes need to be calculated. 
Substituting Eqn. 4.31 into Eqn. 4.29 gives the total dynamic response, {v(t)}, 

d d 

{v(t)}= L {<j>n}Y.(t)- L {<j>} Y (t) + [k]-
1
{R}/(t) (4.32) 

" I n = I 

in which the first term is the dynamic response of the first d modes (inertial 
plus pseudo-static), the second term is the pseudo-static response of the first d 
modes, and the third term is the pseudo-static response of all modes due to the 
loading time-history vector {p(t)}. 

In order to utilize the impact spectrums, developed in Section 3, Y,1(t) from 
Eqn. 4.20 is substituted into the first term of Eqn. 4.31 to give the following 

d .<~ ... w.)P. 
-------- - L 14>} -· + [k 1 · 1 {R} / (t) (4.32) 
DMF p 

tu <tll = I: ( 4> } 

,i = l K n, = l K 

Equation 4.32 represents the impact response due to all modes where only the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the lower modes are calculated since the 
inertial effects of the higher modes are neglected. This equation will be utilized 
in Sections 5 and 6 to develop the Pseudo-Dynamic and Impact Spectrum 
Response Methods, respectively. 
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4.4 CONCLUSIONS 

The modal response equations required to develop the Pseudo-Dynamic 
and Impact Spectrum Analysis Methods (PDAP, and ISAP) were derived in this 
Section. The derived equations show that the impact response of a structure 
may be calculated using only the lower mode response. This response is 
determined from the impact spectrums derived in Section 3, and the static 
response to the peak (maximum) of the barge impact loading time history. This 
result is significant since the higher mode response can contribute significantly 
to impact problems. 

In the following Sections, the PDAP and ISAP will be developed whereby 
the impact response of the structure is determined without computer solution 
of the lower eigenvectors. The procedures given provide the bridge designer a 
rational method for evaluating member design forces, and yet is not analytically 
cumbersome. 
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5.0 PSEUDO STATIC ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 
(SINGLE INERTIAL MODE PROCEDURE) 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this Section is to propose modifications to the current 
AASHTO Guide Specification equivalent static design procedure by including 
the dynamic effects of the barge/pier collision. The procedure used here is an 
impact spectrum single-mode design procedure which is called the Pseudo
Dynamic Analysis Procedure (PDAP). The basic approach for the proposed 
design procedure is to combine the predominate single-mode dynamic effect 
response, determined from the impact spectrums derived in Section 3, with the 
pseudo-static response. The actual single-mode response is determined using 
an assumed generalized mode shape approach, rather than by eigenvalue 
solution. 

One of the most attractive aspects of the current equivalent static design 
methodology is its simplicity of integration into the design process. In order for 
a new revised design methodology to be of practical benefit, it should follow in 
the same form of the current AASHTO equivalent static design methodologies. 
Therefore, the suggested revisions to the current code will be presented in the 
form of design formulas, and graphs that are easily applicable to the "typical" 
barge impact bridge design problem. 

The revised design procedure uses the previously derived barge impact 
loading spectrums which are based on the experimentally derived barge load
deformation relationship. Using the impact loading functions, a non
dimensional design impact spectrum was developed. From the impact spectrum, 
the modal impact forces for a bridge pier will be determined depending on the 
dynamic characteristics of the structure. 

The results of the maximum response, determined using the modified 
design procedure, are compared to the response determined using the current 
AASHTO equivalent static method and a linear dynamic time-history analysis 
[which is called the Time History Analysis Procedure (THAP) herein] using the 
barge impact loading time-histories developed in Section 3. 

5.2 BRIDGE DESIGN PROCESS 

Prior to the development of the PDAP, it is important to remember that the 
PDAP is only a part of the overall bridge design process. The AASHTO Guide 
Specification gives three statistical design procedures called Method I, Method II, 
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and Method III as was shown in detail in Section 2. Therefore the PDAP must be 
integrated into the overall design method. Figures 5.2.1 through 5.2.4 provide a 
detailed flow chart of the integration of the PDAP in the chosen statistical design 
method. 
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5.3 PSEUDO-DYNAMIC ANALYSIS PROCEDURE (PDAP) 

It was shown in Section 4 that the total modal response could be resolved 
into those modes for which the inertial effects are significant and those modes for 
which the inertial effects may be neglected. For the derivation of the pseudo
dynamic analysis procedure, it is assumed that the dynamic effects for only a 
single mode need to be considered. Hence, Eqn. 4.28 is written for the maximum 
response over time (f(t)=l.O) as 

DMF 
{ V I = { <I> } 

mnx 

(C (,}) p p - I 

+ { <I> } - + [k] { R I (5.1) 
K K 

and assuming that d=l and the term, [k] ·1{R}, is the total static response of all 
modes. Therefore, Eqn. 5.1 is written such the total response, {v}max• is 
determined in part by modal analysis and in part by ordinary static analysis 
which is written 

{v) = {v) + {v) . 
mnx mod11l sluhr 

where (f(t)=l.O) 

DMF <Cw) P 
IV ) 

modal 
I<!> l 

K 

IV ) 
slutlf 

[ k l 
- l 

{R } 

p 
{q,}-

K 

(5.2) 

(5.3a) 

(5.3b) 

In order to solve Eqn. 5.3a, the determination of the inertial mode shape 
is required. When a bridge pier geometry is such that a single inertial mode may 
be assumed, calculation of the mode shape using the solution of the eigenproblem 
can be avoided. This is accomplished by assuming that the displacement for the 
pier system can be generalized as a distributed SDOF system. The differential 
equation of motion for the generalized undamped SDOF system is rewritten as 

M Y.(t) + K ·y (t) = p '<t) (5.4) 

where the generalized mass, M, and stiffness, K, are given by· 
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L 

M 
2 2 (5.5a) 

J 
Ill ( X) [ ljJ (x)] dx + E Ill [ljl < X ;> l 

/, (5.5b) 
II 2 II 2 

K 
J 

k (x) [ 1J1 (x)] dx + E k [ljl (x i)] 

nd m(x) is the mass distribution function, mi is the ith lumped mass, k(x) is the 
stiffness distribution function, ki is the ith lumped stiffness, tJ1 11 (x) is the second 
derivative of the assumed mode displacement function (which will be discussed 
in detail in the following paragraphs), and tfr 11 (x) is the mode displacement 
function second derivative evaluated at the x coordinate of the ith mass or 
stiffness. P*(t) is the generalized load which is expressed as 

/, 

P ·(t) a J p(x,t)ljl (x)dx + L p
1
(t)ljl /x) 

(I 

(5.6) 

where p(x,t) is the spatial and time varying loading function, and P;(t) is the ith 

time varying concentrated load. 

The generalized first mode natural frequency, uJg, can be written in terms 
of the generalized stiffness, K*, and generalized mass, M*, as 

(5.7) 

In order to utilize the equations developed in Section 4, it is necessary to 
convert the discrete modal equations into generalized coordinate equations. By 
analogy, Eqn. 4.25 for· the maximum (over the displacement time-history) 
generalized continuous displacement function, Y,110x, is written 

L 

f 11 

p(x)ljl(x)dx + E P; ljl (x) 
p 

y (5.8) 
mnx 

L 
II 2 " 2 

k(x)[ljl (x)] dx + E k [ IJI (x) l K 

f o ' ' 
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Therefore, the continuous generalized mode response, v(x)modal which is analogous 
to Eqn. 4.25 for discrete modal displacement, is written as 

V ( X) 
nmt/1,l 

,p (x) y 
lnax 

p 
,P(x)--

K 

(5.9) 

Based on the results of the preceding discussion Eqn. 5.2 can is rewritten for a 
distributed parameter system as 

DMF 
V ( X) 

modul 
(5.10) 

K 

Simplifying gives the maximum modal response which is written 

I DMF ( ~ , w ) - 1 I P 
V (X) 

modul 
" 1jl ( X) ---------- (5.11) 

K 

In Eqn. 5.2, the modal response, v(x),,.0 dal• is added to the static 
response,v(x)static, to produce the total impact response, v(x)max·- For design 
purposes, the way to combine the two responses is to first determine the 
distributed structure forces resulting from the modal displacement, v(x)modal (Eqn. 
5.11) and second, to apply these forces simultaneously with the static impact 
force, P,,wx• which is given by Eqn. 3.43. 

The inertial forces, /r(x) produced by the distributed modal displacement, 
v(x)modal, are given by (e.g., Clough, and Penzien, 1993) 

-w m(x)v(x) 
J: nwtl11t 

(5.12) 

and for the ith concentrated mass the concentrated inertial load is simply 

- w m 
" 

V ( X ) 
i modul 

(5.13) 

Since the inertial force direction reverses direction over the displacement time 
history, the negative signs in equations 5.12 and 5.13 will be neglected from the 
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notation from this point on. The effect of the inertial force reversal will be 
considered later in the form of load cases in the design example problem. The 
static and inertial loads are shown in Figure 5.3.2 without regard to direction. 

In order to apply the simplified design method, a single mode displacement 
function must be assumed. For impact problems on cantilever bridge piers, the 
shape can be reasonably expected to be of the cubic form (Figure 5.2.2), wherelJI(x) 
is written as 

( )

2 ( )" 
it, (x ) = 3 ~ - 2 :• 

(5.14) 

Equation 5.14 satisfies the boundryconditions, \Jf(0)=0, lfr'(0)=0, lfr'(L)=0, assumed 
to model the displaced shape. Substituting Eqn. 5.14 into Eqns. 5.6 and 
integrating gives the generalized first mode system properties. For the structure 
shown in Figure 5.2.1 where the columns of the pier are identical, the generalized 
stiffness I( is 

12 E I 
K ---,, (5.15) 

L 

where Eis the elastic modulus, Lis the column length, and nc is the number of 
columns. The generalized first mode mass, M, is 

13 
M -111 L n + 111 L 

rl r I r r p r /J (5.16) 
35 

where mc1 is the distributed mass of the columns, Lcz is the column lengths, mcp is 
the distributed mass of the pier cap or concentrated mass at the column top, and 
Lcp is the length of the pier cap or concentrated mass at the column top. Other 
assumed displacement shapes for different pier configurations can be used to 
derive similar results. 
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5.4 STEP-BY-STEP PDAP 

The results given in this Section have resulted in a simplified barge impact 
analysis procedure whereby the dynamic effects of the interaction of the 
individual barges in the flotilla and the bridge are included. However, actual 
application of the preceding results to an analysis problem have not been 
presented. Therefore, this section presents the preceding results in a step-by-step 
format which will be explicitly followed in the following section in the form of a 
design example. 

The procedure to calculate the maximum psuedo-dynamic displacement, 
{v(x)}max• and the resulting design forces using the PDAP are given in the 
following steps. 

STEP 1: In lieu of more exact methods, the primary mode displacement vector 
may be approximated for most bridge piers by the cubic displacement function, 
ljJ(x), evaluated at coordinate xi is, as such 

ljJ (x ) 
( )

2 ( )" 3 :; - 2 :; (5.17) 

STEP 2: The modal mass, M*, modal stiffness, K*, and modal load, P'<, are given 
by 

13 (5.18a) 
M -,n L n + Ill L 

,-/ ,. I ,. ,.,, ,. p 

35 

(5.18b) 
12 E I 

K n 

L 

(5.18c) 
p = p ljI ;<x) 

mnx 

where the peak barge impact load, Pmax is given by 

P = [ 110 
mnx 

( a 
Bmull 

) + 1385 (5.19) 
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and 

a +I.7LOG 
ll11111l1 

where, KE1ead is given in terms of the tonnage of the lead barge, Wb,by 

W V 
KE (5.21) 

32 .2 

Refer to Section 3.7 for a complete description of the notation used in Eqns. 5.19 
through 5.21. 

STEP 3: The distributed modal response, {v(x)}modal• is calculated by: 

I DMF ( T ) - 1 I P 
V (X) 

mud1tl 

,, 
tj, (x) --------- (5.22) 

K 

where the dynamic magnification factor, DMF < r ) , is determined from the 
following (assuming 5% structural damping) 

DMF ( T P) 1 + T 
I' 

for T I' ~ 0 . 75 

DMF ( T I' ) 1 . 75 for T I' > 0 . 75 

and 

. F· T = 2 1t --

" . K . 

or the single barge case the dynamic magnification factor is given by 
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DMF ( T r) for T P < 0 . 20 sec (5.25a) 

DMF ( T r) for O . 2 sec < T < 3 . 25 sec 
p 

(5.25b) 

DMF ( T r ) = 1 . 75 for T > 3 . 25 sec 
p (5.25c) 

STEP 4: The distributed inertial load, fr (x), due to the modal response, v(x)modab 
is given by 

c.l m ( X) U ( X) 
g modul 

(5.26) 

and for the ith concentrated mass the concentrated inertial load is simply 

2 

f(x)=w m u(x) 
I i J! l'fl/J i modul 

(5.27) 

where 

c.l=F· ~ 

M. 
(5.28) 

STEP 5: The bridge pier member design displacements and forces resulting from 
the barge impact are calculated by applying the inertial and static load 
components to a fully discretized bridge pier model using a frame/finite element 
analysis/design computer code. The inertial loads are applied as distrubuted 
(consistent) member loads, along with the staticload vector, {R}, which is non-zero 
at the impact nodes only and is written as 

p . . 0} (5.29) 
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where P
1110

x is given by Eqn. 3.43. The design example given in a following section 
clearly exemplifies the preceding analysis steps. 
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5.5 DESIGN EXAMPLE- I USING THE PDAP 

The first of two examples using the pseudo-dynamic analysis procedure 
(PDAP) is given here which follows the step-by-step procedure presented in the 
previous section. In this, the first example only illustration of the steps necessary 
to calcualte the response of a bridge pier using the PDAP will be given; whereas, 
in the second design example integration of the PDAP into AASHTO design 
method II will be illustrated. Note that all equations use their previously 
assigned equation numbers. 

The bridge pier in Figure 5.5.1 is to be analyzed for impact by a flotilla 
column of four 35'x195' barges traveling at an impact velocity of v=l 7 fps. Each 
barge has a combined dead weight and cargo load of Wb=3800 kips. The example 
pier (shown in Figure 5.5.1) is comprised of four concrete pile/columns (1=130,000 
in4, each) that are rigidly connected to a concrete pier cap (1=260,000 in4

). A 
detailed description of the example problem member properties and dimensions 
is given by Figures 5.5.1 and 5.5.2. 

The columns are subdivided into nine plane frame beam/column elements 
(4-DOF/node) between the pier cap and the first soil nodes plus nine increments 
over the soil depth. The soil is comprised of five layers of soft clays with a 
modulus of subgrade reaction, h

8
, of 75.0 pci over five layers of clay-sands of 

medium stiffness (h
8
=150.0 pci) which are modeled as discrete layer-linear spring 

elements. The space frame model used for this problem is given in Figure 5.5.3. 
The soil is included in this problem to point out that even though the soil
structure interaction is important in determining the member design forces its 
effect on the impact forces may be neglected. This will be exemplified by 
determining the structure response using the PDAP, which does not consider the 
soil-structure interaction in determining the impact forces, and by comparing the 
results to the TRAP results where with the soil interaction included in the time
history analysis. 

5.5.1 Step 1 

All dimensions and member properties are given in Figures 5.5.1 and 5.5.2. 
The first step is to calculate the assumed inertial mode displaced shape at the 
impact location and the concentrated mass or pier cap node. 
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3 ( )' 2 ( r 680 in . 680 in . 
1j! 1 . 0 

11od1• 10 

680 UL . 680 in . 

(5.18) 

3 ( J 2 ( r 160 in 160 
'.n . 1j! 0. 14 

nod,• ., 
680 in 680 m, . 

5.5.2 Step 2 

The lead barge kinetic energy,KE1ead• must be determined and is given by 

3800 
KE 

kips 
2 

( 17 ft I sec ) 

/l'llrl 
---------- = 17 , 053 ft - kips (5.22) 

32 . 2 ft . I sec 
2 

The lead barge crushing depth is found to be 

a 
H11111// [( 

17 • 053 l ·'. l ( 10 . 2 l [ = 1 + 

5672 

- - 1 -

1 

O 1 + 1 . 7 LOG 
( 

5 . 576 
rn ( 4 - 1 ) 

17 . 0 (5.21) 

= 15 . 38 ft 

where the KE is in ft-lbs, Vis in ft/sec, and the crushing depth, aBmult• is given in 
feet. The peak impact force, P,,wx• is found, in kips, to be 

p = I 110 ( 15 . 38 ) + 1385 J ( 1 . o ) = 3077 kips (5.20) 

where RB=l.O for the 35' wide barge. 

Using the member properties given in Figures 5.5.1 and 5.5.2 the modal 
mass, M*, modal stiffness, K*, and modal load, P, are next calculated as 
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M 
13 
-(o .18248 lb - sec 

2 
I in 

2 
) ( 680 in ) 4 + ( 0 . 5832 lb - sec 'fin .) (816 in ) (5.19a) 

35 

660 . 243 lb - sec 
2 

I in 

K 
( 12 ) ( 4 , 500 , 000 lb I in 

2 
) ( 120 , 000 in -1 ) 

( 4) (5.19b) 
( 680 in ) 

lb 
89 , 300 

inch 

(5.19c) 
P ( 3077 kips ) ( 0 . 14 ) = 430 , 800 lb 

5.5.3 Step 3 

The dynamic magnification factor, DMF, is found by first calculating the 
inertial mode period, T'p, which is 

T 2 " 

2 
660 . 2 lb - sec I in 

0 . 54 sec (5.25) 
89 , 300 lb I in 

The DMF(T') is determined (assuming 5% structural damping) by 

DMF ( T P ) = 1 + 0 . 54 = 1 . 54 (5.24) 

The maximum modal response, v(x)1110dat, at the cap (node 10) and the 
impact point (node 4) is calculated to be 

[ 1 . 54 - 1 I 430 , 000 lb 
V ( X) ( 1.0) 2 .GO in (5.23a) 11od1' Ill 

89 , 300 lb I in 

[ 1 . 54 - 1 I 430 , 000 lb (5.23b) V ( X) ( 0 . 14 ) 0 .364 in 
11orl1• 

89 , 300 lb Jin 

5.5.4 Step 4 

The modal frequency is found from 
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w = 
89 , 300 lb I in rad 

11 . 63 (5.28) 
• 

660 . 243 lb - sec 
2 

I in sec 

The maximum distributed inertial load due to the acceleration of the pier 
columns, /1 col (x), due to the modal response, v(x)1110dal, is determined to be 

f ( x ) = ( 11 . 62 / sec ) 
2 

( 0 . 18248 
I.ml 

2 2 
lb - sec / in ) ( 2 . 60 in ) = 0 . 778 kips I ft (5.26) 

and the inertial load due to the pier cap, /1,cap (x), is 

f ( x ) = ( 11 . 62 / sec ) 
2 

( 0 . 5832 lb - sec 
2 

/ in 
2 

) ( 2 . 60 in ) = 2 . 46 kips I ft 
1.,-,ip 

(5.27) 

5.5.5 Step 5 

The final step is to apply the distributed inertial loads given by Eqns. 5.26 
and 5.27 with the peak impact load given by Eqn. 5.20 (applied at the impact 
node) to the structure using a suitable frame or finite element computer program. 
As was mentioned previously, the direction of the inertial loads will reverse of the 
impact time history. Therefore, the inertial loads are applied as two load cases 
with the direction reversed. The total pier impact loading cases are shown in 
Figures 5.5.4a and 5.5.4b. The next section compares the maximum deflections 
determined using the loads given in Figure 5.5.4 with the deflections calculated 
using the current AASHTO equivalent static method and those calculated using 
a time-history analysis (direct time integration). 

5.5.6 Comparison of Results for Example I 

The responses determined using the Psuedo-DynamicAnalysis Procedure 
(PDAP), the current AASHTO equivalent static method, and the Time-History 
Analysis Procedure (direct time integration) are compared in this section. All 
analysis results given in this section were calculated using the GT-STRUDL finite 
element computer program. The same model of the bridge pier was used for all 
three analysis procedures, since the impact loads are determined independent of 
the structure response analysis. In order to ensure that the possible contributions 
from higher modes would be captured using the Time-History Analysis Procedure 
(TRAP), each pile was descritized into 20 elements, and the pile cap was 
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subdivided into five elements. Member properties and dimensions where given 
in the previous section in Figures 5.5.1 and 5.5.2. The time- history analysis used 
the impact loading history for the four 35'xl95' barge column developed in Section 
3. 

All results are for the maximum displacements calculated by each analysis 
procedure. For the PDAP, the maximum response is the result of the two load 
cases given by Figures 5.5.4a and 5.5.4b whereas, the maximum response 
determined using the current AASHTO equivalent static method is the result of 
the single point load given by Figure 5.5.5. It is important to note that the 
loading given by Figure 5.3.4a represents the loading which would reasonably be 
expected to produce the maximum pier displacement and maximum design forces 
in most of the pier menbers. However, the loading given by Figure 5.3.4b could 
conceivably result in the controlling member design forces. Both load cases could 
be expected to occur over the impact time history and therefore, should be 
considered in the pier design. 

The nodal maximum displacement comparison of the results determined 
using the PDAP, TRAP, and the AASHTO method are given in Table 5.5.1. 
Examination of the table reveals that the maximum response determined using 
the TRAP is within 2% of the response determined using the recommended 
PDAP. However, the AASHTO equivalent static method varies by over 38% from 
the TRAP. 

It is important to point out that the design loads determined using the 
equivalent static method will usually be significantly different from the design 
loads determined using any of the recommended design procedures. This is due 
in part to the fact that the AASHTO method neglects the loading that results from 
the inertial effects. In addition, the peak impact load determined using the 
equivalent static method does not take into account the dynamic interaction of the 
individual barges in the flotilla and the dynamic interaction of the barges and the 
bridge pier. 
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Figure 5.5.1: Psuedo-Dynamic Example Problem. 
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Figure 5.5.5: AASHTO Equivalent Static Method Design Load. 
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Table 5.5.1: Predicted Displacements by Analysis Methods. 

Displacement (inch) 

Location PDAPb 

Impact Node 14.11 
(node 4a) 

Pier Cap 17.61 
(node 10a) 

First Soil Node 2.38 
(node la) 

aNote: see Figure 5.5.1 for node locations. 
hPDAP: Psuedo-Dynamic Analysis Procedure 
cTHAP: Time-History Analysis Procedure 
dAASHTO: AASHTO Equivalent Static Method 
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13.96 

17.45 

2.28 

AASHTOd 
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5.6 DESIGN EXAMPLE- II USING THE PDAP 

The second design example using the pseudo-dynamic analysis procedure 
(PDAP) is given here. This example will illustrate impact analysis of the 
Maysville, Kentucky bridge over the Ohio River for which the statistical analysis 
design process is given in Appendix I. In addition, this problem will serve to 
exemplify the analysis of a large non-prismatic bridge pier. The general 
configuration for the Maysville bridge and piers is shown in Figures 5.6.1 and 
5.6.2 

This example follows the step-by-step PDAP procedure presented in section 
5.4. In addition, note that all equations use their previously assigned equation 
numbers. The bridge pier is to be analyzed for impact by a flotilla column of three 
55'x300' barges traveling at an impact velocity of v=l0.27 fps (see Appendix I, 
section 1.4.1). This barge type comprises flotilla category HC as given in Section 
2, Table 2.3.3 and was determined to be the design flotilla type in the statistical 
design example given in Appendix I. Each barge has a statisically determined 
(Section 2) combined dead weight and cargo load of Wb=16,800 kips. 

The example pier (shown in Figure 5.6.1) is comprised of two non-prismatic 
concrete columns with a variable transverse stiffness of 1=94,800,000 in4 at the 
column base to 17,300,000 in4 at the column top. The columns are assumed fixed 
at their base. The pier dimensions are given by Figures 5.6.2 and 5.6.3. The 
columns are subdivided into ten plane frame beam/column elements ( 4-DOF/node) 
between the top pier cap and the footing. Each plane frame element assumes a 
constant stiffness over the element length equal to the average of the variable 
stiffness over the element length. The pier cross-frame elements are subdivided 
into two constant stiffness elements. The plane frame model used is shown in 
Figure 5.6.4. 

5.6.1 Step 1 

The first step using the PDAP is to calculate the assumed inertial mode 
displacement at the impact point location and the concentrated masses or pier cap 
nodes. 
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3 ( 00 • r 
2 ( r 90 ft . 

"1 0 . 10 
mu/,• a 

90 ft . 90 in . 

3 ( )' 2 ( r 130 ft . 130 ft . 
"1 0 .20 

nodi· •I 

460 ft . 460 ft . 

3 ( )' 2 ( r 390 ft . 390 ft . = 
"1 0 .94 

node• !) 

460 ft . 460 ft . 

3 ( 

460 ,. r , ( in J 460 
"1 1 .0 

nod,• 11 

460 ft . 460 in 

5.6.2 Step 2 

KE 

The lead barge kinetic energy,KE1ead, is given by 

lnul 

16 , 800 kips 
2 

( 10 . 27 ft I sec ) 
------------ = 55 , 030 ft - kips 

32 . 2 ft . I sec 
2 

The lead barge crushing depth is found to be 

a 
R11mlt [( 

55 , 030 ) ; ]( 10 . 2 ) [ = l• -1 -- 1+1.7LOG 

5672 1 . 57 
( 

5 . 576 l l Ill ( 3 - 1 ) + 1 

17 . 0 

= 20 . 24 ft 

(5.28a) 

(5.28b) 

(5.28c) 

(5.28d) 

(5.29) 

(5.30) 

where the KE is in ft-kips, Vis in ft/sec, and the crushing depth, aBmult• is given 
in feet. The peak impact force, Pmax• is found to be 

P = I 110 ( 20 . 24 ) + 1385 I ( 1 . 57 ) = 5670 kips 
mu:< 

(5.31) 

where RB=l.57 for the 55' wide barge. 
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Using the variable member properties given in Figure 5.6.2, the modal 
mass, M*, modal stiffness, K*, and modal load, P", were integrated numerically 
using Eqns. 5.5a, 5.5b, and 5.6 with the results given as 

no 
M 

!,, 
2 . 41 ( kip 

2 2 
- sec 1ft) [tj, (x)] dx 

2 ,, 

I ft ) [ tj, ( x ) ] - dx + 18 . 6 kip - sec 
2 

I ft ( 0 

+ 23 . 9 kip - sec 
2 

/ ft ( 0 . 94 ) 
2 

+ 23 . 9 kip - sec 
2 

I ft ( 1 . 0 ) 
2 

= 194 . 36 kip - sec 111 (5.32a) 
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+ 2 ( 3 , 500 kip tin . 8 X 10 "' - 40 . 5 xlO "' !,,, 370 

49 . 36 kip /in = 592 . 32 kip I ft 

P ( t ) = ( 5680 kips ) ( 0 . 10 ) = 568 . 0 kips 

where 
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[,p (x ) I 

9 X 
--+ 

l x 

4 L L 9 L u 

5.6.3 Step 3 

(5.32c) 

(5.33a) 

(5.33b) 

The dynamic magnification factor, DMF, is found by first calculating the 
inertial mode period, Tp, which is 

T 2 1t 

2 
194 . 36 kip - sec I ft 

3 . 59 sec (5.34) 
592 . 32 kip I ft 

The DMF(T iJ is determined (assuming 5% structural damping) by 
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DMF ( T P) 1 . 75 (5.35) 

The maximum modal responses, v(x)modal• at the cross-frame members 
(nodes 4, 9, and 11) and the impact point (node 3) are calculated to be 

[ 1 . 75 - 1 J 568 • O kips 
V ( X) = ( 0 . 1 ) = 0 .072 in 

node• :I 

(5.36a) 592 . 32 kip I ft 

[ 1 . 75 - 1 I 568 . 0 kips 
V ( X) ( 0 . 2 ) 0 . 14 in (5.36b) 11ml1• ' 592 . 32 kip I ft 

[ 1 . 75 - 1 J 568 . 0 kips (5.36c) V ( X) ( 0 . 94 0 .68 in 
ll{l(/1• " 592 . 32 kip I ft 

I 1 . 75 - 1 I 568 . 0 kips (5.36d) 
V ( X) ( 1 . 0 ) 0 .72 in 

I/Cu/1• II 

592 . 32 kip I ft 

5.6.4 Step 4 

The modal frequency is found from 

(,) 

592 . 32 kip I ft rad 
1. 75 (5.37) 

194 . 36 kip - sec 
2 

/ in sec 

The distributed inertial loads due to the acceleration of the pier columns, fI,col (x), 
due to the modal response, v(x)modal• at nodes 4, 9, and 11 are determined to be 

f I ,ol 

2 2 2 
(x) ( 1 . 75 I sec ) ( 0 . 87 kip - sec !in ) ( 0 . 072 ft ) = 0 . 19 kips I ft 

(5.38a) 
f I ,.1 

( 1 . 75 / sec 
2 2 2 

ft ) kips I ft (5.38b) (x) ) ( 0 . 40 kip - sec !in ) ( 0 . 68 = 0 .83 

f 1.,.1 
11 

(x) ( 1 . 75 / sec ) 
2 

( 0 . 35 kip 
2 

- sec !in 
2 

) ( 0 . 72 in ) = 0 .77 kips I ft 
(5.38c) 

and the inertial loads due to the concentrated masses at the cross-frame members 
(caps), fI,cap (x), at nodes 4, 9 and 11 are 
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" " " ft ) kips 
// .mJI 

(x) = ( 1 . 75 I sec ) ( 18 .6 kip - sec !in ) ( 0 . 072 = 4 . 11 

(5.38a) 

f I .1·uv 
(x) = ( 1 . 75 I sec ) " ( 23 .9 kip - sec " " ft ) kips (5.38b) !in ) ( 0 . 68 = 50 '77 

" " " 
(5.38c) 

f I .mp 
(x) = ( 1 . 75 I sec ) ( 23 .9 kip - sec !in ) ( 0 . 72 in ) = 52 .70 kips 

" 

5.6.5 Step 5 

The final step is to apply the distributed inertial loads given by Eqns. 5.37 
and 5.38 with the peak impact load given by Eqn. 5.31 (applied at the impact 
node) to the structure using a suitable frame or finite element computer program. 
As was mentioned previously the direction of the inertial loads will reverse of the 
impact time history. Therefore, the inertial loads are applied as two load cases 
with the direction reversed. The next section compares the maximum deflections 
determined using the PDAP, the current AASHTO equivalent static method, and 
Time-History Analysis Procedure (TRAP). 

5.6.6 Comparison of Results for Example II 

The responses determined using the Psuedo-DynamicAnalysis Procedure 
(PDAP), the current AASHTO equivalent static method, and the TRAP are 
compared in this section. All analysis results given in this section were calculated 
using the GT-STRUDL finite element computer program. The same model of the 
bridge pier was used for all three analysis procedures, since the impact loads are 
deter.mined independent of the structure response analysis. Member properties 
and dimensions where given in the previous section. The time-history analysis 
used the impact loading history for the three 55'x300' barge column developed in 
Section 3. 

All given results are for the maximum displacements calculated by each 
analysis procedure. For the PDAP, the maximum response is the result of the 
peak impact load, the inertial loads due to the cross-frame members, and the 
distributed column loads. The maximum response determined using the current 
AASHTO equivalent static method is the result of the single point load. 

The nodal maximum displacement comparison of the results determined 
using the PDAP, TRAP, and the AASHTO method are given in Table 5.6.1. 
Examination of the table reveals that the maximum response determined using 
the TRAP is within 7% of the response determined using the recommended 
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PDAP. However, the AASHTO equivalent static method varies by over 28% from 
the TRAP. 
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Figure 5.6.4: Design Example II Plane Frame Model. 
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Table 5.6.1: Predicted Displacements by Analysis Methods. 

Displacement (inch) 

Location PDAPb 

Impact 1.11 
Node 

(node 48
) 

Pier Cap 1 1.23 
(node 38

) 

Pier Cap 2 6.99 
(node 98

) 

Pier Cap 3 7.76 
(node 118

) 

aNote: see Figure 5.6.2 for node locations. 
bPDAP: Psuedo-Dynamic Analysis Procedure 
cTHAP: Time-History Analysis Procedure 
dAASHTO: AASHTO Equivalent Static Method 
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THAP0 AASHTOd 

1.15 1.38 

1.29 1.54 

7.48 9.13 

8.36 10.70 



5. 7 CONCLUSIONS 

The methods presented in this Section is intended to improve the analysis 
of bridges susceptible to barge flotilla traffic. It was shown that there is a 
considerable difference between the response calculated using the current 
AASHTO equivalent static method and the Psuedo-Dynamic Analysis Procedure 
given in this Section. The current AASHTO analysis procedure does not include 
the effect of the interaction between the individual barges in the flotilla and the 
bridge pier. This is significant since the energy lost between the individual 
barges in the flotilla column was found to be very significant using the analysis 
techniques given in this Section. 

Another important difference between the two methods is that the current 
AASHTO analysis procedure neglects the member loading that results due to the 
inertial effects of the impact loading time history, whereas the inertial loading is 
included with the Psuedo-Dynamic Procedure. In addition, the effect of inertial 
load reversal over the structure response time-history for member design can be 
considered by using the load cases presented in the design example. 
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER 
RESEARCH NEEDS 

6.1 GENERAL SUMMARY 

Presented in this study is a data collection and analysis procedure whereby 
Methods I and II of the AASHTO Specification for Vessel Collision may be applied 
to the design of inland waterway highway bridges. No known bridge has been 
designed using either method due to the variability of the barge sizes and flotilla 
types. A design example is included in Appendix I where an actual bridge was 
designed using the statistical procedures outlined in this study. 

Additionally, alternate dynamic analysis procedures, which more 
accurately model the barge-bridge response forces, are presented. The design 
procedures are presented in Section 5 and Appendix III in a format that could be 
included in the AASHTO Guide Specification for Collision Design of Highway 
Bridges. The current AASHTO equivalent static method neglects the important 
dynamic interaction that occurs between the individual barges of the flotilla 
column and the bridge pier. In addition, the current AASHTO analysis method 
neglects the distributed member loads that results due to the inertial effects of the 
impact loading. 

A design example was also included in Section 5 to illustrate the use of the 
psuedo-dynamic analysis procedure. The results indicate there is up to a 38% 
difference between the deflections predicted by the suggested analysis procedure 
and the AASHTO procedure. In addition, a design example is presented in 
Appendix 6 which shows that there was also significant difference between the 
impact spectrum analysis method and the current AASHTO equivalent static 
method. 

6.2 DESIGN FLOTILLAS 

A method has been provided by which available barge and flotilla data may 
be utilized to develop the risk assessment procedures for vessel impact design 
problems in accordance with the 1991 AASHTO Guide Specification. For 
illustrative purposes, this study concentrated on barge traffic on Kentucky's 
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navigable waterways. However, the methodologies presented in this study are 
applicable to all navigable inland waterways in the United States and the World. 
Results generated in this study reflect a statistical analysis conducted on the data 
obtained from the U.S. Coast Guard, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and the 
American Waterways Operators. The data gathered in order to apply design 
Methods of the guide specification are: 1) barge size and capacities, 2) the number 
of barges in a flotilla column and row, 3) river elevations, 4) flotilla transit 
velocity, and 5) probabilities of aberrancy. 

The barge types defined in this study are based on the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers' barge length and width designation system. Flotillas are generally 
made up of mostly the same barge size and type. Nevertheless, it was found that 
a very large variation in the flotillas using the Kentucky waterway system still 
exists. Therefore, a probability based approach was adopted to calculate the 
number of barges comprising a flotilla. Flotillas are then categorized based upon 
the primary barge type in the train. 

Maxim um attainable speeds for fully loaded flotillas under ideal conditions, 
as determined by a survey of the American Waterways Operators and the U.S. 
Coast Guard Captain of the Port, Louisville, KY, are reported. Values used for 
flotilla transit velocity are: 1) 7 mph for the Ohio and Tennessee Rivers, and 2) 
5 mph for the Cumberland and Green Rivers. Since the Performance Monitoring 
System Database does not currently document any flotilla traffic on_the Kentucky 
River, the minimum value of 5 mph should be used for flotillas navigating this 
river. 

The probabilities of aberrancy (PA) have been reported for different ranges 
along the navigable waterways of Kentucky in other sources. For most ranges, 
the values are near what would be calculated using the AASHTO Guide 
Specification (1991) approximate method. Sometimes the probabilities are quite 
high. However, careful examination of the historical casualty data supports the 
accuracy of the results. It is recommended that the probability of aberrancy for 
a section of river under consideration be used in design calculations, instead of 
a weighted average PA for the entire river. 

Based on section 4.8.2 of the AASHTO Guide Specification (1991), the 
acceptable annual frequency of collapse, AFc, was reported as 0.0001 for critical 
bridges and, AFr, 0.001 for regular bridges. The acceptable annual frequency of 
bridge collapse should be distributed, either equally or at the designers discretion, 
over all piers located within the waterway. A recommendation to distribute the 
annual frequency of collapse to each pier based on its percentage value of the 
replacement cost of the structure was reported. The summation of the annual 
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frequencies of collapse for all barge size categories, with respect to the individual 
piers, should then be less than or equal to the AFP assigned to each component. 

It is recommended that the impact loads for the loaded barge flotillas be 
applied in conjunction with 100% of long-term scour plus the local scour caused 
by a Q5 flood event. The impact loads for a single free-floating loaded barge (as 
per the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet design minimum assumption) should 
be applied with the scour caused by the Q100 flood event plus 100% of the long
term river bed aggradation or degradation. Currently the AASHTO Guide 
Specification gives no guidance for using future barge traffic projections when 
considering the design life of the bridge. Therefore, it is recommended that a 50-
year design life be used. 

The equivalent static impact loads and their associated frequencies are 
derived for a bridge over the Ohio River (in Appendix I). The impact loads 
calculated using the AASHTO formulas probably give unrealistic results since 
they are based on relationships which neglect energy dissipation due to crushing 
and friction and dynamic load magnification effects. 

The lateral capacities of the bridge piers required using design Method II 
oftheAASHTO Guide Specification (1991) are found to be more conservative than 
the lateral capacities required using the less rigorous design Method I procedure. 
However, the results of this study indicate that, after the initial ef(ort by a state 
or agency of accumulating and processing the necessary information, further 
designs using Method II can be completed with economy equal to designs 
completed using Method I. 

6.3 ANALYSIS METHODS 

Revisions to the current Guide Specification are presented for three levels 
of analysis which are 

1): Psuedo-Dynamic Analysis Procedure (PDAP) 
2): Impact Spectrum Analysis Procedure (ISAP) 
3): Time-History Analysis Procedure (TRAP) 

The level of analysis is dictated by the importance classification of the 
bridge, the dynamic load (or acceleration), whether the bridge is critical or non
critical, and whether the bridge is regular or irregular. 
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In order to develop the loading functions, the flotilla was assumed to 
impinge perpendicularly on a rigid support (pier). If it is further assumed that 
the support crushes only the section of the barge adjacent to the support, then the 
barge may be divided into two regions: A) a non-linear crushing zone and B) an 
elastic zone. 

A non-linear dynamic finite element computer program was developed in 
order to generate the barge flotilla impact loading functions. The non-linearity 
in the model is a result of the crushing of the barges at the contact point between 
other barges or the bridge pier. The total impact force on the support node 
includes the force resulting from the change of momentum of the crushed mass. 
The barge stiffness is taken from the bilinear load deformation relationship 
(Section 3.12, AASHTO Guide Specification). The flotilla impact loading 
functions are used to develop the impact loading spectrums. An impact loading 
spectrum is analogous to an earthquake displacement response spectrum with the 
exception that the loading is the result of mass excitation rather than base 
excitation. 

In order to determine the dynamic bridge response, the total dynamic 
response is resolved into the contribution of the low and high modes. It was 
shown that the response of higher frequency modes can be calculated by static 
analysis because their inertial effects are negligible. Therefore, the response can 
be approximated by the contribution of the inertial response pl_us the static 
response. 

For the simplified analysis procedure, only a single dynamic mode was 
considered to contribute significantly to the total dynamic response; therefore, the 
free vibration modal analysis is not required. Rather, only a static analysis is 
needed where the structure is loaded with the maximum magnitude of the barge 
impact force time history at the impact point plus the distributed inertial loading 
determined from the impact spectrum and the assumed mode shape. 

The modal impact method is similar to the preceding simplified impact 
method. However, the dynamic response of the bridge is approximated by a 
combination of modes (multi-modal analysis). Therefore, a free-vibration analysis 
must be conducted in order to determine the mode shape vectors. An important 
difference between impact analysis and seismic analysis is the possibility that 
higher mode shapes can contribute significantly to the total response of the bridge 
during impact. However, the procedure given allows for the determination of 
only the lower mode shapes with the inclusion of the higher mode shape effects 
accomplished in a manner similar to the aforementioned simplified impact 
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method. Therefore, the modal analysis can be conducted using current design 
software. 

Generally, an impact time-history analysis of a bridge would be required 
for major bridges. However, a time-history analysis allows for an examination of 
the effect of several important factors during a barge-bridge collision that can not 
be included in a modal analysis which include 

► Non-Linear Dynamic Soil-Structure Interaction, 
► Plastic Hinge formation 
► Large Deformation Effects 

A drawback of this type of analysis is that it requires a knowledge of the dynamic 
and cyclic properties of the soil at the bridge site. However, a more accurate 
determination of the true dynamic response of the structure is afforded by this 
method which may significantly change the structure design. 

6.4 FUTURE RESEARCH NEEDS 

Future research needs can be classified in two broad catagories; loading 
time histories, and bridge dynamic response. These catgories will be covered in 
the following sections. 

6.4.1 Loading Time Histories 

Due to the complexity of modeling the barge during impact, which not only 
includes the crushing of each of the barges in the flotilla but also the crushing of 
the barge cargo, impact testing of individual and groups of barges should be 
conducted to verify the impact load time histories derived in this study. The 
impact testing could includ the effects of various cargo on the load time histories. 
In addition, the effect of angle of impact on the loading time histories needs to be 
investigated. 

6.4.2 Bridge Dynamic Response 

The procedures given in this study provide a method by which the dynamic 
response of a bridge to barge impact can be examined. But a detailed study is 
needed where the sensitivity of the bridge to several important structural effects 
is investigated. These should include the effects of large deformations, and 
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plastic hinges on the overall structural response. Plastic design could be 
investigated with the results of this study. Design ductility demand/capacity 
ratios for impacted columns, etc. could be determined in order to prevent collapse 
but allow for inelastic load redistribution. 
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APPENDIX- I DESIGN EXAMPLE USING AASHTO 
METHODIIFOR BARGES 

A design example for the Maysville, Kentucky bridge over the Ohio River 
is presenteds in this Appendix. The information provided in this example is in 
accordance with the 1991 AASHTO Guide Specification and Commentary for 
Vessel Collision Design of Highway Bridges; however, it is only intended to 
illustrate the application of design Method II with the data provided in this study. 
In the sections to follow, and unless otherwise specified, all references to 
AASHTO sections or the 1991 AASHTO Guide Specification refer to sections in 
the AASHTO Guide Specification and Commentary for Vessel Collision Design of 
Highway Bridges. 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

The AASHTO Guide Specification recommends that the impact loads from 
transiting flotillas be applied at the 2% flow elevation as given previously in 
section 2.5 of this study. For the Maysville bridge, only the tower piers are 
located in the waterway at this elevation, as illustrated in Figure I.1. Therefore, 
only the tower piers need resist the flotilla impact loads. This example follows the 
design procedure flow charts illustrated in Figures I.2 and I.3. 

1.2 DETERMINE IMPORTANCE CLASSIFICATION 
AASHTO SECTION 3.3 

Based on the guidelines of the FHWA Seismic Retrofitting Manual For 
Highway Bridges, the Maysville bridge may be defined as an essential bridge. 
Therefore, the Maysville bridge shall be assigned a critical bridge importance 
classification. A detailed explanation of the bridge importance classification was 
given in section 2.8 of this study. 

1.3 DETERMINE NAVIGABLE CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS 
AASHTO SECTIONS 3.4 AND 4.2 

River velocity values used in the barge flotilla impact force calculations are 
for 2% flow at the east and west tower piers. The single free floating barge impact 
forces are calculated using the 100-year flood velocity at the tower piers. River 
velocities are calculated by Palmer Engineering of Winchester, KY, using a 
WSPRO analysis. However, the one-dimensional WSPRO analysis does not give 
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the river flow directions at the tower piers necessary to determine the 
longitudinal and transverse components, with respect to the bridge pier, of the 
barge impact force. A two-dimensional analysis, such as the University of 
Kentucky's FESWMS computer program, is required in order to calculate flow 
directions. 

River elevations for the navigable channel of the Ohio River are presented 
in Table 2.5.L For this example, the desired elevations of the river at the precise 
bridge location, mile 411.29, are linearly interpolated from the data at miles 410 
and 415. 

1.4. DETERMINE VESSEL FLEET CHARACTERISTICS 
AASHTO SECTIONS 3.5 AND 4.4 

1.4.1. Vessel Velocity 

The vessel velocity does not include the river flow velocity. The vessel 
velocity used in the impact force calculations is based on data provided by the 
U.S. Coast Guard. It should be noted that the use of the term "flotilla velocity" 
to describe the speed a flotilla may obtain when the river velocity is zero is 
consistent with AASHTO terminology, and this terminology is adpoted in this 
report. However, it should be noted that this terminology conflicts with the one 
adopted by the U.S. Coast Guard, which defines "flotilla transit velocity" as the 
speed a flotilla may obtain on still water. The data indicated that typical vessel 
velocities are between 5 mph (2.13 m/s, 7 fps, 4 knots) and 7 mph (3.05 m/s, 10 
fps, 6 knots). The higher value of 7 mph was used in the calculations. 

1.4.2. Probability Based Barge Sizes and Tonnages 
Section 2.3 

A computer program was written to process the database and calculate the 
sizes and tonnages to be assigned to the barges comprising a flotilla category. 

1.4.3. Probability Based Flotilla Column and Row Count 
Section 2.7 

A computer program was written to process the database and calculate the 
number of barges to be assigned to the rows and columns of each flotilla category. 
These categories are based on the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' barg~ length 
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and width classifications as found in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. The total number of 
barges per column and row are given by river, milepost and flotilla category. 
Values for the average and the average plus two standard deviations, in addition 
to the maximum number of barges in a column or row encountered for a specific 
category, are calculated. 

The flotilla frequency distribution (number of passages per year) was 
determined by dividing the total number of barges for each category by the 
average number of barges comprising each of the flotilla categories. The average 
number was used in place of the average plus two standard deviations since it 
would result in a more conservative flotilla frequency distribution. 

1.5. DETERMINE VESSEL TRANSIT PATH 
AASHTO SECTION 4.2.1 

Using the definition given in Section 4.2.1 of the AASHTO Guide 
Specification, the vessel transit path width for the Maysville bridge was taken to 
be equal to the navigation channel width. 

1.6. DETERMINE VESSEL TRANSIT VELOCITY 
AASHTO SECTION 3. 7 

Typically, the vessel transit velocity at the bridge pier is calculated by 
adding the vessel velocity to the centerline river velocity and applying section 3. 7 
of the AASHTO Guide Specification to reduce the centerline velocity to the value 
expected at the bridge piers. However, for the Maysville bridge the vessel transit 
path width is equal to the navigation channel width. 

I. 7. PRELIMINARY BRIDGE DESIGN AND LAYOUT 

The preliminary design of the bridge and the proposed layout should be 
completed at this point. 

1.8. DETERMINE WATER DEPTHS 
AASHTO SECTION 4.2.2 

Based on information obtained from the U.S. Coast Guard, barges with a 
draft in excess of 12-ft do not typically operate on Kentucky waterways. However 
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a draft cutoff of 15.2 ft was used to include some barges in the database that could 
conceivably operate during high water conditions. 

I. 9. DETERMINE VESSEL IMPACT VELOCITY 
AASHTO SECTION 3. 7 

The vessel impact velocities at the bridge piers are equal to the vessel 
transit velocities at the transit path centerline when calculated in accordance 
with section 3. 7 of the AASHTO Guide Specification, since the transit path width 
is equal to the navigable channel width. This seems conservative since the river 
velocity would decrease due to frictional effects as the river bank is approached. 
The river velocities discussed above are added to the vessel velocity to generate 
the vessel impact velocity at the two tower piers. 

I. IO. DETERMINE ANALYSIS METHOD 

Three analysis methods are presented in the AASHTO Guide Specification, 
Methods I, II, and III. For this example design Method II is used. 

I.10.1 Determine Acceptance Criteria for Bridge Components 
AASHTO Section 4.8.2 

For the Maysville bridge, which has a critical bridge importance 
classification, the acceptable annual frequency of collapse (AFc) shall be less than 
or equal to 0.01 in 100 years or AFc = 0.0001. The annual frequency of bridge 
collapse is distributed, either equally or at the designers discretion, over all piers 
that are located within the waterway. For the Maysville bridge, however, only the 
two tower piers will be in the river at the 2% flow elevation. Therefore, the 
acceptable annual frequency of collapse for each tower pier (AFP) should be: 

AF 

AF 
,. 

---
0 .0001 

0 .00005 (1.1) 
2 2 

The summation of the annual frequencies of collapse for all flotilla categories, 
with respect to an individual tower pier, should then be less than or equal to 
0.00005. 
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1.10.2 Determine Barge Type, Size, and Frequency of Travel 
AASHTO Section 4.8.3.1 

1.10.2.1 Probability Based Barge Sizes and Tonnages 

Figure I.4 is a condensed version of the output based upon the barge sizes 
and tonnages for the 12 flotilla categories associated with the Maysville section 
of the Ohio River. It should be noted that there are 24 possible flotilla categories 
for all of the waterways in Kentucky; however, only 12 of the 24 appear on the 
Maysville section of the Ohio River. 

1.10.2.2. Probability Based Flotilla Column and Row Count 

Figure I.5 is based upon the 12 flotilla categories which occur along the 
Maysville stretch of the Ohio River. 

Table 2.4.1 lists the flotilla frequency for the Maysville section of the Ohio 
River (data at milepost 436 are used). Average annual flotilla traffic growth rates 
are given in Table 2.4.2 for the Ohio River. Flotilla traffic projections along the 
Maysville section of the Ohio River for the next 50 years, in ten-year increments, 
are given in Table 2.4.4. 

1.10.3 Determine Probability of Aberrancy 
AASHTO Section 4.8.3.2 

It is recommended that the value of 1. 770x 10·4 be used for the probability 
of aberrancy since the Maysville, Kentucky, section of the Ohio River falls within 
the 341-436 mile range as presented in Table 2.7.1. 

1.10.4 Determine Geometric Probability 
AASHTO Section 4.8.3.3 

Figure I.6 illustrates the appropriate geometry for calculating the 
geometric probability (PG) along the Maysville section of the Ohio River. 
Calculations for these geometric probabilities are presented in Figure I. 7. It was 
conservatively assumed that the geometric probabilities for the west tower pier 
are the same as the east tower pier. In addition, it was assumed that the entire 
flotilla could fit between the tower piers and the river banks. 
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1.10.5. Determine Impact Forces 
AASHTO Sections 3.9, 3.11, 3.12, and 3.14 

1.10.5.1. Probability Based Impact Loads for the Tower Piers 

As presented previously in Table 2.3.4, for the Maysville section of the Ohio 
River, upbound barges operate at only 33% of cargo capacity and travel at 
maximum absolute velocities (barge transit velocity minus river velocity) of 
approximately four knots (2.13 m/s, 7 fps, 5 mph). On the other hand, downbound 
barges travel at 92% of cargo capacity with absolute velocities (barge transit 
velocity plus river velocity) of ten knots (5.18 m/s, 17 fps, 12 mph). Consequently, 
impact loads and barge counts neglect upbound barge traffic since impact loads 
from upbound barges are insignificant compared to downbound barges. 

Flotilla categories currently using the Maysville section of the Ohio River 
are given in column 1 of Table 1.1. The impact loads, as calculated in Figure II.8, 
and their associated frequencies are also given in columns 3-5 of Table 1.1 for the 
west and east tower piers. 

1.10.5.2 Minimum Impact Loads for Tower Piers 

As a minimum, the AASHTO Guide Specification requires that all 
waterway piers, with available water depth equal to the empty draft of a free 
floating barge, be designed to resist the impact of the empty barge floating with 
the yearly mean current velocity and elevation at the bridge location. However, 
the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet has established the more conservative 
requirement of a single barge, fully loaded, or loaded to a draft equal to the 
available water depth, drifting at the 100-year current as the design minimum. 

The design minimum barge selected for the Maysville section of the Ohio 
River was a 53-ft x 290-ft barge since it is one of the largest barges currently in 
use on the river. Barge traffic records indicate 205 downbound passages per year 
of flotillas with this barge type (see Table 2.4.2 - values for the number of 
passages per year are halved to account for downbound and upbound trips). The 
typical dimensions for the 53-ft x 290-ft barge, along with other barge sizes, are 
given in Table 1.2. Calculations for the uniform impact load of a single, fully 
loaded barge are given in Figure 1.9; the uniform impact load magnitude, length, 
and bridge pier starting elevations are given in Table 1.3. 
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I.10.5.3 Location of Tower Pier Impact Loads 

The stability of the pier must be checked by applying the impact load as a 
concentrated load at the mean high water level per Section 3.15.1 of the AASHTO 
Guide Specification. It is recommended that the concentrated impact load be 
applied to the tower piers at the 2% flow elevation of 496.5ft. In addition, the 
AASHTO Guide Specification allows for the local or impacted pier to be designed 
with the barge impact load applied as · a uniformly distributed load. The 
recommended starting elevation and length of the uniform barge impact loads are 
given in columns 6 and 7 of Table I.1 by flotilla category. The elevations assume 
that the barge contacts only the tower pier columns and does not contact the 
substructure (e.g., pile footing, etc.). 

I.10.6 Determine Bridge Resistance Strength 
AASHTO Sections 4.8.3.4 

In the absence of a preliminary bridge design and layout for this example, 
an initial pier impact capacity was assumed to be 5000 kips. 

1.10. 7 Determine Probability of Collapse 
AASHTO Sections 4.8.3.4 

The probabilities of collapse (PC) for each flotilla category are determined 
for each tower pier, as shown in Table I.4, using the equivalent static impact 
forces calculated in Figure I.8 and listed in Table I. l. 

I.10.8 Determine Annual Frequency of Collapse 
AASHTO Sections 4.8.3 

Combining the information from the previous sections, the annual 
frequency of collapse for a pier (AFP) can be determined from: 

AF N ( PA ) ( PG ) ( PC ) ,, (1.2) 

where N is the frequency of a particular flotilla category. Calculations for AFP for 
both the east and west tower piers are located in Tables I.5 and I.6, respectively. 
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1.10.9 Determine Design Vessel 
AASHTO Sections 4.8.2 

Based on an initial pier capacity of 5000 kips, the design vessel was 
determined from the equivalent static impact loads listed in Table I. I to be flotilla 
category DB impacting the east tower pier. 

1.10.10 Determine Bridge Adequacy 

After an unacceptable annual frequency of collapse was noted, the initial 
pier capacity was determined to be inadequate. Therefore, the process was 
repeated until an impact capacity of 7170 kips yielded satisfactory results. Tables 
I. 7 through I.9 give the results for the revised calculations. It should be noted 
that even though the AF P for the east tower pier slightly exceeds the acceptable 
value of 0.00005, the summation of the annual frequencies of collapse for all 
flotilla categories, with respect to both tower piers, is 0.0001. The design vessel 
for this bridge resistance strength was determined to be flotilla category BC 
impacting the west tower pier. 

1.11 CONCLUSIONS 

There is a tremendous variation in the sizes and types of barges and 
flotillas in use on the Ohio River. Based on the procedures used in this study, 
there are currently 12 flotilla categories on the Maysville section of the Ohio 
River. The flotilla sizes and tonnages used to calculate the equivalent static loads 
for each category have at most a 2.25% chance that a flotilla will pass the 
Maysville Bridge with greater size or load. Calculations for the equivalent static 
loads indicated that some categories may be combined since they result in nearly 
identical impact loads. 

Once navigable channel and vessel characteristics have been established, 
Method II becomes an iterative process whereby an engineer must determine a 
bridge resistance strength which satisfies the annual frequency of collapse 
criteria. For this example, a bridge pier capacity of 7170 kips, which corresponds 
to the equivalent static impact force on the west tower pier of flotilla category BC, 
yielded an acceptable annual frequency of collapse. Again, it should be noted that 
the information provided in this example is in accordance with the AASHTO 
Guide Specification; however, it is only intended to illustrate the application of 
design Method II with the data provided in this study. This example does not 
constitute a rigorous analysis of the bridge pier design. 
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Figure 1.1: Plan and Elevation Views of the Cable Suspended Bridge 
Over the Ohio River at Maysville, KY. 
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Figure 1.2: Design Procedure Flow Chart (Modified After AASHTO 
Guide Specification for Vessel Collision Design of Highway 
Bridges). 
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Figure 1.3: Sub Flow Chart Chart for Method II (Modified After 
AASHTO Guide Specification for Vessel Collision Design of 
Highway Bridges). 
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************************CATEGORY AVERAGE VALUES********************** 

CATEG. COUNT CAPACITY LENGTH WIDTH E DRAFT L DRAFT 
(tons) ( ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) 

6 (BB) 1586.00 668.95 122 .44 29.48 1. 81 6.63 
7 (BC) 980.00 1584.43 142.57 43.00 2.92 8.96 

10 (CC) 312.00 1981. 08 180.14 42.70 2.74 9.65 
12 (DB) 491.00 1361.57 195.00 26.02 1. 72 9.01 
13 (DC) 13069.00 1844.64 195.01 35.10 1. 67 9.09 
14 (DO) 1.00 2642.67 196.10 54.10 5.00 8.00 
16 (EB) 3.00 1257.39 200.00 26.00 1.53 8.67 
17 (EC) 6838.00 2075.87 202.29 35.98 1.64 9.21 
19 (FC) 353.00 3643.62 265.48 51.43 1. 72 9.63 
21 (GC) 621.00 4307.98 295.34 53.17 1. 72 9.65 
23 (HC) 35.00 4837.30 333.02 52.44 2.53 9.47 
24 (HD) 2.00 5504.16 340.05 54.55 2.25 11. 55 

********************AVERAGE PLUS TWO STANDARD DEVIATIONS*************** 

CATEG. COUNT CAPACITY LENGTH WIDTH E DRAFT L DRAFT 
(tons) ( ft) (ft) ( ft) (ft) 

6 (BB) 1586.00 1232.49 150.97 33.59 4.23 12.00 
7 (BC) 980.00 3416.13 174.00 54.00 8.30 15.00 

10 (CC) 312.00 3657.39 191. 08 54.00 7.48 14.00 
12 (DB) 491.00 1890.02 195.09 26.74 2.00 10.00 
13 (DC) 13069.00 2715.35 195.25 37.49 2.29 15.00 
14 (OD) 1.00 2642.67 196 .10 54.10 5.00 8.00 
16 (EB) 3.00 1375.00 200.00 26.00 1.80 9.50 
17 ( EC) 6838.00 3046.69 221. 03 43.22 2.56 14.50 
19 (FC) 353.00 5315.08 279.26 54.00 2.53 13.40 
21 (GC) 621. 00 6480.20 300.00 54.00 2.61 13.40 
23 (HC) 35.00 8382.55 404.27 54.00 4.00 12.00 
24 (HO) 2.00 6349.50 360.10 55.82 2.50 12.10 

Figure 1.4: Barge Sizes and Tonnages for the 12 Categories Occurring 
on the Maysville Section of the Ohio River. (NOTE: The first letter in 
parenthesis is the length of barge designation and the second letter is the width of 
barge designation.) 
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CATEGORY AVERAGE NUMBER OF COLUMN AVERAGE NUMBER OF ROW 
BARGES IN COLUMN MAXIMUM BARGES IN THE ROW MAXIMUM 
(AVERAGE NUMBER OF (AVERAGE NUMBER OF 
BARGES IN COLUMN BARGES IN THE ROW 
PLUS 2 STD DEVs) PLUS 2 STD DEVs) 

6 (BB) 3.3333 ( 5.4415) 4.0000* 1.6667 ( 2.7208) 2.0000* 
7 (BC) 3.4219 ( 5,9171) 7.5000 1. 7188 ( 2. 4995) 2.0000* 

10 (CC) 3.3490 ( 5.1076) 6.5000 1.9688 ( 2.4667) 3.0000 
12 (DB) 5.0000 ( 5.0000) 5.0000 1. 0000 ( 1. 0000) 1.0000 
13 (DC) 4.5837 ( 5.3813) 5.5000 2.8274 ( 3.4682) 3.0000* 
14 (DD) 6.0000 ( 6.0000) 6.0000 2.0000 ( 2.0000) 2.0000 
16 (EB) 5.0000 ( 5.0000) 5.0000 1. 0000 ( 1. 0000) 1.0000 
17 ( EC) 4.5837 ( 5.3813) 5.5000 2.8274 ( 3.4682) 3.0000* 
19 ( FC) 3.3537 ( 4.6113) 4.5000* 2.3159 ( 3.3007) 3.0000* 
21 (GC) 3.3884 ( 4.6127) 4.0000* 1. 9876 ( 2 .7581) 3.0000 
23 ( HC) 2.0000 ( 3.2295) 3.5000 1.7176 ( 2.7621) 3.0000 
24 (HD) 1.6667 ( 2.8214) 2.0000* 1.0000 ( 1.0000) 1.0000 

Figure 1.5: Flotilla Column and Row Barge Output Based on the 12 
Categories Occurring at the Maysville Section of the Ohio River. (NOTE: 
The first letter in parenthesis is the length of barge designation and the second letter is 
the width of barge designation. The "*" indicates that the maximum number of barges 
in a column or row encountered for the flotilla category is less than the average plus 
two standard deviations number of barges.) 
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Figure 1.6: Dimensions for the Calculation of Geometric Probability for 
the Maysville Section of the Ohio River. 
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Geometric Probabilities (PG) for Design Example 

PG(xl ,x2) 
1 

1 \ [ 1 2 ) j /--1-exp .i(t -1 dt 

15;1 

Equation for normal distribution 
of data - see section B4.8.3.3 of 
MSHTO Guide Specification 

Figure 1.7: 

Flotilla Category 1 PG Calculation: nbrgcol=number of barges per column, 
nbrgrow=number of barges per row, blength=barge length, and bwidth= 
barge width. 

nbrgcol = 4.00 nbrgrow = 2.00 

LOA = nbrgcol · blength 

dl = 250 - (nbrgrow ·bwidth) 

d2 " 250 + ( nbrgrow · bwidth + 35) 

Flotilla Category 2 PG Calculation 

nbrgcol =5.92 nbrgrow = 2.00 

LOA = nbrgcol · blength 

d 1 = 250 - ( nbrgrow · bwidth ) 

d2 ~ 250 + ( nbrgrow · bwidth r 35) 

Flotilla Category 3 PG Calculation 

nbrgcol c 5 .11 nbrgrow = 2.47 

LOA = nbrgcol · blength 

d 1 = 250 - ( nbrgrow · bwidth ) 

d2 = 250 + ( nbrgrow · bwidth + 35) 

blength = 150.86 

xl -~ 
LOA 

x2 
d2 

LOA 

blength = 174.00 

xi 
dl 

LOA 

x2 _ _cg_ 
LOA 

blength = 191.19 

xl 
dl --

LOA 

x2 
d2 

--
LOA 

bwidth = 33.59 

PG(xl,x2) =0.1012 

bwidth · = 54.00 

PG(xl ,x2) =0.0938 

bwidth = 54.00 

PG(xl ,x2) =0.1183 

Geometric Probability Calculations for the Maysville Section of the 
Ohio River. 
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Flotilla Category 4 PG Calculation 

nbrgcol = 5.00 nbrgrow = 1.00 blength = 195.09 bwidth = 26. 74 

LOA = nbrgcol · blength 

dl = 250 -- ( nbrgrow · bwidth ) 
xl 

dl 
---

LOA 

d2 . = 250 + ( nbrgrow · bwidth + 35) 
x2 

d2 
---

LOA 

PG(xl ,x2) =0.0348 

Flotilla Category 5 PG Calculation 

nbrgcol = 5.38 nbrgrow = 3.00 blength = 195.25 bwidth · = 37.49 

LOA = nbrgcol · blength 

dl = 250 -- ( nbrgrow · bwidth) 
xl 

dl 
---

LOA 

d2 = 250 + ( nbrgrow · bwidth + 35 ) 
x2 

d2 
---

LOA 

PG(xl ,x2) =0.0953 

Flotilla Category 6 PG Calculation 

nbrgcol = 6.00 nbrgrow = 2.00 blength = 196.10 bwidth = 54.10 

LOA = nbrgcol · blength 

dl = 250 -- (nbrgrow • bwidth) 
xl 

dl 
---

LOA 

d2 = 250 1 ( nbrgrow · bwidth -1- 35) 
x2 

d2 --~ 
LOA 

PG(xl ,x2) =0.0829 

Figure I. 7 (continued): Geometric Probability Calculations for the Maysville 
Section of the Ohio River. 
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Flotilla Category 7 PG Calculation 

nbrgcol = 5.00 nbrgrow = 1.00 blength = 200.00 bwidth = 26.00 

LOA = nbrgcol · blength 

dl = 250 - ( nbrgrow · bwidth) xl 
dl 

---

LOA 

d2 = 250 + ( nbrgrow · bwidth + 35 ) x2 
d2 

---

LOA 

PG(xl ,x2) =0.0335 

Flotilla Category 8 PG Calculation 

nbrgcol = 5.38 nbrgrow = 3.00 blength = 221.03 bwidth = 43.23 

LOA = nbrgcol · blength 

d 1 = 250 - ( nbrgrow • bwidth ) 
xl 

dl 
---

LOA 

d2 = 250 + ( nbrgrow · bwidth + 35) x2 
d2 

---

LOA 

PG(xl ,x2) =0.0961 

Flotilla Category 9 PG Calculation 

nbrgcol = 4.50 nbrgrow · = 3. 00 blength = 279.26 bwidth = 54.00 

LOA · = nbrgcol · blength 

d 1 = 250 - ( nbrgrow · bwidth ) 
xl 

dl 
---

LOA 

d2 = 250 + ( nbrgrow · bwidth + 35 ) x2 
d2 

---

LOA 

PG(xl ,x2) =0.1111 

Figure I. 7 (continued): Geometric Probability Calculations for the Maysville Section 
of the Ohio River. 
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Flotilla Category 10 PG Calculation 

nbrgcol = 4.00 nbrgrow " 2. 76 blength = 300.00 bwidth = 54.00 

LOA = nbrgcol · blength 

d 1 = 250 - ( nbrgrow • bwidth ) xl 
dl 

---
LOA 

d2 · = 250 + ( nbrgrow · bwidth + 35 ) x2 
d2 

---

LOA 

PG(xl ,x2) =0.1077 

Flotilla Category 11 PG Calculation 

nbrgcol = 3.23 nbrgrow = 2. 76 blength = 404.27 bwidth = 54.00 

LOA = nbrgcol · blength 

d 1 = 250 - ( nbrgrow • bwidth ) 
xl 

dl 
---

LOA 

d2 = 250 + ( nbrgrow • bwidth + 35 ) 
x2 

d2 
---

LOA 

PG(xl ,x2) =0.0994 

Flotilla Category 12 PG Calculation 

nbrgcol = 2.00 nbrgrow = 1.00 blength = 360.10 bwidth = 55.82 

LOA = nbrgcol · blength 

d 1 = 250 - ( nbrgrow • bwidth ) 
xl 

dl 
---

LOA 

d2 = 250 t- ( nbrgrow · bwidth + 35 ) 
x2 

d2 
---

LOA 

PG(xl ,x2) =0.0757 

Figure 1.7 (continued): Geometric Probability Calculations for the Maysville Section 
of the Ohio River. 
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THE MAYSVILLE KENTUCKY BRIDGE OVER THE OHIO RIVER 

BARGE EQUIVALENT STATIC IMPACT FORCE 
CALCULATIONS 

Barge Design Impact Velocity 
West Pier: Barge Transit V= 10.27 fps (7.00 mph) 

Waterway V = 5. 7 fps (3. 89 mph) 

V w = ( 10.27 + 5.7) (fps) 

Barge Design Impact Velocity 
East Pier: Barge Transit V = 10.27 fps (7.00 mph) 

Waterway V= 6.1 fps ( 4.15 mph) 

VE =(10.27 + 6.1) (fps) 

Hydrodynamic Coefficient 

CH = 1.05 

Individual Barge Displacement (tons): By barge type, i = 1,2, ... ,24. 

Tli defines the 97. 75 percentile barge tonnages. 

TI
1 

=633 TI
9 

= 1868 TI
17 

=3047 

T½ =953 TI
10 

= 3657 TI
18 

=7714 

TI
3 

·=4486 TI
11 

=421 TI
19 

= 5315 

TI
4 

= 501 TI
12 

= 1890 T½o = 4261 

TI
5 

= 1433 TI
13 

= 2715 T½1 =6480 

TI
6 

= 1232 TI
14 

·= 2643 T½2 =7497 

TI
7 

=3416 TI
15 

= 1156 T½
3 

= 8383 

TI
8 

= 3664 TI
16 

= 1375 T½4 = 6350 

Figure 1.8: Barge Equivalent Static Impact Force Calculations for the Maysville 
Section of the Ohio River. 
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Average Flotilla Column Tonnage: Single barge tonnage times the category 97. 75 
percentile number of barges in a flotilla column. Categories with zero column 
length do not occur on the Maysville section of the Ohio River. 

TT1 =TII°0.0 TT9 =Tlg·0.0 

TT2 =Tlz·O.0 TT10 =TI10-5.ll 

TT3 =T~·0.0 
TTll =TI1I°0.0 

TT4 =TI4-0.0 TT12 =TI12°5.0 

TT5 =T1s·0.0 TT13 = TI13°5.38 

TT6 =TI6-4.0 TT14 = TI14·6.0 

TT7 =TL,·5.92 TT15 =T115·0.0 

TT8 =Tls"0.0 TT16 =T116·S.0 

Barge Flotilla Kinetic Energy 
West Tower Pier (k-ft) 
AASHTO Eqn. C3.8-1 

i = 1,2 .. 24 

W. = C ffTT;•2· (V w)2 

I 2•32.2 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

4.1-10
4 

1.68· 10
5 

0 
0 

1.55. 105 

0 

7.86-10
4 

i = 1,2 .. 12 

TT17 = TI17°5.38 

TT1s =TI1s·0.0 

TT19 = TI19-4.50 

TTzo = Tlzo·0.O 

TT21 =T1zi"4.0 

TT22 = Tlzz·0.0 

TT23 =Tlz3°3.23 

TT24 = Tlz4·2.0 

Barge Flotilla Kinetic Energy 
East Tower Pier (k-ft) 
AASHTO Eqn. C3.8-1 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 

4.31-10
4 

1.77· 10
5 

0 
0 

1.63-10
5 

0 

8.26-10
4 

Figure 1.8 (continued): Barge Equivalent Static Impact Force Calculations for the 
Maysville Section of the Ohio River. 
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i = 13 .. 24 

1.21- 10
5 1.28· 10

5 

1.32- 10
5 1.39-10

5 

0 0 

5.72-10
4 6.01-10

4 

1.36· 10
5 1.43· 10

5 

0 0 

1.99· 10
5 2.09-10

5 

0 0 

2.16-10
5 2.26-10

5 

0 0 

2.25-10
5 2.37-10

5 

1.06-10
5 1.11-10

5 

Barge Width Correction Factors: Using the Most Conservative Width in the 
Flotilla Category (per AASHTO definition R = ratio of barge width to 35-ft.) 

25.70 
RI ----

35 

R = 33.13 
2 35 

R = 54.00 
3 35 

R = 55.00 
4 35 

R5 
_ 25.00 

35 

R6 
·- 33.59 

35 

_ 54.00 
R7 

35 

R = 59.30 
8 35 

_ 26.98 
R9 

35 

_ 54.00 
RIO 

35 

60.00 
Rll -----

35 

R = 26.74 
12 35 

R = 37~2_ 
13 - 35 

R = 54.00 
14 - 35 

_ 25.00 
R15 

35 

R = 26.00 
16 35 

R = 43.23 
17 35 

R1s 
_ 72.00 

35 

R19 
_ 54.00 

35 

R = 62.69 
20 35 

Ri1 = 5:-~o 

R = 56.64 
22 35 

R = 54.00 
23 35 

R = 55.82 
24 35 

Figure 1.8 (continued): Barge Equivalent Staticlmpact Force Calculations for the 
Maysville Section of the Ohio River. 
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Barge Damage Depth aBw 

West Tower Pier (ft.) 
AASHTO Eqn. 3.13-1 

I 

, I W. ·,2 

; I 1 _,_ ~· I - 1 -10.2 
aBW. = LI 5672; -~-

1 R. 

aBWi 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
19.85 
29.99 

0 
0 

28.62 
0 

38.11 
35.56 
25.95 

0 
31.98 
33.06 

0 
33.09 

0 

34.68 
0 

35.57 
21.93 

I 

Barge Equivalent Static 
Impact Force Psw for 

the West Tower Pier (kips) 
AASHTO Eqn. 3.12.1-lb 

i = 1..24 

Barge Damage Depth aBE 

East Tower Pier (ft.) 
AASHTO Eqn. 3.13-1 

(
1 + _E_i )

2 

- 1 -10.2 
5672 

aBE. = -"-'-----'-----"----
1 R. 

aBEi 

0 

0 
0 

0 

I 

0 
20.53 
30.88 

0 

0 
29.47 

0 
39.31 
36.64 
26.73 

0 
33.02 
34.06 

0 
34.06 

0 

35.69 
0 

36.6 
22.61 

Barge Equivalent Static 
Impact Force PsE for 

the East Tower Pier (kips) 
AASHTO Eqn. 3.12.1-lb 

PBW. = 11349 ;- 110-aBW.1-R. PBE = (1349 + 110-aBE.)·R. 
l I, I/ I 1 1 I 

Figure 1.8 (continued): Barge Equivalent Static Impact Force Calculations for the 
Maysville Section of the Ohio River. 
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PBW1 =0.0 PBEI =0.0 

PBW2 =0.0 PBEz = 0.0 

PBW3 =0.0 PB~ =0.0 

PBW4 =0.0 PBE4 =0.0 

PBW
5 

=0.0 PBEs •=0.0 

PBW8 =0.0 PBEg =0.0 

PBW9 =0.0 PBE,_i .=0.0 

PBWII =0.0 PBEII =0.0 

PBW
15 

=0.0 PBE15 =0.0 

PBW
18 

=0.0 PBE18 =0.0 

PBW20 =0.0 PBEz0 ·=0.0 

PBW22 =0.0 PBEz2 =0.0 

PBWi PB~ 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 
-

3.39-10
3 3.46-10

3 

7.17-10
3 7.32-10

3 

0 0 

0 0 

6.94-10
3 7.08-10

3 

0 0 

4.23-10
3 4.33-10

3 

5.64-10
3 5.76-10

3 

6.48• 10
3 6.62-10

3 

0 0 

3.61-10
3 3.7-10

3 

6.16-10
3 6.29-10

3 

0 0 

7.7-10
3 7.86· 10

3 

0 0 

7.97-10
3 8.14-10

3 

0 0 

8.12-10
3 8.29-10

3 

6-10
3 6.12-1a3 

Figure 1.8 (continued): Barge Equivalent Static Impact Force Calculations for the 
Maysville Section of the Ohio River. 
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BARGE EQUIVALENT STATIC IMPACT FORCE 
CALCULATIONS FOR A SINGLE FREE DRIFTING BARGE 

Barge Design Impact Velocity 
West Pier: Barge V =0.0 fps 

Waterway V=6.8 fps 
East Pier: Barge V =0.0 fps 

Waterway V=7.1 fps 

V W :: 6.8 (fps) 

VE ==7.1 (fps) 

Hydrodynamic Coefficient 

CH = 1.05 

Single Free-Drifting Barge Loaded Tonnage - Barge Type GC (tons): 

T1 ==6480 

Barge Kinetic Energy 
West Tower Pier (k-ft) 
AASHTO Eqn. C3.8-1 

R; = 1.53 

W; =9.77•10 3 

Barge Damage Depth a BW 

West Tower Pier (ft.) 
AASHTO Eqn. 3.13-1 

r ~ 1 
I , 1 2 j' 
I ( 1 -t W; ) - 1 · 10.2 

aBW. = l , 5672 / 
I 

aBW; =4.33 

Barge Equivalent Static 
Impact Force PBw for 

the West Tower Pier (kips) 
AASHTO Eqn. 3.12.1-lb 

PBW. = r 1349 + llO·aBW,.1·R. 
I \ / I 

PBW; =2.79•10 3 

Barge Kinetic Energy 
East Tower Pier (k-ft) 
AASHTO Eqn. C3.8-1 

i == 1 R; == 1.53 

Barge Damage Depth a-BE 

East Tower Pier (ft.) 
AASHTO Eqn. 3.13-1 

[ (
. 1 , E-'-{ 1 . 10.2 

aBE. == 5672, 
I Ri 

aBE; =4.64 

Barge Equivalent Static 
Impact Force PBE for 

the East Tower Pier (kips) 
AASHTO Eqn. 3.12.1-lb 

PBE; :: (1349 + 110-aBE;)·R; 

PBE; =2.85• 10
3 

Figure 1.9: Barge Equivalent Static Impact Force Calculations for the Maysville 
Section of the Ohio River - Single Free Floating Barge. 
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Tablel.1: 

Flotilla 
Category• 

(1) 

6 (BB) 

7 (BC) 

10 (CC) 

12 (DB) 

13 <DC) 

14 <DD) 

16 <EB) 

17 <EC) 

19 (FC) 

21 (GC) 

23 (HC) 

24 (HD) 

Equivalent Static Barge Impact Loads and Frequencies 
for the West and East Tower Piers for the Maysville, 
Kentucky Bridge. 

Number of Flotilla Equivalent Equivalent Starting Length 
Barges in Frequency Static Static Elevation of 

Flotilla (number of Impact Impact of Uniform 
Columnb down bound Force for Force for Uniform Barge 

passages West East Barge Impact 
per year)° Tower Tower Impact Load 

Pier Pier Loadd 
(kips) (kips) (ft) (ft) 

(5) 
(2) (3) (4) (6) (7) 

3.33 4 3,390 3,460 499.5 3.0 

3.42 105 7,170 7,320 499.5 3.0 

3.35 46 6,940 7,080 499.5 3.0 

5.00 25 4,230 4,330 499.5 3.0 

4.58 2076 5,640 5,760 499.5 3.0 

6.00 1 6,480 6,620 500.5 4.0 

5.00 1 3,610 3,700 499.5 3.0 

4.58 195 6,160 6,290 499.5 3.0 
~ 

3.35 5 7,700 7,860 499.5 3.0 

3.39 205 7,970 8,140 500.5 4.0 

2.00 5 8,120 8,290 500.5 4.0 

1.67 19 6,000 6,120 500.5 4.0 

a The first letter in parentheses refers to the length of barge designation as presented in Table 
6.1, and the second letter in parentheses refers to the width of barge designation as presented 
in Table 6.2. 

h Non-integer values for the number of barges comprising a flotilla column are acceptable since 
Method II is a probability based method of analysis. 

0 Downbound traffic for 1992. Average traffic growth rate for 1991 - 1992 is -2%. 
d For both the west and east tower piers. 
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Table 1.2: Typical Barge Size Dimensions. 

Leneth, L., (ft) 195 290 250 

Width, Bu (ft) 35 53 72 

Depth, Dv (ft) 12 12 17 

Empty Draft, 0.,, (ft) 1.7 1.7 2.5 

Loaded Draft, D, (ft) 8.7 8.7 12.5 

Depth of Bow, D., (ft) 13 13 18 

Bow Rake Length, R, (ft) 20 25 30 

Head Log Height, H, (ft) 2-3 2-3 3-5 

Cargo Weight, Cc (tons ,1700 3700 5000 
) 

Empty Weight, WE (tons 200 600 1300 
) 

Total Weight, WL (tons 1900 4300 6300 
) 

Length ( L E:I ) 

PLAN 

---------- Direction of Travel H 

E l 
--'---, -----"---.>.L--------,-r----::::,,~ 
~--------------------------' 

[l 
B 

L,_.,,rl,,rl [1,·,,11 1[1 ) L 

E"'i ,t / [1,·,ttt ([I ) E F' 

ELEVATION 
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Table 1.3: Equivalent Static Impact Loads for the West and East Tower 
Piers for a Single Free Floating 53-ft x 290-ft Barge. 

Uniform Barge Uniform Equivalent Equivalent 
Impact Load Barge Static Impact Static Impact 

Starting Impact Load Force Force 
Elevation Length West Pier East Pier 

(ft) (ft) (kips) (kips) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

500.5 4.0 2,790 2,850 
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Table 1.4: Probability of Collapse for the Maysville Bridge 
(Hp = 5000 kips). 

HJP/ Probability of Collapseh 
Category 

East Pier West Pier East Pier West Pier 

6 ffiB) 1.4451 1.4749 0.0000 0.0000 

7 ffiC) 0.6831 0.6974 0.0352 0.0336 

10 (CC) 0.7062 0.7205 0.0326 0.0311 

12 <DB) 1.1547 1.1820 0.0000 0.0000 

13 <DC) 0.8681 0.8865 0.0147 0.0126 

14 (DD) 0.7553 0.7716 0.0272 0.0254 

16 (EB) 1.3514 1.3850 0.0000 0.0000 

17 (EC) 0.7949 0.8117 0.0228 0.0209 

19 (FC) 0.6361 0.6494 0.0404 0.0390 

21 (GC) 0.6143 0.6274 0.0429 0.0414 

23 CHC) 0.6031 0.6158 0.0441 0.0427 

24 <HD) 0.8170 0.8333 0.0203 0.0185 

a HP is the pier capacity and P. is the equivalent static load for each flotilla category as found in 
Table ILL 

h The Probability of Collapse is calculated as: 
PC= (l-H/P.)/9 for 0.1,::: H/P • .::: 1.0. 
PC= 0 for H/P. > 1.0. 
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Table 1.5: Annual Frequency of Collapse for East Tower Pier with 
Hp= 5000 kips. 

Flotilla Probabilit Geometric Probabilit Annual Summatio 
Frequenc 

y 
Probabilit y Frequenc n 

of Category y 
Aberranc y of y of Annual 

Collapse Frequenc 
(N) 

y 
(PG) (PC) (AF) y 

(PA) 

6 (BB) 4 1. 7704x10·4 0.1012 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

7 (BC) 105 1. 7704x10·4 0.0938 0.0352 6.140x10·5 6.140x10·5 

10 (CC) 46 1. 7704x10·4 0.1183 0.0326 3.145xl0·5 9.285x10·5 

12 (DB) 25 1. 7704x10·4 0.0348 0.0000 0.0000 9.285x10·5 

13 (DC) 2076 1. 7704x10·4 0.0953 0.0147 5.135x10·4 6.064xl0·4 

14 (DD) 1 1. 7704x10·4 0.0829 0.0272 3.991x10·7 6.068x10·4 

16 <EB) 1 1. 7704x10·4 0.0335 0.0000 0.0000 6.068x10·4 

17 (EC) 195 l.7704x10·4 0.0961 0.0228 7.560x10·5 6.824xlo·4 

19 (FC) 5 1. 7704x10·4 0.1111 0.0404 3.976xl0·6 6.863x10·4 

21 (GC) 205 l.7704x10·4 0.1077 0.0429 l.675x10·4 8.539x1Q·4 

23 (HC) 5 1. 7704x10·4 0.0994 0.0441 3.880xl0·6 8.577x10·4 

24 (HD) 19 1. 7704x10·4 0.0757 0.0203 5.l 78xl0·6 8.629x1Q·4 
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Table 1.6: Annual Frequency of Collapse for West Tower Pier with 
Hp= 5000 kips. 

Flotilla Probability Geometric Probability Annual 
Summation 

Category 
Frequency of Probability of Frequency of Annual 

Aberrancy Collapse 
Frequency 

(N) (PA) (PG) (PC) (AF) 

6 (BB) 4 l.7704x10·4 0.1012 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

7 (BC) 105 l.7704x10··1 0.0938 0.0336 5.864x10·0 5.864x10·" 

10 (CC) 46 l.7704x10··1 0.1183 0.0311 2.992x10·" 8.856x10·" 

12 (DB) 25 1.7704x10·4 0.0348 0.0000 0.0000 8.856xl0·" 

13 (DC) 2076 l.7704x10··1 0.0953 0.0126 4.416x10·4 5.302x10••I 

14 (DD) 1 l.7704x10··1 0.0829 0.0254 3.725x10·7 5.306xl0"'1 

16 (EB) 1 l.7704xl0·4 0.0335 0.0000 0.0000 5.306xIQ••I 

17 (EC) 195 l.7704x10"1 0.0961 0.0209 6.942xl0·" 6.000x10"1 

19 (FC) 5 1.7704x10·4 0.1111 0.0390 3.832x10·" 6.038x10·4 

21 (GC) 205 1.7704xl0"1 0.1077 0.0414 l.618xl0·4 7.657x10·4 

23 (HC) 5 1.7704x10··1 0.0994 0.0427 3.757x10·" 7.694x10·4 

24 (HD) 19 l.7704x10·4 0.0757 0.0200 4.716x10·" 7.741xIQ·•l 
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Table I. 7: Probability of Collapse for the Maysville Bridge 
(Hp= 7170 kips). 

H/P. Probability of Collapsea 
Category 

East Pier West Pier East Pier West Pier 

6 (BB) 2.0723 2.1150 0.0000 0.0000 

7 <BC) 0.9795 1.0000 0.0023 0.0000 

10 (CC) 1.0127 1.0331 0.0000 0.0000 

12 (DB) 1.6559 1.6950 0.0000 0.0000 

13 <DC) 1.2448 1.2713 0.0000 0.0000 

14 (DD) 1.0831 1.1065 0.0000 0.0000 

16 (EB) 1.9378 1.9861 0.0000 0.0000 

17 <EC) 1.1399 1.1640 0.0000 0.0000 

19 (FC) 0.9122 0.9312 0.0098 0.0076 

21 (GC) 0.8808 0.8996 0.0132 0.0112 

23 <HC) 0.8649 0.8830 0.0150 0.0130 

24 <HD) 1.1716 1.1950 0.0000 0.0000 
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Table 1.8: Annual Frequency of Collapse for East Tower Pier with 
Hp = 7170 kips. 

Flotilla Probability Geometric Probability Annual Summation 
Category Frequency of Probability of Frequency of Annual 

Aberrancy Collapse 
(N) (PA) (PG) (PC) (AF) Frequency 

6 (BB) 4 1. 7704x10••I 0.1012 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

7 (BC) 105 1.7704x10··1 0.0938 0.0023 3.970x10·" 3.970x10·G 

10 (CC) 46 1.7704xl0"'1 0.1183 0.0000 0.0000 3.970xIO·c; 

12 (DB) 25 1.7704x10·•1 0.0348 0.0000 0.0000 3.970xIO·" 

13 (DC) 2076 1.7704xlQ••I 0.0953 0.0000 0.0000 3.970xlQ·G 

14 (DD) 1 1. 7704xl0"'1 0.0829 0.0000 0.0000 3.970x10·" 

16 (EB) 1 1. 7704x10--1 0.0335 0.0000 0.0000 3.970xlQ·G 

17 (EC) 195 1. 7704x10"'1 0.0961 0.0000 0.0000 3.970x10·" 

19 (FC) 5 1. 7704x10·" 0.1111 0.0098 9.593x10·7 4.929xlQ·G 

21 (GC) 205 1.7704x10·•1 0.1077 0.0132 5.i75x10·" 5.668x10·0 

23 (RC) 5 1.7704x10·4 0.0994 0.0150 1.32lx10·" 5.800x10·0 

24 (HD) 19 1. 77 04x 10··1 0.0757 0.0000 0.0000 5.800x10·0 
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Table 1.9: Annual Frequency of Collapse for West Tower Pier with 
Hp = 7170 kips. 

Flotilla Probability Geometric Probability Annual 
Summation 

Category 
Frequency of Probability of Frequency of Annual 

Aberrancy Collapse 
(N) (PA) (PG) (PC) (AF) Frequency 

6 (BB) 4 l. 7704x10·4 0.1012 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

7 (BC) 105 1. 7704xlQ••I 0.0938 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

10 (CC) 46 1. 7704x 10·4 0.1183 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

12 (DB) 25 l.7704xl0"'1 0.0348 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

13 (DC) 2076 l. 7704xl0"'1 0.0953 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

14 (DD) 1 l. 7704xlQ••I 0.0829 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

16 (EBl 1 l. 7704x10·4 0.0335 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

17 (EC) 195 l. 7704xlQ••I 0.0961 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

19 (FCl 5 1. 7704x10··1 0.1111 0.0076 7.52lx10·7 7.52lx10·7 

21 (GC) 205 l.7704x10··1 0.1077 0.0112 4.359x10·" 4.435x10"" 

23 (HC) 5 1. 7704xl0"'1 0.0994 0.0130 l.144xIO·" 4.549xIO·" 

24 (HD) 19 1. 7704xl0"'1 0.0757 0.0000 0.0000 4.549xIO·" 
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APPENDIX II. SOLUTION METHOD FOR CONVOLUTION 
INTEGRAL 

The method used to solve Eqn. 3.40 used in the derivation of the impact 
spectrums given in Section 3 is given here. Eqn. 3.40 is written as 

u(t) = [A (!)sin w t - B (t)cos w t] 
D D 

where 

1 , e 
,.., ' 

A (t) = -- p (T)--cos w T dT 

1nwf11 · ~w, 
e 

, e 
B ( t) = 

Ill W f O 

p (T )--sin 

'.., ' e 

(11.42) 

(11.43a) 

(11.43b) 

Writing Eqns. II.43 in their recursive form and using Simpson's rule to integrate 
gives 

Y
1

=p(t)cos 

Y, = p (t)sin 

whereand 

w t 
I) 

w t 
D 

for 

for 

F ( t ; ) = A ( t ) for A ( t ) 

F ( t ; ) = B ( t ; ) for B ( t ) 

A T 

3 Ill W 
D 

F (t) = A ( t) 

F (t) = B (t) 

(11.44) 

(11.45a) 
(11.45b) 

(11.46a) 
(11.46b) 

After calculating the values of A(t) and B(t) for succes1ve values of i, the 
displacement at time t; is calculated using 

(11.47) 
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APPENDIX III. IMPACT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 
(MULTIPLE INERTIAL MODE PROCEDURE) 

111.1 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this appendix is to propose a second analysis procedure as 
a modification to the current AASHTO Guide Specification equivalent static 
design procedure by including the dynamic effects of multiple inertial modes. The 
need for a multiple mode method is based on a type of common inland waterway 
bridge pier with a significant concentrated mass at an intermediate point along 
the height of the pier that could result in significant higher mode displacement 
contribution. This pier type is depicted in Figure III. 1. 1. It is obvious for this 
type of structure that more than one inertial mode may significantly contribute 
to the total impact response of the structure. 

The Impact Spectrum Analysis Procedure (ISAP) given in this Section uses 
a multi-inertial mode analysis technique which, for simplicity in this appendix, 
is assumed to have two inertial modes. The basic approach for the proposed 
design procedure is similar to the PDAP; however, multiple inertial modes are 
assumed to contribute to the total dynamic response of the structure. The mode· 
response is determined using either a two mode explicit solution or eigenvalue, 
etc. solution. 

The design procedure given here uses the barge impact spectrums which 
were derived in Section 3. Using the impact spectrums, the modal impact forces 
for a bridge pier are determined depending on the dynamic characteristics of the 
structure. The results of the maximum response determined using the ISAP are 
compared to the response determined using the current AASHTO equivalent 
static method, and the linear dynamic time-history analysis (TRAP) using the 
barge impact loading time histories developed in Section 3. 

111.2 BRIDGE DESIGN PROCESS 

Section 2 gave in detail the three AASHTO Guide Specification statistical 
design procedures called Method I, Method II, and Method III. · The ISAP is only 
a part of the overall design process. Therefore, the ISAP must be integrated into 
the overall design procedure. Figures III.2.1 through III.2.4 provide a detailed 
flow chart of the integration of the ISAP in the Guide Specification statistical 
design methods. Figures III.2.1 through III.2.3 were given previously in Section 
5 but are repeated here for clarity. 
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Figure 111.1.1: Two Inertial Mode Structure. 
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111.3 IMPACT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS PROCEDURE (ISAP) 

In the previous Section, the psuedo-dynamic analysis procedure (PDAP) was 
developed by utilizing the results of Section 4 where it was shown that the total 
modal response could be resolved into those modes for which the inertial effects 
are significant and those modes for which the inertial effects may be neglected. 
The impact spectrum analysis procedure (ISAP) will be developed using these 
same results; however, in this Section, it will be assumed that more than one 
inertial mode will contribute to the dynamic response of the structure. In addition, 
a discrete generalized modal formulation will be used for the inertial displacement 
rather than a continuous generalized inertial displacement as was used in the 
previous Section. Therefore, the mass of the columns will be lumped at the 
concentrated mass nodes. The column mass lumping will be discussed in more 
detail later in this section. 

In order to develop the impact response equations Eqn. 4.32 is written for 
the maxim um response over time as 

d 
DMF p 

IV l l<I> l l<I> l 
n - I 

-+ [kl {R l (111.1) 
,, = l K K 

where the term, [k]"1{R} is equal to the total static response of i:iH modes (as 
discussd in Section 5). Therefore, Eqn. III.1 is written such that the total 
maximum response (f(t)=l.O), {v}max• is determined in part by modal analysis and 
in part by ordinary static analysis which is written 

{vl = {vl + {vl . 
mnx 111od11l H/1d1c 

(111.2) 

where 

,I 
DMF (Cw )P 

,I p 
n 

IV l 
111111/ul :E l<I> l :E l<I> l - (111.3a) 

n ~ l K n " l K 

(111.3b) 
IV l 

1ilt1l11 
[ k I 

- I 
IR l 

Solution of Eqn. III.Sa requires the determination of the multiple inertial 
mode shapes. The mode shapes will be derived on the basis that, in addition to 
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the pier cap there exists a second intermediate concentrated mass. Both the pier 
cap and the the impact strut are rigidly connected to the pier columns. The cap 
and strut are assumed rigid with respect to the columns and therefore, any 
deflections in the strut and the pier cap are neglected. In addition, any axial 
deformations in the columns are neglected which, considering the previous 
assumptions results in a two DOF system with the DOF's labeled in Figure 111.3.1 

For the structure shown in Figure 111.3.1, where the columns in each level, 
l, of the pier are of equal moment of inertia, lz, the stiffness at each level, kz, given 
by 

12 E I 
I 

k = ---n 
1·.I (111.4) 

L 

where nc,l is the number of columns at the lth level. 

Based on the previous modeling assumptions and the discussion given in 
Section 4, it is reasonable to conclude that the modal displacement of the pier can 
be effectively captured by the the two (primary) mode shapes given qualitatively 
in Figures Ill.3.2 and 111.3.3 where ¢,ii is the modal displacement for the nth mode 
at the ith discrete nodal location. All ~ther modes would be of significantly higher 
frequency than the primary mode shapes and their inertial effects can be 
neglected. Thus n=l,2 and i=l,2. 

The inertial modes are determined by the solution of the linearized 
eigenvalue problem which is expressed in terms of the stiffness matrix, [k], the 
mass matrix, [m], and the nth mode frequency, wn, for the two degree-of-freedom 
(DOF) system as 

([k]-w
2

[m]){<!>l {Ol (111.5). 

The global lumped mass matrix, [m], is the compilation of the column level, l, 
element mass matrices, rm 'l , which are given by 

,, 
[ Ill I l 

-;;-L [l I I 

2 0 
0 l n 
1 , .. I 

(111.6) 
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where 111 1 is the mass per unit length of each column for level l, and the i th DOF 
lumped nodal masses, mi. Therefore, using the modeling assumptions stated 
previously the global lumped mass matrix, [m], is given by 

Ill L ,n L 
I I 2 2 

Ill n n + Ill 
I .I r. I r. 2 

2 2 

Ill L 
2 2 

Ill n + ,n 
2 . 2 ('. 2 

2 

,n Ill ; 0 
I . 2 2 . I 

Writing 

m 
2 . 2 

b " 
,n 

I .I 

and m= mu the global mass matrix is simply 

[ Ill l 
[

11

0

1 0 l 
b m 

(111.7a) 

(111.7b) 

(111.7c) 

(111.8) 

(111.9) 

The element stiffness matrix, [k1, is derived based on the rigid cross 
member assumption and the fixed base condition and is given by 

,, 
[ k I I _12 E_I 1 [ 1 - 1 l n , .. 

1 

L - 1 1 

(111.10) 

Using the two degree of freedom model assumptions and Eqn. III.5 the global 
stiffness matrix is given by 
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the global stiffness matrix is simply 

[

k + a k - a k l 
I k l ; 

- a k a k 

Using Eqns. III.9 and III.14 Eqn. III.5 can be written 

[

(l+a)k-111,\. 

- a k 

- a k 

a k - b 111 

{ o l 

(111.lla) 

(111.llb) 

(111.llc) 

(111.12) 

(111.13) 

(111.14) 

(111.15) 

where A is the corresponding eigenvalue, uf, which satisfies the non-trivial 
equality given by equation III.15. Solving Eqn. III.15 for mode n displacement 
vectors, <l>in• and frequencies, wn, where i is the node DOF number, and <l>i n is 

' ' arbritrarily set equal to unity (scaled) for i = 1, gives the explicit modal 
displacements for i=2 and n=l, 2 which is expressed as 
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The explicit modal frequencies are written 

w = _k [a - ✓ Cl - Cl ] I -1 r, 
(111.18a) 

,n 

~[Cl• ] w = + ✓ Cl - a 
2 r, 

(111.18b) 
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The modal load, Pn, and modal stiffness, K,i were given previously in Section 
4, but are repeated here, and are written 

p 

K 

T 

I <I> l I R l 

T 
{cp} [k]{cp} 

(111.20a) 

(111.20b) 

where {R} is the peak barge impact load vector which is assumed, for the two DOF 
model, to be given by 

{

p mn, } 

IR l = 

0 

(111.21) 

where P1110x is given by Eqn. 3.43. 

Utilizing Eqns. III.16 through III.21 the nth mode lumped inertial forces, 
{h,J produced by the individual modal displacement vectors, {v,J, (given by Eqn. 
III.Sa) can be calculated from (e.g., Clough and Penzien, 1993) 

{/
1
_,,l = = -w [m ]{vn} (111.22) 

However, the actual sign of the inertial vectors have little significance over the 
displacement time history; therefore, the maximum story shears will be given by 
the sum of the absolute values of the inertial vectors. In addition, the absolute 
value of the inertial force vectors are combined with the static response force 
vector, {R}, (refer to Eqn. III.I) to produce the total impact force vector, lfr}, 

(111.23) 
n = I 

Therefore, Eqn. III. I is written 
., 

DMF ( w ) p 

IV l L I { cp l. 
lnlll( 

I 
K n = I I 

I 

p 

{cp} -"I+ [k 1- l {R } 

ll K : 
n I 

(111.24) 

to produce the maximum response and Eqn. III.23 becomes 
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(111.25) 

where d = 2. The actual member design forces and displacements are determined 
by utilizing lfr} in a suitable frame analysis/design program. It is important to 
note that even though the inertial forces were calculated by assuming the simple 
two DOF model, the total impact design forces are applied to a suitably descretized 
model of the bridge pier. The following section will present the design procedure 
in a step-by-step format as was done for the PDAP in Section 5. 
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IIl.4 STEP-BY-STEP ISAP 

The methods given in this appendix have resulted in a simplified barge 
impact analysis procedure whereby the dynamic effects of the interaction of the 
individual barges in the flotilla and the bridge are included. The procedure to 
calculate the maximum impact displacement vector, {v(x)}1110x, and the resulting 
design forces using the ISAP are given in the following steps. 

STEP 1: The first mode displacement vector is given by 

<I> 2 
,x + J« - ,x 

(111.26a) 
.I 2 

(111.26b) 
<I> 2 

; ,x - J« - ,x 
. 2 2 

and the second mode displacement vector is given by 

<I> 2 
,x + J« - ,x (111.27a) 

.I 2 

(111.27b) 
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,x - J« - ,x 
. 2 2 

where 
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In addition 
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STEP 3: The modal frequencies are calculated by 
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STEP 3: The modal stiffness, K,ii and modal load, Pn, are determined by 

1' 
K { <I> l [ k l { <I> l 

where {R} is given by 

{

p """ } { R ) = 

0 

P1110x is calculated by 

P """ = [ llO ( a Bmull ) + 1385 ] ( R B ) 

and 

a 
Bmull [ [ 

KE /,ml l ~ ][ 10 , 2 l [ ( 5 • 576 l l = I + 
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- I -;-:- I + I . 7 LOG 
10 

( nb - 1 ) V + 1 

where, K.Ezead is given in terms of the tonnage of the lead barge, Wb,by 
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STEP 4: The total impact design loading is calculated by 
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where d= 2, and the modal dynamic magnification factor, DMF((,Tp,,J (given here 
in terms of the structure undamped mode period, Tp,,J is determined for the 
multiple barge flotilla case from the following (assuming~= 5%) 

DMF (TI'·•) = 1 + TI'·• for T I' . • ~ 0 . 75 

DMF ( T ) = 1 . 75 
P.n 

for T > 0 . 75 
p .n 

and 

2 1t 

T 
p ,II 
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For the single barge case the dynamic magnification factor is given by 
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STEP 5: The member design displacements and forces resulting from the total 
impact design load vectors, lfr}, (calculated in step 4) are determined using a 
suitable space frame or finite element analysis/design computer program. It is 
important to note that the load vector, lfr}, is applied at this point of the analysis 
to the fully descretized pier model. Therefore, lf r} is non-zero only at the impact 
and lumped (concentrated) mass nodes. In addition, the load vector is the 
combination of the psuedo-static and two inertial modes response. As was 
exemplified in Section 5 for the PDAP, combinations of the psuedo-static and 
positive and negative direction inertial modes should be considered since the 
inertial mode loading reverses over the impact time history. Any one of the 
possible combinations may control the design of the individual pier members. For 
the two inertial mode case, there are four possible load combinations as will be 
shown in the following section in the form of a design example. 

The calculations outlined in the preceding steps are easily completed using 
a computer spreadsheet program or similar software. MathCad was used for the 
step-by-step calculations in the example problems given in the following sections 
along with GT-STRUDL for the fully discretized space frame analysis step (Step 
5). 

III.5 DESIGN EXAMPLE USING THE ISAP 

A design example using the Impact Spectrum Analysis Procedure (ISAP) is 
given here, and the solution follows the step-by-step procedure presented in the 
previous sections. The bridge pier is to be designed for impact by a flotilla column 
of four 35'x195' barges traveling at an impact velocity of 17 fps. Each barge has 
a combined dead weight and cargo tonnage of 3800 kips. The example pier (shown 
in Figure III.5.1) is comprised of 48 piles (8x6 pile group shown in Figure III.5.2, 
1=3200 in4for each pile) that are rigidly connected to the pile cap. In addition, the 
piles are assumed fixed at the the ground elevation. Two pier columns of 
1=260,000 in4 (each) support the pier cap. The nodal mases and stiffnesses were 
determined using Eqns. III.26 and III.27, respectively. 

The idealized pier dynamic model used to determine the impact loads is 
shown in Figure III.5.3. The calculated pseudo-static, inertial mode 1, and inertial 
mode 2 loads are shown in Figures III.5.4. Only the relative direction of the loads 
for each mode is important. Examination of the results given in Figure III.5.4 
reveals for this design example the second inertial mode (Figure III.5.4b) 
contributes little to the overall structure response as is indicated by the fact that 
the second mode total inertial shear is only 4.75% of the psuedo-static component 
(Figure III.5.4a). The actual signs of each component of the impact loading 
(pseudo-static, mode 1, and mode 2 components) are applied in all direction 
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combinations to possibly produce worst case loadings for each member (i.e. design 
load combinations). The four possible direction loading combinations are shown 
as Figures III.4.5a through III.4.5d. 

The pier response due to the load combinations given in Figure III.5.5 were 
determined using the GT-STRUDL finite element computer program and a fully 
descretized pier model. The piles and columns were subdivided into four 
beam/column elements and the pier cap was descretized into three elements. The 
pile cap was modeled using four-node quadralateral and three node triangular 
plane-stress/plate bending (six DOF/node non-coplanar) overlay finite elements. 
The finite element mesh is shown in Figure III.5.6. 

The responses determined using both ISAP and the current AASHTO 
equivalent static method are compared to the response determined using a linear 
time-history analysis (direct time integration) from the load time history 
determined in Section 3. All analysis results given in this section were calculated 
using the GT-STRUDL computer program. These results are given in Table III.5.1 
where it can be seen that the maximum response determined using the time 
history is within 4% of the response determined using the ISAP method. However, 
the equivalent static method varies by over 34% from the time-history method. 

As was pointed out in the previous Section, the equivalent static method will 
usually be significantly different from the design loads determined using any of 
the recommended design procedures. This is due in part to the ~fact that the 
AASHTO method neglects the loading that results from the inertial effects. In 
addition, the peak impact load determined using the equivalent static method does 
not take into account the dynamic interaction of the individual barges in the 
flotilla and the dynamic interaction of the barges and the bridge pier. 
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Table 111.5.1: Predicted Displacments by Analysis Methods. 

Displacement (inch) 

Location PDAPb 

Impact Node 4.27 
(node la) 

Pier Cap 7.22 
(node 2a) 

aNote: see Figure III.5.1 for node locations. 
hPDAP: Psuedo-Dynamic Analysis Procedure 
cTHAP: Time-History Analysis Procedure 
dAASHTO: AASHTO Equivalent Static Method 
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II1.6 CONCLUSIONS 

The methods presented in this Section are intended to improve the analysis 
of bridges susceptible to barge flotilla traffic. It was shown that there is a 
considerable difference between the response calculated using the current 
AASHTO equivalent static method and the Psuedo-Dynamic Analysis Procedure 
given in this Section. The current AASHTO analysis procedure does not include 
the effect of the interaction between the individual barges in the flotilla and the 
bridge pier. This is significant since the energy lost between the individual barges 
in the flotilla column was found to be very significant using the analysis 
techniques given in this Section. 

Another important difference between the two methods is that the current 
AASHTO analysis procedure neglects the member loading that results due to the 
inertial effects of the impact loading time history, whereas the inertial loading is 
included with the Psuedo-Dynamic Procedure. Depending on the structure 
dynamic characteristics, the inertial member loads could increase the member 
design loads by up to 70% as compared to the equivalent static procedure loads. 

It was shown in Section 4 that the total modal response could be resolved 
into those modes for which the inertial effects are significant and those modes for 
which the inertial effects may be neglected. The structural response for which the 
inertial effects may be neglected is called the psuedo-static respons~ .. 
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